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''No more," said Eldewin, returning to his chair, his 
exasperation evident. 'We have other things to occupy 
our minds. Your lessons for one." He was nothing if not 
dogged. His son would learn, even if Eldewin had to 
do it by main strength. 
Dale watched his father open The Book and groaned 
inwardly. Eldewin was wasting no time in bringing his 
wayward son back to earth. The day's lessons began 
when Eldewin adjusted the candle for better light. 
After admonishing his son to pay attention he started 
to read. 
The boy supposed that someday he would have to 
reveal his power though the thought gave him no joy. 
Once his magical powers were known then the horse 
would be truly shod. It would become impossible for 
him to practice the arts in his own ways, to reach 
beyond their limits, to shape a living thing from noth- 
ing more than an idea and say, 'There! I made that.' For 
him everything else held, if not a falseness, then a 
certain mundane quality that he found distasteful. To 
Dak there was little point in whisking up tons of butter 
and yards of wool, tasks he felt that were better left to 
the dairyman and the shepherd. 
Was there no power a magician could tap to create 
the essence of life? His father said there was not ... no, 
his father was not right. There was a way and he, Dak 
Whiteharte, would find it. 
For an instant the image of a magnificent Swallow- 
tail butterfly flitted through Oak's mind. The 
butterfly's blue and golden wings were possessed of a 
light so bright it almost blinded his inner sight. Dak 
held his breath, afraid that even the act of drawing in 
air would shatter the picture in his head. His power 
reached out, but the butterfly broke beneath his clum- 
sy, ungentle touch and slivered away to nothing. Oak 
squeezed his eyes shut, holding back tears of wretched 
disappointment. 
There had to be a way. 
Dak recalled the time two years previous when 
Master Lendil's old plowhorse had died suddenly in 
the middle of planting season and half of his field as 
yet unturned. There was not another horse to be bought 
or borrowed anywhere. So his father took Lendil's dog 
and changed it into a horse. Dak remembered being 
awed by the feat, to say nothing of Master Lendil, who 
was flabbergasted. 
'Son,' his father had said by way of explanation, 1t 
is not the same as creating life. The dog was already 
alive. All I did was change a few things. Rearranged 
them, so to speak. But Lendil's new plowhorse is still a 
'There is a great deal of difference between butter 
and butterflies," said Eldewin Whiteharte to his son, 
Dale. 
Eldewin forced himself to stay calm, not to let ex- 
asperation creep into his voice. He shook his head, 
bewildered, not quite knowing what to make of the 
boy. When he was Dale's age he was already helping 
his father with many of the lesser visualizations. But 
Dale seemed unable, or unwilling, to grasp even the 
most elementary rules of magic. Eldewin lifted his 
lanky frame from his chair and walked to the window 
of their shop where Dak was sitting on the sill. He 
looked down at his son. 
"What is the diffe.rence?" asked Dale, his striking 
blue-violet eyes round and serious. He felt a small pang 
of guilt over the deception he was playing. Part of him 
wanted to tell his father that he could perform many of 
the feats of minor magic he had been taught. But 
another, stronger part made Dale hold his tongue. Dak 
knew what was expected; he was to be a magician as 
the Whitehartes had always been, for years uncounted. 
His mood turned sour at the thought. 
Eldewin clasped his hands behind his back and 
rocked back and forth on the balls of his feet, striving 
to be patient with the boy's incessant questions on a 
subject that had no meaning. He sighed and turned 
away to stare out the window. He had hoped his son 
would show some glimmer of understanding, some 
readily apparent sign that he even possessed a talent 
for magic. For Eldewin, the thought that his son might 
not want to follow him into the family business was one 
so foreign it could not occur to him. The elder 
Whiteharte remained befuddled. 
Presently he said, "Remember last year, when you 
asked about the lamb and the wool?" 
"Yes, Father. You said that while you could conjure 
all the wool I wanted you could not conjure the lamb." 
"Exactly, my boy!" cried Eldewin, ''The same prin- 
ciple applies here. I can have you up to your eyes in 
butter. Stars in the skies! I could sink the entire country 
in the stuff but I cannot give you a single butterfly. Not 
even a small one. Because the butterfly, like the lamb, 
is alive. And magicians cannot create life. That is a 
power beyond us." 
"Must it always be so? Cannot the art be taught?" 
"If such an art existed. Then yes, I suppose it could 
be. But that is foolishness. It is not for you or me to 
waste time in a search for the impossible." 
"But. .. " 
by John R Alderson 
THE MAGIC CARPENTER 
morning of a late spring day. The heady scents of lilac 
and honeysuckle assailed his nostrils with their sweet 
aroma, his ears filled with the chattering of squirrels 
and the varied chirpings orbirds, while his eyes beheld 
butterflies of every description. 
Oak gave in to the pleasure of watching them per- 
form their graceful airborne dance before settling, as 
light as a whisper, on the petals of a flower. 
He closed his eyes. Almost at once a clear visualiza- 
tion of a large golden butterfly leaped into his head. It 
lay in his mind, shimmering wings spread wide, 
beautiful and very still. His temples throbbed, his 
mood suddenly serious. This never happened. Always, 
in the past, the images would waft through his mind 
too elusive for him to capture. 
Carefully he slipped his will over the picture in his 
mind. He reached inside his creation searching for the 
essence that would bring it to life. From somewhere 
deep within he felt a faint stirring, as if gentle fingers 
were strumming light chords on some sweet lute. Ex- 
ultant now, he delved deeper, searching for the begin- 
ning of the music. Deeper and deeper he went, ever 
faster, until he became lost in a dark place. The music, 
strident and painful now, washed over him with 
nauseating ferocity. His mind reeled under the 
onslaught. The image of the butterfly exploded into 
vivid multi-colored spots that blotted his vision and 
. toppled him to the earth. A cry of pain whistled out 
from between clenched teeth when he hit the ground. 
He didn't quite lose consciousness. For long minutes 
he lay on the cool grass, taking in air in great sucking 
gulps. 
The sickness passed. He was able to stand. Oak 
shook his head and smiled a pale smile. He was undis- 
couraged by what had happened. Instead he was sure 
he had made a great discovery. Oak was convinced his 
own clumsiness had caused his distress. All he needed 
to learn was how to wrest the lute of life away from its 
player and all that he imagined, all that he desired, 
would be his to master. 
So it was with a jaunty step that Oak started down 
the lane to complete the errand that Eldewin had set for 
him. From where his father's house sat, high up on the 
crest, the whole of the village ofVickeray spread below 
Oak's feet. It grew back from the docks and climbed the 
steep hillside like a brick and thatch vine. The streets, 
lanes and alleys curved and twisted up the hill; some 
even looped back upon themselves. But all eventually 
reached the single tree-lined path that led to the 
magician's house. It was down this path that Oak 
strode, fairly bouncing with confidence, sure that the 
unattainable lay within his grasp. 
Seeking out the dockmaster he learned that Master 
Grudl's boat had not arrived and was not even ex- 
pected until later that afternoon. Oak smiled when he 
heard this. His father had given him the day off. Again 
he felt guilt's sharp twinges but he held them back 
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dog and it still thinks it's a dog.' 
Lendil' s field received an erratic plowing that year, 
the furrows shallow and none too straight Master 
Lendil and his neighbors still enjoyed a good laugh 
over the memory of that animal sniffing a.round every 
boulder and tree and straining in the harness at the 
sight of a rabbit, wanting to give chase. When the 
planting was done, his father changed it back into a 
dog, much to the relief of Master Lendil who had 
worried that he would be left with the strange creature 
for life. 
For a minute Oak thought about that incident, 
trying to discover if it offered some sort of a clue. But 
he could find none. Oak sighed and tu.med his idle 
attention to the confines of his father's shop. 
Along the back wall stood several long shelves and 
bookcases, laden with hundreds of neatly stacked 
scrolls, thick leather-bound books, and many heavy 
earthenware jars filled with various powders and li- 
quids. The trappings of his father's profession, thought 
Oak with scorn. The mysteries in which the magic arts 
were cloaked; outlandish bluffs to fool the ignorant and 
appease the superstitious. The heavy parchment of the 
scrolls rustled importantly when opened, and the pow- 
ders and liquids, when mixed, filled the shop with a 
sickly sweet stench that properly impressed the cus- 
tomers. In truth, magic was an internal gift, a methOd 
of visualization and creation that sought the essence, 
the essential shape of a thing, and propelled it into 
reality by the power of the mind. 
He knew that his father could fashion a butterfly 
from any other flying creature using the same method 
he had with Lendil's dog, but to Oak this was another 
cheat. No matter how much it looked like a butterfly it 
would never be a butterfly. 
Eldewin slapped The Book closed. Oak flinched at 
the sound. 'Were you listening to anything I said?" 
·~es Father," he lied. His face reddened. 
'Well, at least try to look more attentive," harum- 
phed Eldewin. But he could see that the lessons would 
have to wait. The boy was just not interested. A 
frustrated anger a.rose within him but he fought it 
down. Every seedling needs its own time to sprout and 
grow. Perhaps Oak would soon put aside his foolish 
dreams and concentrate on the things that were impor- 
tant. 
Aloud he said, "I'm expecting a shipment of some 
urgency to arrive today. It's coming up river from 
Zzaro on Master Grudl's boat. I want you to go to the 
dock and wait for it. Even if it takes all day. Now off 
with you, boy, and keep out of mischief." 
Oak needed no further prompting. He bolted 
through the door freed, for one day at least, from the 
insufferable bore of his lessons and the musty confines 
of his father's shop. It also afforded him the chance to 
pay a visit on a very dear friend. 
Once outside he stopped to breathe in the new 
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Oak smiled. He had been in the 
cave many times and he knew that 
whatever his friend was looking for 
invariably lay under a pile of things 
he didn't need. Fescue was forever 
promising himself to rearrange his 
stock, but he never did. 
Soon the end of a thick rough 
hewn plank poked through the door 
and Fescue appeared, holding the 
long piece easily in his strong brown hands. He laid the 
timber on the workbench and turned to Oak, wiping 
his hands on his leather apron. 
Fescue was short, barely taller than Oak, with 
bowed legs, immensely broad shoulders, and thick 
arms knobby with muscle. His head rested on his 
shoulders, seemingly without a neck to support it. 
Blue-violet eyes, very much like Oak's, shone from 
deep beneath thick snowy brows. A huge lumpy 
doorknob of a nose dominated his face above a wide 
toothy mouth. Except for those magnificent brows, 
Fescue was as bald as a turnip. 
He came to Oak, gave him a fierce hug that 
squeezed the boy's breath out, and then grasped him 
by the upper arms. Effortlessly he lifted Oak skyward, 
a broad smile creasing his homely old face. For Fescue 
was old. Just how old nobody knew and Fescue wasn't 
telling. He was a man much loved in Vickeray, a man 
Knowing he would find it empty, Oak didn't bother 
looking inside. Instead he went around to the back 
where Fescue' s carpentry shop was cut into the side of 
the hill that climbed away from the road even more 
steeply than it did in Vickeray. 
It was really almost a cliff, so sheer was its incline 
for the first fifty feet of its height. Then the slope, 
carpeted with grass, wild violets and clover, became 
much more gentle as it rose to the hillcrest. Oak and 
Fescue had spent much time sitting on that hillside 
looking down at the cottage and off across the river 
where softly rolling plains and woodlands ran away 
into a purple north. 
The shop was really no more than a flat wooden roof 
pitched slightly down and held up by sturdy, smoothly 
squared poles. The front and sides were open while the 
hill itself made up its back wall. A wide 
workbench occupied its center, and cut into the 
face of the cliff was a low doorway that led to a 
dry cave where Fescue stored his green wood until 
it became cured enough to shape. The door into 
the cave stood open and Oak heard the sounds of 
shifting timber coming from within. 
"Hello Fessie!" shouted Oak through the door. 
"Oak, my boy," replied a deep bass voice from 
inside, "just you wait. I'll be out 
directly. Confound this place 
anyway! I really must organize it 
soon." 
Master Fescue Bramble, Esq. 
Wood.wright 
behind the formidable walls of his uttermost desire. As 
much as he loved his father he would not be cast in his 
image. 
Oak raced away from the docks and took the main 
highway to the east that ran along the river's southern 
bank. If you stayed on it you would eventually, after 
many leagues of travel, come to Zzaro by the Sea. But 
Oak's journey was much shorter than that. About a 
mile out of Vickeray he turned into the yard of a 
whitewashed stone and thatch cottage. Above the 
door, on a hand-lettered sign of polished wood, were 
the words: 
Oak looked unsure for a second but continued his 
tale at the old man's urging. 
For the first time in long years Fescue felt the pain 
and the texture of his guilt. Pwil had died doing the 
very thing that Oak was attempting. Only with Pwil it 
had been hounds, not butterflies. He had a love for 
them that defied understanding and he strove to create 
one with his power. On the day he succeeded, Fescue 
had watched and done nothing. He had been his son's 
willing partner (having his own need to know), the 
thought that Pwil might die the farthest thing from his 
mind. Even when it became ~pparent the boy was in 
trouble, Fescue had hesitated. He had been afraid. It 
had been a momentary fear but it was enough. By the 
time he had acted, the hound came into being, and 
Pwil, with a shuddering gasp, had died. 
Fescue left his homeland carrying nothing with him 
but his shame. For many years he wandered about, his 
guilt strangling his mind and his heart, until he came 
to Vickeray and set up his carpentry shop. He buried 
his conscience beneath hard work and never again 
practiced the arts of magic. And now here was another 
boy whose life was in his hands and Fescue was afraid 
once more. 
Oak had finished talking. A leaden silence hung in 
the air between the two, each of them wrapped in his 
own thoughts. Fescue roused himself first. 
"You say you heard music?" 
"No, not music exactly. I felt what seemed to me to 
be the master of all musicians strumming a chord 
across the purest of lutes. Not playing a song. Just the 
same chord over and over. Even when it turned harsh 
it seemed to me to be the same chord. The same yet 
different. I can explain it no better, Fessie." 
"Shall we look at your father's chair?" said Fescue, 
feeling a need to change the mood as much for himself 
as for Oak. Fescue knew of that chord and what it 
meant. The old man's fear flared and again he sup- 
pressed it, though his hands trembled slightly from the 
effort. 
When Oak did not reply Fescue turned and walked 
into the cave, reappearing moments later carrying the 
chair. He put it down where it could catch the sunlight 
and stepped back to admire the work. "Ir's a fine piece. 
You should be proud." 
Finally Oak stirred and looked. The chair was plain, 
devoid of the intricate carving that was Fescue' s signa- 
ture. He had tried to emulate his friend in this but gave 
up when it became apparent the he had not developed 
the talent for it yet. Still it was an impressive piece with 
its high back and smoothly shaped arms. 
''You did a fine job," prompted Fescue when Oak 
remained silent. "Your father will be proud." 
"I did not come here to talk of chairs," said Oak, 
sounding angrier than he intended. He felt himself 
flush in embarrassment. '1' m sorry," he mumbled look- 
ing at the ground. 
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who had aged with grace into the kind of childlike 
quality oldsters only get when they do not give in to 
bitterness over their advancing years. Fescue was fond 
of everyone, but Oak held a special place in the old 
man's heart. 
''Put me down," said Oak when his breath returned, 
'1 am not a piece of your wood to be held up for 
inspection." 
Fescue complied, setting the boy back on his feet. 
"So overcome with joy was I at the sight of you, I quite 
lost my head." ' 
"Fessie, your head is the only thing you have never 
lost," said Oak as he rubbed his arms where the imprint 
of the old man's large hands still lingered. 
"A most unflattering thing to say, but I forgive you. 
If only because forgiving you is easier than trying to 
. find the switch I use when sassy young rascals do not 
accord their elders the proper respect. I seem to 
have .. .ah ... misplaced it."Tile two friends laughed at the 
jest 
"Have you come then for your father's present?" 
· In his excitement over the morning's events Oak 
had forgotten all about the chair he had been making 
for his father. 
Oak shook his head. "I confess I was not thinking 
about that at all. Something happened this morning 
that drove it completely from my mind." 
"Butterflies again?" asked Fescue. Seeing Oak's sud- 
denly sober expression, the old man felt a small fear 
start to grow. 
Oak nodded. 
"Have you told your father?" 
"No. His patience with me is wearing thin." 
"I think you do not credit Eldewin enough. What 
happened this time?" 
Oak told his friend about the golden butterfly, the 
nausea and the dizziness. And of the feeling he had that 
he was close to a great discovery. The words poured 
forth as they always did when he talked to Fescue. As 
they seldom did with his father. 
The old man's expression didn't change as he half 
listened to Oak. His mind had returned to another time, 
another place, another boy and a tremendous guilt. 
TIUs boy, called Pwil, was very much like Oak: blue- 
violeteyes, headstrong, notatall interested ineveryday 
magic. He was Fescue's son and he was dead. 
He shook his head, trying to clear it of painful 
memories. The old man returned to his woodshop. 
With vigorous strokes he began planing the board he 
had just brought from the cave. But it was no use. His 
agony had sprung to full life, running hot in his veins, 
stinging his eyes. He stopped working as suddenly as 
he had begun and leaned heavily on the bench. 
Oak stopped talking, surprised by Fescue' s actions. 
"Whatever is the matter? You look ill." 
"I'm fine. Fine. Please, go on." 
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too agitated by Fescue's words to remain seated. Of all 
the answers to his desires this was the most wildly 
improbable. He wondered what his father would say if 
he knew he had sired a myth. Oak's mood lightened 
with that ridiculous thought. Could he really be a 
wizard? Fessie said it was so but Dak had no proof that 
the old man was what he said he was. Yet, somehow, 
he believed him. Still ... 
"What is it you could teach me?" he said aloud. 
"Many things. How to be the wind, for instance. Or 
to know how a raindrop feels when it splashes against 
a windowpane. To be the morning light as it creeps 
across the hills and puts the song in the heart of the 
thrush. To travel in an instant between places that are 
many leagues apart. All this and more." 
"Teach me to create a butterfly." 
''No. I cannot." 
''Then there is even less point in being a wizard than 
a magician. At least magicians don't have to hide," Dak 
retorted. Then, realization radiated within him like the 
unshuttering of an incredibly bright lantern in a dark 
room. "But you already have," he cried. ''Haven't you, 
Fessie?" 
''No!Dak!" 
But Dak wasn't listening. Before his inner sight an 
Emperor butterfly floated. Waiting. Just go slow, 
thought Oak as he softly cradled the butterfly in his 
will. Stay in tune. The only thing that can stop me now 
is childish haste. He delved cautiously, seeking his dark 
place and the chord that played there. 
He never reached it. Before he could complete his 
journey an outside power shattered his visualization. 
Dak knew right away that Fescue had entered his mind 
and destroyed the picture there. He was furious. 
''Why did you do that?" he demanded, unapologetic 
about his wrath this time. 
''There are some things not to be trifled with. The 
price is too great." If Fescue was hurt by Oak's tone he 
betrayed no sign of it. 
"Price? What price?" asked Dak, still angry. 
''There is a shame upon me. I let Pwil do this foolish 
thing and I watched him die. I will not allow you to 
seek the same fate. Please understand, to do this is 
death." Fescue looked at his hands. They remained 
steady. His fear was no more. 
''Who is Pwil?" 
"He was ... my son." 
"Did he succeed?" 
"If you mean did he create a life, then yes. He did. 
A hound. Perfectly formed and all hound. But the cost, 
Dak. The cost. You have to place your own music into 
your creation and when you do there is nothing left to 
sustain your own being." 
"I will not die," said Dak. He was gripped by his own 
obsession, consumed by it and beyond reason. "If Pwil 
did, then he had only himself to blame. I will not die. 
Fescue nodded. 
The boy's eyes grew big and round and he shook 
his head as if in denial. 
Fescuecontinued, "I was fairly sure all along. Today 
it became a certainty." 
"A certainty?" Dak made no attempt to hide the 
quiver in his voice. "How?" 
''Two things. First, your eyes. All wizardshaveblue- 
violeteyes though not everyone with blue-violet eyes 
is a wizard. That is why I wasn't sure until today. 
Second, and most important, is that you found the dark 
place within you where the lute of life strums its con- 
stant chord. It is by tuning himself to its resonance that 
a wizard draws his power." Fescue settled back and 
waited. He had come to the point of his fear. Would 
Dak make the connection? 
Dak was silent for a long time as he thought about 
what the old man had said. He got to his feet and paced, 
"It is of no moment," replied Fescue as he sat on the 
chair. He settled back and looked at Dak, one thick 
eyebrow arched. 
Dak sat, cross-legged, on the grass and hugged his 
knees. He was still upset with himself over his anger 
toward his old friend. After all Fessie wasn't a 
magician, yet he seemed to have an uncanny grasp of 
things he really shouldn't have known. Was he ... Dak 
put thought into words. 
"Are you a magician, Fessie?" 
"In a way, yes," replied Fescue. It was time the truth 
be told. All of it. 'Though not the same as your father. 
I am, or rather was, a wizard." 
"A wizard! Butwizardsareamyth. Theydon'texist. 
At least that's what my father says." 
"Doeshenow?Yourfatherisamostnoblemagician. 
Very learned. But there are things even he doesn't 
know." 
Dak became excited. ''Tell me of wizards." 
Fescue leaned forward in the chair. 'We are an 
ancient order with roots older and deeper than those of 
magicians. Our power too is the greater. This is not to 
say that Eldewin and his ilk do not have substantial 
gifts. They do. Magicians are a comfort to their com- 
munities with their herbs and medicines and everyday 
magic." 
''Why then are wizards considered myths? If your 
powers are so great you should be honored in all the 
lands." 
"How I wish that were true," said Fescue with a sigh. 
"In olden days people feared and despised us because 
we dealt in mysteries beyond their understanding. 
Dangerous is what they called us. And there weren't 
many of us abroad in the world. Never more than six, 
very often only two or three. Today, as far as I know, 
there is me ... and ... possibly ... one other." 
Dak caught Fescue's look and swallowed hard. 
"Me?" 
die. "Father!" he shouted again as he desperately tried 
to maintain his grip upon himself and the golden orb. 
Eldewin sat up straight in his chair when the first of 
Oak's calls rang in his mind. So loud had been the shout 
he thought that his son had returned from the docks. 
He looked quickly about but he was alone. With the 
second of Oak's tormented shouts Eldewin knew 
something was amiss. His will pounced on the thread 
of Oak's mental yell and traced it to its source. As if 
from a great height Eldewin looked down on the cot- 
tage of the woodwright. He saw his son prostrated 
across the still form of Fescue. Alarmed now, Eldewin 
brought his will back. Gathering up his satchel he 
bounded from his shop and raced to the aid of his son. 
Eldewin's tall loose jointed frame looked ungainly as 
he ran but he made amazing speed as he tore through 
Vickeray. Soon he arrived in the yard of Fescue's cot- 
tage. In another instant he was in front of the carpentry 
shop where Oak and Fescue lay. Carefully, he made 
mental contact with Oak. 
"Stars in the skies, boy! What the dickens is going 
on?" 
"Father," squeaked Oak in total shock. "How?" 
"Never mind that. Just how do you expect to do 
anything in there when you're bouncing around like a 
cork in boiling water? This is what you get for not 
paying attention to your lessons. Butterflies indeed!" 
"Father, please!" 
"Hold," commanded Eldewin in a strong voice. Im- 
mediately Oak stopped tumbling about and although 
the maelstrom continued it no longer touched Oak. The 
pain, too, went away. After that, with Eldewin lending 
support, it was a simple matter for Oak to find Fescue' s 
dark place. 
"Fessie," said Oak softly, "Come back. I was wrong. 
You have no need to do this for my sake. Or for Pwil's. 
Comeback." 
Weakly Fescue's voice whispered in Oak's mind, '1 
am returned, lad. I am myself once again." With these 
words the golden sphere and its now inanimate con- 
tents winked out of existence. Oak slowly withdrew 
himself from Fescue's now quiet mind. The old man's 
color returned rapidly, his breathing deep and healthy 
once more. On Fescue's lips Eldewin placed a few 
drops of a potion that turned unconsciousness into 
normal sleep. 
While Oak lay back on the grass struggling to regain 
control of rubbery limbs, his father, with a strength 
belied by his lanky frame, easily picked up Fescue and 
carried him into the cottage and to his bed. 
The sun was now low in the sky, casting a rosy glow 
over the countryside as it sank to the west. Just then 
Oak heard the rhythmic chanting of Master Grudl's 
polemen as they toiled against the current to get their 
clumsy craft up river and into Vickeray before 
nightfall. Eldewin returned from the cottage and sat in 
the chair Oak had made. 
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A butterfly is so small a thing." 
"Think you, you know so much?" said Fescue as he 
stood to face Oak, his eyes ablaze beneath bristling 
snow white brows. "Behold." 
Fescue held his thick brown hands before him as if 
he were holding a iarge invisible bowl. Oak took a step 
backwards when he saw his friend's hot eyes deepen 
into purple. 
A shimmering golden sphere appeared between 
Fescue's outstretched hands. Shifting streaks of gold 
and silver rippled across its coruscate surface. To Oak 
it was brighter than the sun, yet he was unable to look 
away. Brighter and brighter it grew until there was 
nothing else. Dak was suffused with it's dazzling bril- 
liance but he remained unblinded. Deep within the 
sphere he saw an Emperor Butterfly flick it's wings. At 
the same time he heard a strangled cry escape from 
Fescue's lips. The old man slipped to his knees. 
''Fessie!" cried Oak as jumped to his friend's side, 
grasping him by the shoulders. He was not strong 
enough to hold Fescue when he toppled over but Oak 
was able to lower him gently to the grass. Tears 
streamed down his cheeks as the spell cast by his own 
obsessionwas broken by his friend's peril. He bent his 
head to Fescue's chest and heard the faintest flutter of 
a heartbeat. · 
Oak looked around helplessly. Through blurry eyes 
he saw the golden orb still hanging in the air, the 
bµtterfly striving to break free. "No!" he cried with a 
rage so powerful it tore his panic like thin parchment. 
He laid a spell on the orb that would not allow the 
butterfly to reach freedom. "Come back, Fessie. Come 
back. I believe you. Please come back." 
But Fescue lay motionless, his once robust brown 
skin turning a sickly yellowish pallor, his breath shal- 
low and irregular. Fear for his friend clutched at Oak's 
heart. He fought it off with all the dogged tenacity that 
made him a Whiteharte. Oak knew that Fescue was lost 
somewhere between the golden sphere and his dark 
place and it was up to Pak to find him. 
Drawing a ragged breath he plunged his will into 
Fescue's mind, seeking the essence that was Fescue. 
Immediately Oak's mind was sucked into a rushing 
vortex of rapidly exploding and spinning colors. 
Shrieking discordant music splintered all about him as 
he tumbled deeper into the maelstrom. Oak quickly 
became lost as he was tossed about like a gale-blown 
leaf in that fiery storm. Pain and nausea tore into him, 
threatening to tear him apart as it so obviously had 
done to Fescue. The deeper he went the more acute the 
pain, the more terrible the nausea until Oak screamed 
aloud his hurt. ''Fessie! Fessie!" he shouted in anguish, 
then, ''Father!" 
He was past the point of discounting his father's art. 
Lost in the tortured confines of Fescue' s mind, Oak felt 
his own control slipping away. Dread engulfed him as 
he realized that without help both he and Fessie would 
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Since 1970 The Mythopoeic Society has sponsored 
the annual Mythopoeic Conference known as Myth- 
con. These conferences generally run from Friday to 
Monday in July or August. We invite you to join us. 
Mythcon XXIV, Down the Hobbit-hole and Through 
the Wardrobe: Fantasy in Children's Literature, will be held 
July 30th to August 2nd, 1993, at the University of 
Minnesota-Twin Cities. Author Guest is Carol Kendall 
and Scholar Guest is Jane Yolen. Membership is $40.00 
if postmarked before 1/1/93, rising to $45.00 through 
May, and $50.00 thereafter and at the door. The dead- 
line for paper proposals and submissions is February 
15, 1993. For membership and more information on 
papers, the banquet and housing, please write Mythcon 
XXN, ATTN: Joan Verba, P.O. Box 1363, Minnetonka, 
MN55345. 
Founded in 1967, The Mythopoeic Society is an 
international literary and educational organization 
devoted to the study, discussion, and enjoyment of the 
works of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Wil- 
liams and the genres of myth and fantasy. The Society 
incorporated as a non-profit organization in 1971 in the 
State of California. 
Membership in the Mythopoeic Society is open to 
individuals for $5.00 per year and provides support for 
the Society; members receive the Annual Report and 
Mything Persons, the membership directory (publish- 
ed biannually), and the opportunity to subscribe to 
Society publications at reduced members' prices. To 
join the Society please send your check for$5.00 for one 
year ($10.00 for two years) to: The Mythopoeic Society, 
P .0. Box 6707, Altadena, CA 91003. Available publica- 
tions include: 
The Mythic Circle, available for $13.00 (3 issues sent 
Library rate) to members and for $18.00 to non-mem- 
bers, institutions, and libraries. 
Mythprint, the Society's monthly newsletter, avail- 
able for $7.50 (Third class U.S. delivery) per year to 
membersand$12.50tonon-members,institutions,and 
libraries. 
Mythlore, the Society's quarterly jo~ of To~lden, 
Lewis, Williams, myth and fantasy studies, available 
for$15.00 (Second class U.S. delivery) per year to mem- 
bers and $20.00 to non-members, institutions, and 
libraries. 
The Mythopoeic Society 
Tina C.ooper & C.I.S. Louientrout 
Welcome to The Mythic Circle #14. We hear raves 
from all quarters about the Tolkein Centennial in Ox- 
ford; sounds like a splendid time was had by all. Alas, 
we couldn't go, but we're enjoying the anecdotes! 
We are inundated by work here, unfortunately: 
OSL is starting a new school plus trying to get h~r 
novels written, and Tina is shuttling among The Mythic 
Circle, her estate planning practice and the triplets (now 
toddling madly in three different directions). We are 
also inundated by submissions, so bear with us as we 
try to respond to all. We truly appreciate those folks 
who write LOCS, because we're a workshop andpart 
of the understanding (we hope) is that our writers give 
each other feedback. 
In this issue, we have an assortment of goodies: a 
wickedly funny tale of a reluctant hero who finds an 
enchanted sword ("Iorg and the Dancing Sword"); a 
whimsically horrific story of a father and son ("Fiddler 
of Sundown Lake"); tales of wizardly skill and in- 
genuity ("Color It Vanity," 'To Kill a Wizard," "The 
Magic Carpenter"); and other stories, all worthy of y.our 
comments. (Hint. Hint.) We have a poem by lala heme- 
koehn, though we've gone light on poetry this issue to 
give space to the folks who've been waiting patiently 
to have their stories printed. And we have, as usual, 
splendid illustrations, including a cover by Tim Cal- 
lahan. We have included a note explaining the cover on 
page 28. 
Happy holidays to all, and we'll see you in early 
1993. 
EDITORIAL 
It was Oak who broke the silence. 'There is much I 
have to tell you, Father." 
Eldewin held up his hand. "And there are many 
questions to be answered. But not now. Rest and 
recover your strength. We shall talk later." From an 
inside pocket of his tunic Eldewin produced his pipe. 
He settled back and smoked, solemnly intent upon a 
spot somewhere above Oak's head. 
For minutes neither one spoke. Then Oak said, "I 
made the chair, Father. The one you're sitting on. With 
my own hands. No magic. It's a present for you." 
Eldewin rose to more closely inspect it. "Thank you, 
Son. It's a beautiful chair. I had no idea you could do 
such fine work. The etching especially is masterfully 
done." . 
Oak's head came up. In the back of the chair, deeply 
carved and incredibly detailed, was a small, blue-violet 
butterfly. 
follow. 
"Go away!" Iorg yelled, attempting to kick the 
sword, who deftly dodged and followed a few feet 
further back. 
''But sir," the sword said, "I'm magic, I can make you 
into a glorious knight." 
''Thanks, but no thanks," Iorg replied, his hopes 
dashed that, at least, the thing might not talk. 
"I can make you invincible, bring you back to life 
after mortal wounds." 
"If you would just go away I wouldn't have to get 
any mortal wounds. Why don't you go pick on some- 
one else?" 
"Most people would be glad to have my help, to 
become heroes in the field of battle, to right wrongs, to 
win honor and glory, to slay dragons and seize their 
ill-gotten gains-" 
"And to die in the most imaginative ways." 
'Well yes, many men look upon a good death, one 
with honor on the field of battle-" 
''Yes, yes, then go find one of those men and quit 
dunning me." 
"But you were the first one to trip over me, and the 
first one is chosen-" 
"Can't you break the rules, just this once?" 
"Oh, no! No! Oh, no. See this," here the sword stuck 
a hand (which had just sprouted) into a freshly formed 
pocket and pulled out a small card. "This," continued 
the sword, "is my union card. As you can see right 
here," the sword pointed to impossibly small print on 
the bottom, "all members must obey all rules of the 
enchanted sword union of wizardry at all times. Any 
sword which willfully disobeys any rule with malice of 
forethought, and such intent is proven in a tribunal of 
his fellow members-" 
Iorg interrupted, 'That says nothing about the first 
unlucky simpleton getting stuck with a pain in the neck 
enchanted sword." 
''That's in the eighth paragraph of the ninth sub- 
dause-" 
"Okay, okay, never mind." 
Iorg knew he would be stuck with the sword the 
minute he saw what he had tripped over. It's the way 
of the world. When your luck is too good things sud- 
denly get terrible. 
"You know," the sword began after the two 'had 
slogged in silence for about forty wet minutes. "You' re 
looking at this all wrong. Many a poor peasant would 
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The water trickled down his neck as lorg slogged 
through the mud. He rubbed his hands together to try 
to get some feeling in them and then lost his balance, 
falling face-first into a slimy, sewage-in'.fested pool. A 
tree crashed a few feet behind him and he jumped, once 
again losing his footing, this time falling on his back 
and knocking his breath out on a perfectly placed rock. 
After a while he began to breathe again and 
managed to roll over and get up. This was the second 
time that he had had his breath knocked out today; the 
first happened earlier in the afternoon. While he was 
cleaning out the horse stables, Earl Hardasse' s favorite 
charger suddenly took a disliking to lorg and kicked 
him out of the stall. 
The rain slowed for a moment and then, after rest- 
ing, attacked with new vigor. Iorg no longer minded 
the water liickling down his neck, he was too cold and 
wet to notice it, and wished only for the relative dry- 
ness of his far-Off hovel. 
As Iorg at last began descending into his valley the 
road became more and more treacherous. Many times 
he was barely able to keep his footing. Finally his luck 
ran out. While sliding down the hill his feet caught on 
something hard and threw him nose-first into a stump 
by the side of the road. Fortunately it was a rotten 
stump and Iorg's nose was only slightly broken. 
As he got up he turned to see what had tripped him 
and saw something glowing dimly. Disregarding the 
pain in his quickly swelling nose, Iorg stooped down 
to see what was causing the glow. It was hard to see so 
Iorg felt it. To his horror he discovered a finely made 
sword, and what's more, judging by its glow, it must 
have special powers. 
"Why me?" Iorg thought. It had been a relatively 
good day and now, all of a sudden, a few scant miles 
from his not very cozy little hovel, he had the misfor- 
tune to run into a sword. And not only a sword, but one 
that glowed eerily, of all things. 
Iorg cursed the careless knight who had lost the 
thing. Or, worse luck, the wizard who planted it there 
for some poor, unsuspecting clod to find. No doubt it 
would pull him along into some wild adventure and 
the wizard would giggle hysterically to himself as he 
watched the hapless sod from the comfort of his den in 
front of his seeing stone. Blast those wizards and all 
their ilk! 
"Perhaps," thought Iorg, "this particular sword is 
not too bright and I can sneak off before it sees me." No 
such luck The sword, who was waiting for this kind of 
subterfuge, sprouted a couple of feet, and began to 
by Ron Blizzard 
IORG AND THE DANCING SWORD 
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"I've no time for idle chatter, the sword is gone by 
noon, or you are. Good day." Earl Hardasse had a knack 
for finishing conversations quickly. 
"Sword," Iorg began. 
"My name is EverReady," the sword responded, 
upset that lorg did not use his given name, even though 
he had told him on several occasions what it was. 
''Yes, yes, EverReady. Do you think you could go 
outside and wait for me there?" 
"But it's raining," the sword looked back to the door 
that Earl Hardasse had just exited. 
"You heard Hardasse.jf you don't leave I'll lose my 
"But-" 
"Either get rid of that sword or leave." It was Earl 
Hardasse himself. "It's making my horses nervous." 
"But he won't leave, I've asked him--" 
"Sounds like a personal problem to me, Lettumm." 
'Lettumm' was Iorg's family name. His great-great- 
great grandfather was supposed to have said, when 
asked to ride to battle against some invading horde of 
barbarians, ''Let'um do it," as he pointed to the stable 
boy. The Earl of his day had said, ''Perhaps he should 
go in your place and you to his." Iorg's forefather just 
said, ''Let'um." And lorg's family was, from that time 
forward, known as the 'Lettumms' and, as they were 
all cowards, none complained of the change in family 
fortunes. · 
'1ust dancing ... and singing ... in the rain ... " 
give his right arm to get an opportunity like this-" 
"No doubt many a poor peasant has." 
"See what I mean, you always look for the dark side 
of everything. You've got to see the silver lining behind 
every cloud." 
"How can I see the silver lining if it is behind the 
cloud?" 
"You're negative, you've got to learn to 'tum that 
frown upside down' - 'bloom where you are planted', 
to, to ... " 
"Oh please, he's not going to sing," lorg prayed. It 
was bad enough he was a corny platituder, but to sing ... 
"You've got to ac-centuate the positive ... negate the 
negative ... " 
"Oh, no," lorg groaned. The sword danced and sang 
all the way to the hovel. lorg considered strangling it, 
but knew that it would only result in the loss of his own 
fingers. He also contemplated suicide (more than once) 
but ruled it out because, (1) he was an avowed coward 
and, (2) there was probably some clause in the sword's 
contract disallowing it from becoming the implement 
of its chosen one's self- destruction. 
As Iorg opened his door, the sword was just finish- 
ing the last chorus, for the fifth time, of "Singing in the 
Rain." 
"But we may be their last hope-" 
'Well, if I wasn't so hungry ... but-" 
'There is no time tow~." 
''You can take care of it." 
"It's not allowed-" 
"Oh well." Iorg began walking the opposite direc- 
tion. 
'Whoever it is probably has food." 
Iorg stopped. "You're just saying that," he said. But 
the sword had his attention. 
"It is customary for the rescued to feed the rescuer." 
"It is?" Iorg licked his lips and turned to look at the 
sword. ''You better not be lying," he warned. 
''No, let's go!" 
They found them in the next clearing. A dragon and 
a fair damsel. Iorg wondered how such a frail thing 
could cry out so loud. 
The dragon and damsel brightened when they saw 
Iorgand EverReady. The damsel, who had been staring 
blankly before she saw Iorg, began crying . 
"Please sir," she said, "rescue me from this foul 
beast." Then she noticed lorg's rags and added a little 
less tearfully, "You are a knight, aren't you?" 
EverReady responded. 'Would less than a knight 
wield a sword such as 17" 
The damsel, satisfied, began crying again. "Save me, 
oh good sword and valiant knight." 
The dragon, peeved that everyone was ignoring 
him, joined in. "You are a knight?" he asked in- 
credulously. 
'Well-" Iorg began. 
"Yes, he is," the sword interrupted, ''he is Iorg the 
Valiant and I am his sword, EverReady the Dancing 
Blade." 
"~e doesn't look much like a knight-" 
"He's had quite a few misfortunes lately." 
"Oh, if you say so," the dragon sniffed. 
"Are you going to save me, or not?" The damsel 
stamped her small foot in irritation. 
"How's this saving done?" Iorg asked EverReady 
quietly, staring enthralled at the damsel and almost 
forgetting to notice that she didn't have any food. 
"Grab my hilt," EverReady whispered, "and say 
what I say." 
"Come on! Let's get this over with. I'm needed 
elsewhere."Thedragon pulled a large pocket watch out 
from somewhere in his belly scales. 
The sword whispered to Iorg. "I, lorg the Valiant, 
do challenge you, fell beast, to mortal combat!" 
Iorg repeated the words, without much feeling. 
"I, Skrunch the Dragon, accept your challenge, Iorg 
the so-called Valiant. Prepare to die!" the dragon said 
quickly, relieved that they had gotten the thing started 
at last. He shuffled toward Iorg. 
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For the first time in weeks the rain had stopped. 
Birds sang brightly, welcoming the morning sun. A doe 
and her fawn glided across the dew- covered meadow 
as two figures walked out of the shadows of the forest. 
. The two flgures were arguing. 
"So why can't you fetch me breakfast?" lorg was 
~ungry, he had been walking for days trying to find a 
stable who would take him in, but no one wanted a 
stable boy with a sword following him around. The 
supplies that he was able to rescue from his hovel, 
before being evicted, were gone. 
"It's not proper-" 
"I'm starving! Where are all your magical powers I 
hear so much about?" 
"Oh, it's not that I couldn't do it, it's just that, well, 
it's beneath me. Surely you can understand that?" 
"I'm starving to death because of you," Iorg tried to 
kick EverReady, but the sword dodged. '1 was perfectly 
happy until you ca.me along, now I'll starve in these 
godforsaken woods." Iorg whined the last part, 
frustrated that he missed EverReady with his kick. 
"If you had turned right, instead of left at that fork 
in the road-" 
"Yes, yes. At least I'll be free of you when I starve to 
death. A 'glorious death' you said. Ha! I knew you 
were bad news the minute I saw you." 
''Please sir, it is not becoming for a knight to com- 
plain of hardship. Besides, it is a beautiful morning, 
hadn't you noticed?" EverReady pulled a small flute 
from his pocket and started playing "Morning Has 
Broken," ignoring Iorg's complaints. 
Iorg kicked a tree trunk, nearly breaking a toe, and 
limped on in hunger. 
"Did you hear that?" EverReady had stopped. 
''Yeah, sounded like a cry for help." 
"Someone in distress! Come, we are needed!" The 
sword started forward. 
Butlorgturned the other way. "Someone else surely 
heard a cry that loud, let'um handle it." 
job, and my hovel." 
"Sounds like apersonal problem." The sword tried 
to imitate the Earl's deep voice, but it was a failed nasal 
attempt. He laughed at his own joke, but shrugged 
when lorg failed to appreciate the humor. "No," he 
added after a moment, "it would be impossible. A 
high-bred sword, such as I, does not wait in the rain." 
''But ... " Iorg trailed off, looking around at the piles 
of horse dung and straw, and his well-worn pitchfork. 
1f this damned sword doesn't go,' he thought, 'I'll lose 
all this.' 
"You were born for better," the sword said, reading 
lorg's thoughts. 
"Then you won't go," Iorg said, pleading. 
'1 cannot; it just isn't done." 
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''Yes?" 
"EverReady, where are you?" 
"Here, Iorg, I was just talking to Ray of Vac." 
"RayofVac?" 
"A fellow enchanted sword." 
"Oh." Iorg paused for a moment. "Isn't he Sir Lubin' s 
sword?" 
'Why, yes, he is." 
"Sir Lubin is no friend of ours-" 
"I wasn't talking to Sir Lubin, I was talking with Ray 
ofVac." 
"But still ... what if I battled Sir Lubin?" 
"My cousin Anastasia's Donald conquered twenty 
dragons for her." 
''Very well, my love, but where will we store the 
jewels?" 
'We'll need a bigger castle." 
"Yes, my precious." 
"But-" 
"But when, Dresilda? I've conquered eight assorted 
dragons, ogres and giants-" 
'1'11 marry you, Iorg, when you've conquered twen- 
ty-five dragons, giants and/ or ogres in my name, and 
obtained their treasure." 
''Now I've got to go," the dragon said to the troop. 
''Dammit, I'm late," he said to himself and he took off 
and flew northward. 
'Where's he going?" Iorg asked EverReady. 
"No doubt he has another damsel to capture and 
wait for a rescuer to come." 
"Oh. Does he do that often?" 
"It's his job. He's a dragon after all." 
"Oh." 
'Thank you,Sir Iorgand EverReady the Valiant,for 
rescuing me from the fell dragon. And these jewels, for 
me?" the damsel gushed. 
"Uh, yes." Iorg stared at her big blue eyes and blond 
hair. "Do you like them?" 'Maybe this hero business 
isn't so bad after all,' he thought. 
"Oh yes," the damsel looked back down at the chest. 
'We must get it loaded on your horse if I'm to get it 
home by tonight." 
"Horse?" 
''You le.ft them over here, remember sir?" EverReady 
motioned to the trees from where they had come. Iorg 
followed him, and he found three pack horses, a 
charger, and two saddle horses, one for him and one 
for the fair damsel. 
"How did these get here?" he asked. 
"I knew you would have need of them." EverReady 
lifted his eyebrows. 
"Wait a minute! Prepare to die?-" Iorg started. 
"Shh," the sword whispered urgently. "Quick, grab 
my hilt and say, ''Ha! I laugh at you, wonn,crawl before 
EverReady the Dancing Blade and prepare to dine on 
cold steel!''. 
'Won't that make him mad?" 
"Just say it!" 
"Ha. I laugh with you, worm-" 
· "ATyou." 
"Ha. I laugh at you, worm. Fall before-" 
"CRAWL before." 
"Crawl before EverReady the Dancing Blade, and .. " 
"Never mind the resf, swish me in the air." 
Iorg made an anemic circle, but stopped when the 
dragon neared. 
"Brave words, little man, I dine on knight tonight." 
The dragon laughed at his pun, but sniffed when 
Iorg failed to comment on it. 
''Now what?" lorg was frightened. 
"I'll take over from here," the sword said confident- 
ly, "try to keep hold of my hilt." 
The battle ensued, and, as is the custom in these 
things, the sword easily subdued the dragon, even 
though it was hampered by Iorg grabbing it occasional- 
ly. 
The dragon was prostrate before Iorg. 
"Please spare me," he said, glancing quickly at his 
watch. 
"Okay-" Iorg started, but was interrupted. 
"Demand a payment," the sword whispered. 
"Are you sure he's a knight?" the dragon asked the 
sword. 
''Yes of course," EverReady lied. 
The damsel, who had come up close after the battle 
ended, rolled her eyes. 
"I demand a payment, beast." IorgshookEverReady 
a couple of times. 
"But I am a poor dragon-" 
"Ha!" EverReady interrupted. 
"Hey, isn't he supposed to say that?" the dragon 
motioned toward lorg. 
"Quite right, sorry," the sword answered contritely. 
"Ha." Iorg said. 
"Okay, okay, you clever knight, you are too wise for 
me. My ill-gotten wealth is nearby." Here the dragon 
stopped, waiting for a response from lorg. 
"Uh," lorg began, but stopped, not knowing what to 
say. 
"Here, let me fetch it for you." The dragon rolled his 
eyes and looked disgustedly at EverReady. He left and 
returned with a large chest, which he opened, display- 
ing gold and jewels. 
The damsel oohed and aahed. 
Somewhere a wizard turned from a large seeing 
stone in the front of his den and quietly cackled to 
himself. 
Iorg stood on a boulder staring unflinchingly into 
the eyes of seventeen huge creatures towering above 
him. He oozed confidence. 
"Assorted nasties," he said. nonchalantly, '1 chal- 
lenge all of you to mortal combat." 
'The challenge is accepted," was the grim reply, 
uttered from seventeen huge throats. 
"Crawl before Iorg the Valiant. and sword," Iorg 
laughed. 
"Prepare to die," the monsters responded, without 
much feeling, but with a grim determination that made 
Iorg just a bit uneasy. They began to close in. 
Iorg stood for a minute then whispered to Ever- 
Ready. "Okay, do your thing," he said. 
"I can't," the sword replied weakly. 
"What do you mean?" Iorg noted that the creatures 
were getting very close. 
"I tried to tell you-" 
"Tried to tell me what?" Iorg was frantic as one of 
the dragons got near enough that he could smell the 
sulphur in its breath. 
"I'm weakened," the sword gasped. 
'Why?" 
"I needed renewing ... in the currents of the Acey 
River ... where the Nickel Mountains meet the Cad- 
mium Plains ... I-" The sword went silent as its blue 
glow faded out. 
"EverReady! Wake up! Wake up!" Iorg hit the 
sword, but there was no response. 
Seventeen particularly nasty ogres, dragons and 
giants suddenly smiled in unison. It did not improve 
their appearance in the least. 
"I command you to be quiet. My thoughts are for the 
fair Dresilda this beautiful morning." 
''You must-" 
'There is Finis mountain, I must meditate on the 
battle." 
"Yes, my lord." 
"But-" 
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The sun looked down on Finis mountain and nearly 
decided to go back to bed. On it stood seventeen of the 
ugliest creatures it had ever seen. Ogres, giants and 
some particularly nasty looking dragons. None of them 
were smiling, which may have been a blessing. The sun 
shuddered and turned its gaze to the valley where it 
smiled on a doe, her fawn and a particularly stupid 
looking knight. 
"Iorg! You must listen to me." 
"After the battle." 
"It's important-" . 
"My mind's made up on this EverReady. I've 
decided to allot some of my precious time to you after 
the battle, not before. Now be quiet." 
'What gall!" A dragon was talking to an ogre. "So 
he's challenged all of us at once. I don't think I like that 
much." 
''Nor do I," the ogre responded, "it upsets me great- 
ly." 
'What should we do about it?" 
'There's not much we can do, with EverReady he's 
nearly invincible." 
"That's true, but if he ever gets separated frorri that 
sword, he will pay dearly for this insult," The dragon 
smiled, showing rows of perfect, large, white teeth. A 
wisp of smoke escaped from between them. 
''Yes, my friend," the ogre absently slammed his fist 
against a boulder, pulverizing it, "that he will." 
'Well, if you are Ray ofVac' s friend, how would you 
be able to fight for me if I fought Sir Lubin?" 
"I wouldn't, it is against our union rules to fight one 
another." 
'Where would that leave me?" 
"Perhaps you and Sir Lubin could work out your 
differences." 
"Oh,Isee." 
"Ray of Vac and I could watch you two fight, if you 
didn't." 
"Right." lorg pulled .a rolled parchment out of his 
belt. "Here is a list of seventeen dragons, ogres and 
giants, EverReady, I want you to challenge them all to 
a duel. Have them meet me next Tuesday on Finis 
mountain." 
"But lorg, do you think that's wise?" 
"Can't you defeat seventeen at once?" 
"Yes, but-" 
''Then challenge them." 
"But Iorg, I've got to-" 
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Sir Landsworth flushed upon hearing the proposed 
figure. 'Wizard," he proclaimed, ''you would make a 
better thief!" 
"Careful, Sir Landsworth," warned the wizard. His 
eyes locked on Sir Landsworth' s. "Remember our truce. 
Also remember that I have the power to summon 
demons as well as abolish them. You need me to 
cleanse your lands. Will you pay my price?" 
Sir Landsworth spluttered a little more but the 
wizard wouldn't waver. Finally, Sir Landsworth 
agreed to the wizard's price. At a signal from his 
master, one of the retainers stepped forward. The man 
pulled a small leather pouch from his pocket and 
handed the pouch to Sir Landsworth, who poured a 
few gold coins into his hand and returned the pouch to 
its bearer. 
''The remaining half will be paid upon completion 
of your spell, wizard," declared Sir Landsworth. He 
dropped the coins into the wizard's outstretched hand. 
"I shall enjoy collecting it," replied the wizard. The 
coins quickly disappeared into his robe. Without 
another word, the wizard turned and disappeared into 
the woods that lined the road way. Sir Landsworth and 
his retinue headed down the dusty road toward home. 
Once out of view of the road and Sir Landsworth's 
party, the wizard slumped heavily against the base of 
a massive oak tree. He let out a long, tired sigh. A 
shimmering haze touched the air in a small circle 
around the wizard. In an instant, the haze had swal- 
lowed him and the lower portion of the tree. As quickly 
as it had appeared the opaque cloud was gone, and 
with it the image of the tall, strong wizard in the 
rainbow-colored robe. 
Resting at the foot of the oak tree was a dirty, squat 
man in a tattered gray robe. A coughing fit racked his 
body as he tried to regain his breath. The deception on 
the road had been exhausting. The effort had left the 
man weak and worn. 
When the coughing subsided, the man wiped the 
spittle from his mouth on the sleeve of his dirty robe. 
Knobby knees poked through a couple of holes in the 
robe. The man pulled the coins from his pocket and 
spread themoutinhislap. The coins glinted in the light 
as dirty, playful hands pushed them around. 
A bird flew from the branches with a cry. 'Where'd 
you get the coins, Bir?" A tall figure stepped from 
behind the oak tree. A sharp gleam in the newcomer's 
eye quickly surveyed the scene. 
"Master Marti," exclaimed the surprised Bir. The 
· "Wizard, are you sure you have the spell I need?" 
"Are you sure that your money is good, Sir 
Landsworth?" The quick retort startled the noble and 
shocked his followers. Sir Landsworth drew himself up 
to his full height and tried to look regal, with his chest 
pushed out and mustache pointing sharply to both 
sides. The effect fell short of its intentions- the wizard 
still stood a foot taller and cut a much more imposing 
figure than the stout, aging aristocrat. While Sir 
Landsworth's armor was freshly polished, it was also 
dented in a few spots and hung loose at the joints. 
Meanwhile, a rainbow of colors emanated from the 
wizard's multi-hued robe. The dazzling array flickered 
shadows across the wizard's stem, craggy features. But 
the eyes were black and hard. Sir Landsworth stood his 
ground, although his resolve was rapidly dissipating. 
"I could take your head for your impertinence," the 
noble said. Red touched the edges of his cheeks. 
"And I could tum you into a crow for being such a 
pompous ass," returned the wizard, again, just as 
sharply. "And I think I will at that." A hand emerged 
from the rainbow cloud about the wizard and started 
to weave a spell in the air. 
Sir Landsworth' s eyes bulged out as he took a quick 
step backwards. "Easy, wizard. Let's leave our differen- 
ces at rest. I am here to transact some business, not 
quarrel." 
"Agreed." The wizard almost sounded disap- 
pointed. His hand disappeared into the folds of his 
robe. The sparkling, partially-completed spell slowly 
blew apart in the slight breeze. Sir Landsworth closely 
watched the pieces as they drifted away. 
''Tell me what you need and I'll tell you my price," 
stated the wizard. 
Sir Lands worth pulled together what was left of his 
composure. ''There is a blue demon," he explained, 
"running amok on my lands. Every night has a blue 
moon; all of the farm animals are liberated from their 
pastures; herding paths are changed; crops are being 
trampled. Chaos is the result. I need you to set a spell 
abolishing the demon and forever preventing its 
return. I need my land returned to its normal state." 
Exasperation crept into Sir Landsworth's voice. 
When the noble was finished, the wizard stroked 
his chin as he calculated the cost of the proposed task. 
Sir Landsworth and his entourage nervously waited. 
Finally, the wizard came to a decision. The price was 
named. 
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half will be delivered after the blue is gone." 
Marti looked at the coins again. 'Well, that will be a 
lot of money. It might be nice to collect such an amount 
from Sir Landsworth. The" experience would also be 
good for me. I haven't done a difficult spell for quite 
some time. Success would do wonders for my reputa- 
tion. Maybe you actually did the right thing this time." 
Bir let out a silent sigh. Such words were about as close 
as his master would come to complimenting him. 
Bir could see his master's eyes drift in thought. 
Marti was beginning to warm to the idea of the task. Bir 
was almost overcome with relief. His money was gone 
but money isn't any good to a stone at the bottom of a 
pond. 
"Bir," said Marti, "you aren't exonerated that easily. 
I want to see you at the castle as soon as possible. I'll 
need your help putting all of this together." 
Marti made a quick gesture with his hand, too fast 
for Bir to follow. A hawk replaced the figure of the 
wizard. With a sweep of its wings, the hawk sailed into 
the sky and headed eastward, in the direction of the 
wizard's castle. 
Bir cursed his luck. The castle was three days of 
difficult hiking. He'd be thankful when Marti taught 
him the animal spells. They would make traveling 
much simpler. With another curse, Bir slowly started 
after the hawk. 
Three days later, a tired apprentice approached 
Marti's castle. It was not one of the cold, massive, 
forbidding, stone monoliths that so many of the nobles 
preferred. In actuality, to call Marti's home a castle was 
a bit of a misnomer. Yes, the structure was made of 
stone-a fine, polished stone unlike any other in the 
land. It didn't appear large until one entered it, with 
dimensions immeasurable and rooms too numerous to 
count. But the castle wasn't cold or forbidding. Marti's 
home stretched out across a sunny glade in a small, 
secluded valley. There was no need to dominate the 
valley or frighten away would-be intruders. The magic 
within the valley's arms amply served that purpose. 
Anybody inadvertently entering the valley always 
found it impossible to reach his goal, or escape. 
When Bir entered the castle, he was immediately 
summoned to Marti's work rooms. '1 may have found 
the spell, Bir. The computer is still selecting all of the 
ingredients but the simulations have been very promis- 
ing." Bir looked at the ancient, arcane machine. It was 
soundless. Bir knew more about the animal spells than 
he did about how the alien machine functioned. While 
he listened to Marti, Bir watched with awe as symbols 
flashed across the screen, apparently with a life of their 
own. The promise of working with the computer kept 
Bir under Marti's apprenticeship. He wanted to work 
the machine. 
'While that is happening," continued Marti, '1 need 
you to gather supplies for a lengthy journey. Then get 
some food and rest. I will summon you when I am 
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coins were swept up in one hand as he hastily stag- 
gered to his feet. 
"Have you been posing as me again, Bir?" Marti's 
sharp eyes froze Bir where he stood. 
"Um, not exactly, sir," stammered Bir. "Sir 
Landsworth came looking to hire you for a spell. Since 
you weren't here, I listened to what he had to say." 
There was silence as Marti studied his apprentice. Bir 
continued, "Actually, I did pose as you since you were 
unavailable. But it was a very good spell and Sir 
Landsworth never suspected a thing." 
Marti stepped around Bir. The wizard's robe swept 
through a panoply of colors as the sunlight struck it at 
different angles. It was a brilliance unmatched by the 
earlier subterfuge. Bir kept his eyes downcast. Only 
abject contrition could ease the punishment. 
.... 'What did Sir Landsworth want?" asked Marti. 
"He is plagued by a small demon. He requests that 
you cast a spell to abolish it." 
"Did he mention the color of this small demon?" 
There was silence. Even the trees had stopped 
whispering in the autumn breeze. Bir felt perspiration 
pour over his body, although the breeze was cool. 
"The demon is a blue one, sir." Bir almost whispered 
the color. 
Marti let out a long, slow whistle. The last demon to 
plague humanity, a brown one, had been abolished 
over three hundred years ago by Marti's father. Ac- 
cording to legend, abolishing brown demons was 
simple. The worst were blues. They were an incredible 
nuisance. 
"I hope you wished the overweight Landsworth 
luck with his efforts. He'll never get rid of a blue." 
"Good luck wasn't exactly. what I told him, sir," 
responded Bir. 
Slowly, Marti asked, 'What exactly did you say to 
the good Sir Landsworth?" Marti's words were chill- 
ing-like the hardened steel of a valiant knight's sword. 
Bir wished he could just sink into the ground and pull 
the earth over him. 
Bir almost whispered, '1 told him you'd do it." 
'What!" shouted Marti, finally losing his self con- 
trol. ''How could you do such an idiotic thing? I should 
turn you into a stone and throw you into the nearest 
pond. How could you obligate me to abolish a blue 
demon from the land of that worthless Sir 
Landsworth?" 
Bir cowered beneath the torrent of his master's 
words. '1 quoted him a ridiculous price, Master. I never 
suspected that he would accept it. I was obligated to 
take the payment when he agreed to my figure. Here." 
Bir held out the coins. ''Here is the payment for getting 
rid of the demon." 
Marti took the proferred coins and counted them. 
'This is a lot but it isn't the entire amount, is it?" 
''No, sir. That is half. Sir Landsworth said the other 
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noticed the blue moon that hung over Sir Landsworth' s 
land. He shivered. The sound of a crackling campfire 
pulled Bir from his reverie. Marti had revived the fire 
with more wood. The wizard's image was framed by 
the flames. 
As Bir watched, his master slowly circled the fire, 
mumbling softly, and making strange signs with his 
hands. Bir's eyes caught Marti's for an instant before 
the wizard continued with his actions. Bir watched, 
amazed and awed at the power he felt building in their 
little clearing. Eventually, Marti stopped and motioned 
Bir to a seat by the fire. The apprentice was a bit 
reluctant. The wizard grinned widely. 
"Don't worry about the spell, Bir. It was only a 
summoning spell for the demon. The spell will let the 
demon know that there is somebody in the land who 
wishes to speak to it." Bir's eyes widened as he rose 
from where he had been lying. 
Marti quickly changed the subject. "Bring me the 
supplies and I'll fix us a light supper." 
In moments the scents of the cooking meal filled the 
air. Bir forgot his trepidations as his hunger rose. The 
meal was small but wonderful. It was rare that Bir 
sampled his master's cooking. The wizard was an ex- 
cellent cook. 
"I'll clean up, sir," said Bir, stacking the dirty pans 
and utensils. Bir rose from his seat holding the stack. 
There was a loud crash of smashing crockery when Bir 
spotted the blue demon on the edge of camp. 
"Marti!" Bir's ragged whisper echoed around the 
camp. Bir winced at the sound, foolishly afraid of star- 
tling the demon. 
The wizard was already approaching the demon. At 
least, Bir had assumed it was the demon from its blue 
aura. But exactly what the creature looked like, Bir 
couldn't say. The blue orb shimmered and constantly 
moved in a manner that prevented Bir from seeing any 
physical features. For the most part, the creature was a 
blue blur. 
"Who has the foolish courage to summon a demon?" 
spoke a loud voice laced with harshness and curiosity. 
"I did," the wizard replied, not intimidated by the 
blue blur. Bir wanted to hide in the bushes -miles 
away- until the exchange was ended. "My name is 
Marti." 
"Marti; never heard of you. Before I destroy you and 
your idiotic servant, Marti, you must tell me why you 
summoned me. Surely, it wasn't to receive the horrible 
death I am about to grant you?" 
"No, Sir Demon. I am compiling a compendium of 
the great demons of this world. I had heard of your 
residence and work in this country. I had hoped for an 
interview for my work. It was worth the risk of death 
for the opportunity to interview such a powerful 
demon." 
"An interview?" The demon's tone had changed. Bir 
Bir' s rear end ached all the way to his feet and 
shoulders. He wasn't used to riding a horse and the 
current journey had taken five long days. As they 
entered the valley, the land of Sir Landsworth spread 
before Marti and Bir like a flower blossom. It was early 
morning. 
Martl chatted a good deal, forgetting his 
apprentice's transgression, the long ride, and the dif- 
ficult task ahead of him. The wizard sat tall upon his 
glossy steed as the two passed through Sir 
Landsworth' s tiny kingdom. Marti was proud and con- 
fident, at least to any lucky enough to view the il- 
lustrious wizard. No one dared to follow them, but 
many stopped to watch the passage. 
Word quickly spread through the valley about the 
arrival of the great wizard. The news even reached Sir 
Landsworth in his secure and stuffy castle. Sir 
Landsworth put extra men in the parapets of the castle 
and out among the peasants to watch for some sign of 
the wizard's success or failure. The valley buzzed at the 
prospect of the blue demon's dismissal. 
Marti had Bir strike their camp atop a small rise that 
commanded a magnificent view of the valley. A snap 
of the wizard's fingers had a green flame licking at the 
logs. In no time, the camp was set and the scent of a 
cooking meal filled the area. Martland Bir savored their 
meal with a hearty red wine. The wine and afternoon 
sun soaked most of the aches from Bir's tired body. In 
no time, the apprentice and his master were snoring 
beneath the limbs of a nearby willow tree. 
The chill of. dusk pulled Bir from his hazy dreams. 
He opened his eyes to see that night had fallen. His 
breath hung like a low cloud over his face, before a tiny 
breeze scattered it in every direction. Overhead, Bir 
ready to leave." Bir nodded acknowledgment. He left 
the room thankful that Marti's mood had lightened. Bir 
quickly immersed himself in his task. 
A small red star woke Bir from a deep slumber. With 
a sense of tU"gency, Bir dragged himself from the depths 
of sleep. It was a difficult path. Now that the nights 
werecooler,sleepseemed to be deeper. Bir couldn't tell 
if it was frost or moonlight that sprinkled over the ledge 
of. his window. Still, he was too concerned with his 
master's summons to saver it. 
Once Bir was on his feet and awake, the red star 
flashed out of existence. Bir knew what to do. The packs 
were already prepared. Bir loaded them onto the horses 
and waited, stamping his feet against the night's chill 
while he watched his frosted breath quickly disappear 
into the dark. 
Marti soon joined Bir in the courtyard. Without a 
word, the wizard securely tied a bag to his saddle and 
climbed onto his horse. A yellow light trickled through 
the bag's seams. The wizard took the reins from his 
apprentice. Bir climbed onto his steed and the two rode 
off into the chill night. 
After Bir had done as instructed, he gasped again. 
The moon had changed to a brilliant yellow color. Martl 
was grinning with satisfaction. 
"Let's start breaking camp. The blue should be here 
shortly and I need to drive the surprise home as soon 
as the demon arrives." 
Still in stunned awe, Bir began to break camp. As 
Marti had predicted, the demon arrived a short while 
later. 
'Where are you going, Marti? I am not done telling 
you my best achievements." 
'1 apologize, Sir Demon, but there is another I must 
interview for my work. It appears I was wrong in 
selecting you as the centerpiece of my time. There is 
another who is more powerful." 
clearing. A minor spell surrounded the wizard with a 
tiny cone of silence and darkness. Bir was left with his 
thoughts and the delicious meal. The apprentice wasn't 
even tempted to look into the small pot For the present, 
his curiosity was sated. 
Eventually, darkness settled over the land and the 
blue moon climbed slowly up the night sky. With the 
arrival of the moon, Marti crawled from the confines of 
. his magical cone. Bir was relieved to see the wizard. He 
hadn't relished the idea of facing the blue demon while 
his master slept. 
Without a word, Marti checked his small pot. Bir 
took the liberty now of peering over the wizard's 
shoulder. He was puzzled by the grainy, yellow pow- 
der that was within. The powder didn't look very 
spectacular. He queried Martl about it but the wizard 
evaded his questions. . 
Instead, the wizard, satisfied as to the state of the 
pot's contents, freshened himself and ate the meager 
remainder of the day's meal. All of this was done in 
Marti's patient silence and Bir's growing apprehen- 
sions. After eating, Bir watched Marti remove the pot 
of yellow powder from the edge of the fire. All the 
while, Bir kept glancing over his shoulder expecting to 
see the brilliant blue sparkle of the demon's sudden 
presence. 
Marti walked slowly around the edge of the clear- 
ing. With each measured step, he dropped a pinch of 
the powder onto the ground. After completing the 
circle, the wizard walked to the center of the clearing. 
Bir followed closely behind his master. There was still 
no sign of the demon. 
"Hold out your hands, Bir." Marti's instructions 
broke the silence. 
When Bir complied, Marti held them together to 
form a cup. Into Bir's hands, the wizard poured the 
remainder of the powder. Bir gasped at the sudden 
tingling sensation, almost dropping the powder in 
surprise. He felt an unusual power in the yellow grains. 
"Now," said the wizard, "fling the powder into the 
air." 
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wondered why Marti was flattering the creature and 
not attempting to destroy it or drive it away. The ap- 
prentice listened, confused by Marti's actions. 
"Yes, Sir Demon. I had hoped to make you the 
centerpiece of my work. Alas, that work shall never be 
finished." Marti lapsed into silence. 
"Let's not be hasty, now, Marti. Maybe it would be 
worth my while to let you live. What other demons are 
included in your work?" 
Marti rattled off some names that held little mean- 
ing to_Bir but, apparently, held some signmcance to the 
blue demon. The air shimmered with the mention of 
each demon's name. Bir thought he heard thunder in 
the distance. He wanted to hide but knew that there 
would be no shelter from the powers that were held in 
their clearing. 
"A worthy list, Marti, although I must dispute the 
inclusion of Krannh. The yellow one is a bumbling fool; 
can't even keep a simple spell held together. 
''You are wise to see that I am the most powerful of 
that group. What I am doing to this land is truly child's 
play, entertainment in the absence of something wor- 
thy of my abilities. I don't foresee any major distrac- 
tions for me until the Council of Demons meets 
seventy-three years from now. Until then, I like to stay 
busy. Harassing these people fits that need." 
All the time the demon spoke, Marti jotted down 
notes on a pad that had appeared in his hand. The 
wizard occasionally nodded his head and made grunts 
of understanding and agreement. Bir watched with 
fascination. It took little encouragement from the 
wizard for the demon to launch into a lengthy 
monologue of his accomplishments and attributes. Bir 
listened to the conversation but as night slid into dawn, 
even his apprehension couldn't help Bir keep his eyes 
open. 
It was late morning when Bir awoke. The blue 
demon was gone. Marti was tending to the cooking 
pots, not aware at first that his apprentice had finally 
risen. Bir noticed Marti looked a little worn and hag- 
gard. The session must have gone on into the early 
morning. The scent of the meal interrupted Bir' s obser- 
vations. Marti finally noticed his apprentice. 
"I was beginning to think you were going to sleep 
all day, Bir."The wizard's voice rang with high spirits, 
belying his appearance. 'There's plenty of food so help 
yourself. Only, do nottouch that little pot off to the side 
there." 
Bir was curious. 'What's in it, sir?" 
Marti smiled, "A small surprise for our blue friend 
that I've concocted from an old, old family recipe the 
computer had on file. When the demon returns tonight 
to continue with his tedious narrative, he will be 
greeted with a surprise that should end Sir 
Landsworth's problems. But enough said. While you 
eat and clean up, I'm going to get some sleep." 
With that, Marti took his blankets to the edge of the 
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"Sir Landsworth has decided that your efforts are 
not worthy of the price you demanded," explained the 
captain of the guard, hesitantly. All of the men in the 
small detachment brandished their swords and ner- 
vousness side-by-side. "He says you are a thief to ex- 
pect more for your service and bids you to leave his. 
land with haste." 
Marti simply turned to Bir, the smile and good spirit 
from the journey still lighting his features. "Bir," the 
wizard said, "let me show you how to deal with the 
classic human idiot." Bir fought to restrain a grin. 
The wizard turned back to the tiny detachment A 
quick flash of his hands and the swords were turned 
into harmless garden snakes. The guards, already con- 
sumed with fear, quickly dropped the snakes and 
broke ranks. They scattered for safety .. 
Chuckling, Martl entered the city. Word of the 
wizard's deed at the gate had flashed through the city, 
for the streets were abandoned, window shutters shut, 
and doors locked, including the massive portal into the 
castle. The two drew to a halt before it. 
''You know, Bir. I really am enjoying this. Sir 
Landsworth is the consummate fool. Never strike an 
agreement with a fool." Bir nodded in understanding. 
He relished the memory of armed guards fleeing at 
their arrival. 
Dismounting from his horse, Martl placed his hands 
upon the center of the immense wood door. He chanted 
a few words. Bir recognized the spell, although this 
version was a few levels beyond his abilities. Then, 
motioning Bir to do likewise, the wizard stepped back 
about a dozen paces. Martl faced the door and clapped 
his hands together sharply. 
At first, Bir didn't notice anything. But Marti didn't 
look worried. Then, Bir spotted it. A tiny crack had 
formed in the center of the door. As Bir watched with 
fascination, the small crack grew outward in both 
directions until it reached the top and bottom of the 
huge door. WithanotherclapofMartl'shands, the door 
flew apart with a resounding, splintering noise. Cower- 
ing among the shattered pieces of wood, just beyond 
the open door, was Sir Landsworth. 
Martl stepped through the debris to where the noble 
knelt quaking on the floor. Sir Landsworth refused to 
match the wizard's gaze. The noble cowered at the 
wizard's feet. 
Marti's tone was even and chilling. "You, Sir 
Landsworth, are a fool. I would tum you into a rat but 
I'd be doing a disservice to the animal kingdom. As it 
is, I won't waste my magic on your worthless person. 
But in seventy-three years I might suggest to the 
Demonic Council that it should convene at your fair 
city. Do you have my money?" · 
A shaking hand held out a leather pouch. Marti 
poured the gold coins into his hand. Then, casting the 
pouch on the ground before Sir Landsworth, Marti 
turned and left the castle. Bir followed closely behind 
"Ha!" responded the demon. 'What demon dares to 
claim to be more powerful?" The demon's words were 
angry, threatening. Bir cowered among the clutter of 
the camp, expecting to disappear in a flash at any 
moment. 
Marti pointed to the yellow moon. "Look." 
"Krannhl" shrieked the demon. At that instant, with 
a bright blue flash, the demon disappeared. In the 
ensuing quiet, Bir remembered to breathe. 
The echo of the demon's scream was still rolling 
through the valley as Marti began to pack together the 
scattered pieces of their camp. In stunned silence, Bir 
helped the wizard. The apprentice continuously 
glanced about the clearing awaiting the demon's fiery 
return. 
"Save yourself the worry, Bir," spoke Marti, pausing 
in his efforts to break camp. 'The blue has left this land 
in search of the yellow. They will be locked in argument 
and battle at least until the convening of their council, 
seventy-three years hence." 
Bir stammered out a question. "But what happened, 
sir?" 
"I'll explain while we finish breaking camp, Bir. It is 
important that we leave this clearing as quickly as 
possible. The blue will not return but there is a spell 
that hangs over us and it would not be good if we 
lingered beneath its power." 
Martl explained, "I was the one who cast the spell, 
not Krannh. I was the one who turned the moon from 
blue to yellow, but I was only able to do it for the 
observers in this clearing. 
'There is nothing as powerful as ego. And, demons 
have extremely large egos. If the blue hadn't been such 
an egotist it would have easily seen through my sub- 
terfuge and fried us on the spot. It would have noticed 
the presence of my spell. Instead, its pride has taken it 
in pursuit of the yellow, with which it will trade insults 
and accusations. Before either realizes the truth of the 
matter, their argument will have escalated to the point 
where it carries through time with its own momentum. 
And the blue will never admit to being tricked by a 
mere human wizard." 
Bir was tying the last pack to his horse as Marti 
finished his explanation. With a final glance around the 
clearing, the two climbed onto the beasts and departed. 
As soon as they were out of sight of the clearing, Bir felt 
a slight lifting sensation. The air seemed lighter; bris- 
ker. Through the trees, Bir caught glimpses of the 
m~n. It had lost its intrusive yellow sheen, returning 
to its normal shade and appearance. All felt right in the 
land. 
Their destination was the castle of Sir Landsworth. 
It was another day's ride but Marti had returned to his 
talkative, jovial mood: The time passed quickly. Still in 
a festive spirit, the wizard and his apprentice arrived 
at the majestic city and castle of Sir Landsworth. 
The guards refused them entry. 
She sees the forbidden chest opening, 
lady spiders in gossamer gowns, each one 
stepping out of another one, curtsying 
to each other, awaiting the music. 
A scorpion wearing tails and a golden 
chain around his neck waves an ivory-nob 
cane, comes toward her: Madam may I have 
this dance? Her foot dressed in a red satin 
slipper steps forward, her pearl-button 
gloved hand rests lightly upon his pincer, 
the other pressing the comb against her 
lips, they begin the polonaise, leading 
the lady spiders in orderly pairs through 
the dimly lit corridor, the room of wisdom, 
through the gallery, back to the chest. 
The lid is open, spilling things familiar 
to her all her life: her father's sword I 
its blade wrapped in her mother's pearl-grey 
chiffon blouse which cost fifty rubles 
(a year's wages for a Russian peasant); 
her brother's pigeons, white-breasted with 
clay-coloured wings; her china doll, its face 
blotched purple from the sun, wearing her 
little brother's hat with satin ribbons I 
its gouged eyes rattling in its belly. 
A snail is sitting on her doll's cheek, 
her worn-thin wedding ring around its neck, 
balancing the shell on the tip of its tail. 
Taking the shell away, she whispers: I will 
carry it now on my back. You may keep my ring. 
She removes her white starched cuffs, 
her starched white collar, steps out 
of the homespun frock. Shaking loose 
her tightly coiled hair, she combs it a 
hundred times, her lips counting. 
When done, she folds fine tissue around 
the comb, lies on her bed and begins 
to play tunes she had never heard before. 
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Each night she passes by the triple-locked 
chest. The dark corridor, lit by tall 
white candles and no one is in sight, 
she feels eyes watching her. Her hand 
stretches instinctively toward 
the locks, withdraws fearful. 
She closes the door of her room behind her. 
In it stands an iron bed, a washstand, 
a table and chair, a large crucifix hangs 
on the wall. 
Each day she rises with the sun, 
stands by the window to warm 
her limbs. Each day she enters 
a cavernous room lined with books 
of wisdom. Taking one from the highest shelf 
she sits down at the oak table and reads 
and reads, rocking rhythmically 
to absorb its wisdom. At the end 
of the day, dusk obliterating the letters, 
she closes the book and leaves to walk 
along the walled side of the cloister, 
observing carefully each column, the perfect 
sameness of their architraves and cornices. 
She enters always through the same door. 
This building here with the arched 
windows two stories high to let in 
light, is to be your home for a time. 
Inside stands a huge corvtd chest 
with rusty locks containing the things 
you must forget. Do not try to open it. 
You ""'Y walk the full length 
of the cloister surrounding the court. 
T ak.e the time to observe the perfect 
sameness of tllCh architrave but remember: 
come in always by the same door, 
they told Iler as she was entering 
through the tall black gate. 
by lala heine-koene . 
1HE HOUSE OF KNOWLEDGE 
his master. 
It was a long, slow, easy journey home, with many 
stops ~t the local .taverns. Marti was a celebrity and he 
and his apprentice used this new status to full ad- 
vantage. 
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assassin, not a lover. If you are not interested in a 
thousand coppers, I shall look elsewhere." 
A thousand coppers! Less than that had been paid 
for the death of the Emperor's nephew. I straightened 
and said, '1 am interested. But, I've seen that you have 
no qualms over killing. Why hire me?" 
"I am too well known to the inan I wish dead to catch 
him unawares. Also, he is no ordinary man. His death 
would take cunning and skills I lack." 
"And, just who is this extraordinary person?" 
"Iesup, the wizard." 
I stiffened. Jesup was known to all Beldree, from the 
meanest beggar to the Lord Mayor. He was one of the 
most powerful wizards in the upper dty. I blurted out 
the one question I never ask a customer, 'Why?" 
Litha answered, ''He has put a curse on me. It will 
not end until his death, which, due to his magic, will 
not be until long after I am dust." 
'Why would he curse you?" 
I was full of questions that night. Litha was full of 
answers. She had caught the wizard's eye, and he, 
while his art denied him most earthly pleasures, liked 
to surround himself with beauty, including, oc- 
casionally, lovely women. He invited Litha to live with 
him. She accepted, but with motives other than enjoy- 
ing his company. She had plans for making off with his 
wealth. The wizard had caught her and cursed her. 
Litha fell silent, her eyes fixed on the stained 
tabletop. In a low voice she said, "It is a terrible curse, 
crippling to a woman who must live by her wits. I must 
always speak the truth." 
"Is that all?" 
"Is it not enough?" she replied, ''How can I make my 
living if l can not tell some wealthy lout the lies he longs 
to hear. The truth will never get me near anyone's 
treasure." 
Tears welled up in Litha' s eyes. I moved around the 
table and put my arm around her shoulders, saying, 
"Please, don't cry. I will do it for you. I will kill the 
wizard." 
Litha brushed away her tears and smiled at me. My 
heart seemed to expand, filling my chest. 
We settled our business swiftly, mainly because I, 
lost in that wonderful smile, agreed to all she said. We 
left the tavern half an hour later and went our separate 
ways, Litha to await word from me, I, to study my 
intended victim. 
Early the next morning, I went to the upper city, 
The tavern's front door swung open. An evening 
breeze, rank with rotting garbage, swirled in. A large, 
ragged man stepped over the threshold. 
Breth the barkeep, set down the tankard he had 
been polishing and reached beneath the bar to touch 
the club he kept there. ~ aging whore backed away 
from the door. Three mercenaries at a table in the center 
of the room stared into their drinks, their fingers 
twitching towards their swords. I, secure in my booth 
at the back of the room, near the rear exit, waited and 
watched. 
The man took three steps into the room. His face 
was ashen above a scruffy, blond beard. His mouth 
moved soundlessly for a moment, then he toppled, 
falling face down on the floor. The hilt of a knife 
sprouted from his back like the key of a child's wind-up 
toy. . 
A woman stepped through the open doorway. Her 
glossy, black hair hung loose to her waist. One slim 
hand reached down to lift her skirt away from the 
blood pooling on the dirty floor. She stood looking 
down at the dying man. With a swift, graceful move- 
ment, she pulled the knife from his back, then wiped it 
on his shirt. When the blade was clean, she slipped into 
a wrist sheath hidden inside her sleeve. She motioned 
to Breth, "Get this filth out of here." 
Breth hurried to drag the man out to the street. The 
woman ran her eyes over the room, her sharp gaze 
penetrating into the dim comers where light from the 
smoky, oil lamps never quite reached. Her eyes passed 
over me, then returned. She crossed the room to my 
booth. 
I rose to find the lady stood a full three inches taller 
than I. I was delighted. Most women top my height by 
a good six inches. I bowed and gestured for her to sit. 
She slid into the seat across the table from mine. I 
sat and smiled into her serious face. Her delicate fea- 
tures had an almost perfect symmetry. Her eyes were 
large and dark. Behind them lurked a hint of danger. 
"You are Gethin, the assassin?" 
Her rich contralto voice sent shivers of pleasure 
down my spine. I nodded, saying, "At your service in 
all ways." 
She leaned across the table, making her bodice 
tighten across her small, round breasts, "I am Litha. I 
wish to employ your services." 
I placed my hand over hers and said, "Anything I 
can do for you, I will." 
Litha withdrew her hand. "I am looking for an 
by Karen]. Connell 
To Kill A Wizard 
Rest-day found me in the park on my knees by a 
little wooden bench. I examined the bench leg and 
dabbed more paint on the paper that hid the wedge I 
had removed. Satisfied that only a close look would 
reveal my handiwork, I rose. 
I stood near the edge of a tall cliff. Before me was a 
low railing, also weakened by my efforts. Beyond, and 
far below, was the harbor. Fishing craft floated on the 
quiet summer sea like toy boats in a great tub. 
With the soft rustle of skirts, Litha moved closer, 
slipping her hand in mine. 
"Is it done?" she asked. 
I nodded. 
'We had better take cover. He'll be here soon." 
Reluctantly, I released Litha's hand and gathered 
It's not Jesup." 
I released the cord. The man slumped to the ground 
and lay still. His rasping breath told us he lived. I bent 
to look closer. It was Maralful, the High Priest of Hulr. 
The priest moaned. His eyelids fluttered. I 
straightened and said, ''Run." 
We ran through the twisting back streets, not slow- 
ing until we reached the heart of the lower dty. That 
. night, Litha moved into my room at the Web Weaver's 
Inn, saying she did not want to be alone. It was the 
truth, of course. I suspected that she also wanted to 
keep an eye on me. I did not mind. 
The next morning, I went out The streets were filled 
with the news of the attack on Marabul. The Lord 
Mayor had ordered the patrols along the Grand 
A venue tripled. 
I bought a bottle of cheap wine, Litha had refused 
to give me an advance on my fee, and returned to my 
room. I sat on the unmade bed, opening the bottle as I 
told Litha the news. I watched her pace, her hip-sway- 
ing gait erotically hypnotic. 
'We must find another way," she said. 
I nodded at this statement of the obvious and raised 
the bottle to my lips. 
Litha grabbed at the bottle, shouting, ''Stop drinking 
and think." 
I dodged away, retaining the wine and answered, '1 
need to know more. Is there any place else he fre- 
quents?" 
Litha took my place on the bed. Her eyes grew 
distant. Her face took on a pouting expression as she 
thought 
I stood admiring her until her eyes refocused. She 
said, "Every Rest-day he goes to the little park above 
the harbor. There is one bench he especially favors." 
She rose as if to go there immediately. I set my wine 
down and moved close to her. Looking at me, she 
sighed, then smiled, saying, 'We do have three days 
until next Rest-day. There's no hurry." 
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where the wizard's house stood in a pleasant, well-to- 
do neighborhood. The houses on either side of Jesup's 
stood empty. No doubt the respectable owners had 
found the magical activities of their neighbor in- 
tolerable. 
· I picked the childishly simple lock on the back door 
of one of the empty houses and went in. I soon found 
a window that overlooked Jesup's garden. The wizard 
knelt in the soft, dark soil of a flower bed, patiently 
pulling weeds. 
Jesup worked in his garden until' the noon sun 
drove him indoors. There he remained, unseen, all 
afternoon. Later, Lltha informed me that this time was 
spent in his wizard's workshop and was interrupted 
only in the event of a paying customer. 
The afternoon wore on and faded into dusk. I was 
beginning to wish I had brought along a bottle of wine 
as well as food and water. 
At last, the wizard emerged from his workshop. 
Through the windows of his house, I could see Jesup 
making his way towards his front door. I hurried out 
of the empty house to arrive in the street as Jesup left 
his home. I followed him down the street. 
The old wizard, wrapped in robes too warm for the 
season, Walked at a sedate pace to the Grand A venue. 
This wide, shop lined street divided Beldree into the 
wealthy upper city and the slums of the lower dty. 
Jesup strolled along the A venue for an hour, stopping 
occasionally to chat with shopkeepers and examine 
their wares. At the end of the hour, as night began to 
set in in earnest, Jesup went home to bed. 
I studied the wizard for three days. His routine 
varied as little as the rising of the sun. Such constancy 
was a assassin's dream. 
Shortly before dusk on the fourth day, I told Lltha 
what I intended. She insisted on coming with me. We 
went to the Grand A venue to kill the wizard. 
My blood tingled as I watched Jesup walk slowly 
down the A venue, unaware that each step brought him 
closer to death. The gathering night obscured his fea- 
tures, but there was no mistaking his small, heavily 
robed form. I slipped back into the shadowy dimness 
of the narrow side street. 
"Is he coming?" whispered Litha from the shadows. 
"Yes. But I still think you should not have come," I 
said, readying the silken strangling cord. 
"I want to watch," she said, ending all discussion. 
I turned back to the A venue, my hands tense on the 
cord: Jesup stepped across the side street's narrow 
mouth. I leapt forward, whipping the cord over his 
head and around his neck. I pulled him into the alley 
as I tightened the cord. Jesup clawed at his neck, strug- 
gling for air. 
From the corner of my eye, I saw Litha move closer. 
She froze, her mouth hanging open, then threw herself 
at me, pulling at my hands. She hissed, "It's not him. 
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I looked at my sabotage. "It should have worked." 
Litha made a rude sound. I straightened, seeing no 
flaw with my work. I sat on the bench gingerly. It held. 
I relaxed. The bench buckled under me. I tumbled off 
and struck the rail. It fell away. I flailed my arms. 
Something caught my left wrist as the ground disap- 
peared. 
I stopped falling with a jerk. Pain shot through my 
shoulder. I yelped, then looked around. The rough cliff 
face was inches from my nose. Above, Litha sat in the 
dirt at the cliff's edge, her hands wrapped around my 
wrist, both heels dug deep into the ground. I looked 
down. The docks, far below, swung in dizzy circles. I 
gagged. 
"Help me, fool, or I'll let you go," Litha hissed from 
between clenched teeth. 
With Litha's help, I scrambled up the cliff face to lay 
panting on the grass. I looked at Litha. Her face was 
smudged with dirt and sweat. She rose and planted her 
hands on her narrow hips, 'Well?" 
my tools: We slipped into the dense bushes that sur- 
rounded the little clearing and settled down to wait. 
As if on cue, Jesup appeared at the head of the trail. 
The old wizard paused, plucking a stray leaf from his 
waist-long, white beard. He walked to the bench. I held 
my breath as I watched his rear descend. His robes 
touched the bench. He sat, sighing contentedly. The 
bench did not buckle. Jesup did not tumble forward to 
crash through the rail and off the cliff. I remained quiet, 
waiting for the bench to collapse. 
Jesup sat on the disappointingly stable bench for 
more than an hour. Tune passed at an uncomfortable 
crawl. Branches poked into my sides. Leaves tickled my 
face and the back of my neck. Ants climbed over my 
thin, soft-soled shoes, a few traveling up my hose. At 
last, the old man rose and left the clearing. 
We left our hiding place and went to the bench. 
Litha frowned at me, her arms crossed over her breasts. 
She sneered, "It can't fail, huh? The wizard will never 
know what happened to him, eh?" 
been there. I stood in a small alcove just off the wizard's 
reception hall. 
I peered into the hall. Two stone beasts with the 
heads of wolves and the bodies of tigers stood in twin 
pools of moonlight- Jesup's guardians. They shifted 
uneasily, moving their heads from side to side, rum- 
bling like a distant rock slide. I muttered the spell Litha 
had given me. Their topaz eyes scanned the room, 
passing over me. 
Their gaze returned to the alcove. I muttered faster. 
One let out a small, choked meow. The other answered 
with a stuttering growl. Slowly, they lowered themsel- 
ves to the floor and closed their eyes. 
I finished the spell to the sound of the guardians' 
gravelly snores. I crossed the reception room, giving 
the sleeping creatures a wide berth, and entered the 
main hallway. Moving silently, sensing my way 
through the darkness, I followed the hall to a broad 
staircase. I made my way to the second floor and found 
the door to Jesup's sleeping chamber. 
I pulled a knife from my belt. It was made of fine 
steel and had been blessed by a priest of Dlethor, patron 
god of all who live beyond the law. 
I grasped the door handle. My hand began to tingle. 
The sensation spread up my arm and through my body, 
then stopped. I tried to tum the handle. My hand 
refused to move. I tried to pull my arm back. It 
remained where it was. I thought to tum and run. I 
could not I was frozen, one hand on the doorknob, the 
other holding the knife. 
A polite cough came from behind me, interrupting 
my panic. Jesup, looking wizened and harmless in a 
loose, white nightshirt, stepped into my sight. He 
tugged at his sleep-tangled beard and said, "Oh, my. 
What have we here? An assassin at my bedroom door. 
Did you intend to kill me?" 
I found my mouth free. I answered, ''Yes." 
"I do not even know you. Why harm me?" 
The truth gushed from me. "For Litha." 
"Ah, Utha," Jesup nodded, "She no doubt wishes the 
curse removed. 
"Ordinarily, I would tum you into a mouse or a 
lizard, but I have experienced Litha's charms myself. It 
is a hard thing to deny her. Still, I can not just set you 
free, now, can I? What shall I do with you?" 
The wizard paced the hallway, mumbling to him- 
self. If the spell holding me had allowed it, I would have 
broken into a cold sweat. As things were, I watched him 
stalk in and out of my limited sight, dread growing 
with each passing second. 
Jesup halted in mid stride, shouting "I have it!" 
He began to murmur, weaving from side to side. A 
greenish glow enveloped him, growing steadily 
brighter. I longed to close my immobile eyes against the 
glare. Jesup stopped. He flung one brilliantly lit arm 
out, pointing at me. Light rushed at me. I think I 
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"It did work," I offered. 
Litha looked up at the sky as if seeking divine aid 
and said, "Idiot." 
In the weeks that followed I made other attempts on 
Jesup'slife._Imanagedtopoisonthedessertsatadinner 
party given in the wizard's honor. The host, hostess 
and fifteen guests died. If Jesup so much as got gas, no 
one heard about it. 
I tried dropping a stone statue from the top of his 
neighbor's house on him as he worked in his garden. I 
killed a rosebush and destroyed a bed o'f tulips. I even 
risked another attempt on the Grand Avenue. He 
remained stubbornly alive. 
Fmally, I was willing to admit that killing a wizard 
was simply beyond me. I went to my room, feeling 
defeated and weary, to tell Utha. 
She listened to me, her face turned away, looking 
out the grimy window. When my litany of failure was 
~, she turned to me, her face set in hard, angry 
lines. 
"You want more money, is that it? Or that advance 
you keep asking me about." 
I shook my head, "Utha, I do not even care about 
the money anymore. I am just sony I have failed you." 
"I'll bet you are!" said Utha with a toss of her head. 
"No. Truly," I said, moving doser, "These last few 
weeks, with you here, sharing my home, have changed 
me. Utha, I think I love you." 
Litha started, then a calculating smile touched her 
lips. She said, "If you really loved me, you would kill 
Jesup." 
I knew what she was doing. It did not matter. I 
wanted to please her anyway. I just could not think 
how. I recounted all I had tried and how it had all been 
useless, finishing with, ''If I could think of anything 
else, I would try it." 
Litha smiled and said, 'There is one thing you have 
not tried." 
I listened as she outlined a plan only one step above 
throwing myself in front of a team of running horses. 
She wanted me to assassinate Jesup in his own home. 
I tried to protest, to tell her it was suicide to attack 
a wizard in his place of power. She threw my words of 
love back in my face. I refused to be swayed. Litha 
threatened to leave me. I had no choice. I agreed to do 
it. 
'That night, Litha shoved me out of my room and 
pointed me towards the upper city. I walked with fear 
peering over my shoulder to the wizard's house. 
I went to the side of Jesup's house that faced a 
narrow alley. Following Utha's instructions, I ran my 
hands along the wall at chest height until I felt a loose 
brick. I pulled on it. A door appeared in the wall and 
swung open. 
I slipped through the secret entrance. The door 
swung shut behind me, leaving no sign that it had ever 
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Dear Editors: 
As a member of the "Society to Encourage 
Overexposure of Tolkien, I would like to take 
this opportunity to invite you, and your 
authors, to become new members of our as- 
sociation. STEOOT was founded in late 1967 by 
one J .R.R. Newberry and Priscilla Moondoggle, 
while they were conducting=Intellectual 
speculations of the highest caliber in the back- 
seat of a Volkswagen Beetle. The blanket en- 
thusisasm they shared for fantasy literature; the 
groping curiosity which propelled them to 
plateaus of advanced understanding; and the 
queer hobbit-like groans Priscilla was making 
at the time, were sufficient to embark both of 
them on an expedition that is now in its 25th 
year of fruition. 
The overriding goals of this society are 
simple, and involve nothing more suspicious 
than endeavoring to make the name of J.R.R. 
present on every citizen's lips, whether they 
want it there or not. To that end, may I en- 
courage you and your writers to seek new ways 
of bringing "Sri Vishnu Tolkien" into 
households all around the world? 
Although copyright laws are a trifle sticky, · 
even the finest of legal minds may be out- 
maneuvered by sheer prolixity on your collec- 
tive parts. If a story lacks a plausible character, 
don'twastecreativeenergyattemptingtocreate 
a new one-simply borrow one from "L'Maestro 
Tolkien." If a poem lacks a subtle tum of phrase, 
reach over and extract a sizable chunk from one 
already written. If a novel is sinking in quag- 
mires of non-intersecting plots, cast them aside 
with one used in the 'Ring Trilogy.' I cannot 
begin to tell you how much more interesting 
"Anna Karenina" would have been if Frodo had 
assumed the part written for Count Vronsky, 
and if the Gollum had replaced Anna. Imagine 
what levels of complexity 'The Godfather" 
might have assumed had the Corleone family 
been written as dwarves! 
I realize that I am starting to foam all over 
this letter, yet let me whet your fancy by extend- 
ing this introductory offer of 12 months for 
$120.00. For less than the cost of a prime rib 
dinner for a family of 11, you can enlist in the 
ranks of those seeking to enshrine "Lord 
Tolkien" in pages throughout the public library 
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I 
I woke in the alley outside Jesup's house. It was 
shrouded in the peculiar darkness, so thick one could 
think to touch it, that covers the world an hour before 
dawn. I sat up, delighted to be able to move. I 
wondered what Jesup had done to me. 
Jesup's voice answered my unspoken question, '1 
have cursed you." 
I looked around. Even in the dark, it was clear the 
wizard was not there. My voice shook as I asked, 'What 
manner of curse?" 
The voice came from the air above my head, "You 
will, from hence forth, be sickened by the sight of death. 
You will kill no more." 
I rose and called to Jesup several times. He no longer 
answered. 
Not knowing what else to do, I went back to my 
room and Litha. What a fine pair we made. A 
seductress who could not lie and an assassin who could 
not kill. I would have sunk into drunken despair, but 
Lltha had other plans. 
For some weeks now, Litha has been teaching me 
the fine art of seducing ugly, but rich, ladies. I, in turn, 
have been teaching her my craft. 
Litha is learning fast, perhaps too fast. Sometimes, 
late at night, I wake to find herlooking at me oddly, my 
assassin's tools laid out on the table by the bed. 
I could ask her what she is thinking, but I do not 
think I want to know. · 
screamed before I fainted. 
vation in the summer's potato famine that was sweep- 
. ing the countryside. That hour did not change the 
direction of the man's life; it altered for all time the man 
himself. 
Brigid's reedy voice startled him, as it often did of 
late. "If you go, Rafferty, don't be botherin' to come 
back in again this side of the gate. The door will be shut 
and latched to Fenians-- the whole bloodthirsty lot!" 
The man didn't move, as if some grand event in the 
cloudless vault of sky were unfolding itself to him, 
riveting him to the spot in the process. If he had only 
not slipped on those lichened rocks that rainy night and 
taken the fall that had smashed his damn leg to 
smithereens. The thought haunted him- would he 
have been brave enough to keep up with the likes of a 
Tomas MacCullaugh? He didn't know anymore. For 
certain though, it was a dry pill to be swallowing over 
and over all these years that a single misstep should 
have cut him off from trying. 
He thumped his mug down, long drained of its 
'afternoon measure, onto the dollied surface next to 
him. 'Where's me best shirt, woman?" 
"Thunder and giblets! If it had teeth, your nose 
would be missin' entirely." 
"Aye, and if it had the mouth goin' with the teeth, 
in the coorse o' jig time it would be a stoppered jug, 
tryin' to git a decent word in edgewise with the likes o' 
you." 
"Nae, it would be trillin' in tender and endearin' 
tones for any to hear, 'ye're a fine woman, Brigid Raf- 
ferty; tis sad I am, to see ye have such a lout for a 
husband."' she piped, dropping cabbage quarters into 
a pot. 
At last he and his blackthorn stick were under way 
down-road; he knew she would be stationed in the 
dark on the other side of the lace- curtained window, 
watching him. Strangely enough, he felt as though he 
had just won a thousand punts on the curragh track. 
The juice of that spurred his efforts at resembling, as 
best he could with arched neck and thrust chest, the 
spirited steed, himself. 
At the hip of the hill that put him out of her range, 
he felt he could safely slow down to catch his breath. 
Pain sliced through his hip and leg like the spurs of a 
saw through wood. Throwing his weight to the black- 
thorn, he shoved his free hand into his waistcoat pocket 
to press against his side and was surprised by some- 
thing gritty. Grains of salt to ward off the evil spirits of the 
dead. 
Brigid was indeed a fine woman even if she did 
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. Into every life, providence scatters a handful of 
extraordinary hours charged with creating its unique 
design- the before and after hours that emboss the 
weave. Finn Rafferty's life had incorporated four of 
these thus far. Now, as he stood at the cottage half-door 
gazing out over the rolling sunlit hills with their web- 
works of craggy limestone walls patching together the 
many greens, not a hint of the fifth ripening infiltrated 
his perception. 
Ireland, the land of his birth. He had known no 
other; had never had any desire to. For infixed along 
his secret grain was the surety that this man was meant 
to work out the grand struggle here, and when that was 
done with, be laid to his thousand year rest in the 
protection of its ancient Celtic soil. 
.This high summer day would see his boyhood 
friend and hero trundled down the sixty or so mile 
distance from County Offaly by asscart in a box, to be 
put under for just that very concealment. 
Brigid did not want him to go the wake. In truth, 
she could not stomach the likes of Brotherhood patriots 
nor their philosophy of insurrection, she had said in so 
many words. But he'd known that for years, in every 
way a body can know a thing. 
"I'm goin', woman." She never had for a moment 
grasped what the movement was all about, he thought. 
"It doesn't matter I haven't laid eyes on the man for 
twenty years. He was me best lad, growin' up, and one 
of the bravest of champions there's ever been for auld 
Ireland." 
Indeed, a scrappy pair of bright-eyed and rollick- 
some boys they'd been, he and Tomas MacCullaugh, 
not so inclined to serious escapade as to simply finding 
themselves on occasion caught in the thick of things. 
That was how they had viewed it anyway until that 
never to be forgotten Twelfth of July in 1845, when 
Tom's older brother, along with another "croppie" 
upstart, had been flogged to death by Protestant Oran- 
gemen in their festival zeal-both heads severed and 
propped in grotesque warning in an old tree. 
At the village bonfire that night, with spirits run- 
ning high, Finn and Tomas, barely seventeen, took the 
oath to the Young Irelanders, a group of romantic 
nationalists, to be counted in for the Home Rule fight 
that would carry them across all counties, and ultimate- 
ly into the secret Irish Republican Brotherhood in its 
mission. 
Later when detained as a "rioter" in a Dublin prison 
he received the news that his parents and little sister, 
Mairead, had succumbed to the terrible death by star- 
/ 
by Ruth G. Mortensen 
RAGWORT, RAGWORT 
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He wished he had left the wake earlier. The mist had 
folded in off St George's Channel like a creeping 
shroud of tranced moths rent only here and there in 
feckless clue to the way home, laying gloomy thoughts 
upon his heart. It seemed only moments before, when 
taking the drop with friends, that things had made a 
perfect sense. Now the reverberations of O'Leary's ac- 
cordion and the dulcet sounding fiddles, quite beauti- 
Tomas ... ?" 
"Rafferty", O'Leary mumbled, "the man does not 
have the gift." 
''The gift?" 
"He doesn't speak." 
Rafferty felt the cold touch of irony for the second 
time this day, the first when Cork's Shandon Bells of St. 
Anne's Church had pealed to underscore, in their love- 
ly grandfather clock tones, his wife's ultimatum. Odd.· 
Then the same paw that had just crushed his hand 
in greeting pressed a glass to his chest He t~k ~t. 
Downed the contents quickly, glad for the burning m 
his gullet When his head came level once again, he 
said, 'Well ... I'd be thankin' you for that, an~ay, 
Seamus." There emerged a pleasureless connection to 
this man; the pair of us bearin' out the divil' s own luck. 
O'Leary spoke, "Cooney and Sullivan won't be 
down till the funeral tomorrow. But a fair orator, 
Clooney be. A proper job that man will do." 
Everyone knew no priest would be attending 
Tomas MacCullaugh's final rites. The Church excom- 
municated any member taking oath to a secret society 
and upon the unearthing of an alliance to one such as 
the IRB, fired and fervent sermons would once more 
resonate from the pulpits. 
Tomas's sister picked that moment to crumple to 
her knees beside the coffin. Leaning her head against 
it, she released a single soulful wail, like an elk impaled, 
Rafferty imagined, her arms raised and fin~rs spread 
in palmate antlers and the other women, ta.king up the 
signal, began the traditional keening in earnest. 
Midst the racket, the mute pressed an object rolled 
in a fold of linen into his hand. Rafferty surmised by 
the shape and size of it that it must be Tomas's Fainne. 
His proudest possession, this ring-shaped badge worn 
to denote a speaker of Gaelic. 
He turned then in appeal to his old friend in the box, 
who now possessed no more the trill of Gaelic speech 
than the mute beside him. But the heat of the Fainne in 
his palm seemed to radiate the message of unbroken 
bond between them. 
The mourners' silhouettes began to leach into 
wavelets. He thought again of his beleaguered na- 
tion ... of yet another champion it had lost ... of the less 
than quarter of its people left speaking its dying 
tongue. His hand closed tightly over the Fainne. "Ter- 
rible loss ... terrible loss," he breathed. 
drive him half-crazy. She could not be so heartless as 
to turn him out now; he was sure of that. 
As he neared the whitewashed stone cottage with 
chimney gently dispatching curls of turf smoke to ~e 
sky, aromas of lamb stewing and potato _bread baking 
drifted to his nostrils in welcome. Alongside the dwell- 
ing there loomed from the congregation of c:arts ~ bar- 
rel-roofed caravan, the kind traveled and lived m by 
tinkers. He had expected at the least a man or two of 
mark from the Brotherhood but he could not guess the 
reason for the presence of a mender of spoons. Odd. 
Youngers were playing about. as he ~me towar~ 
the house. One ran full pelt into him, turning up to his 
a freckled face that reminded him, with a stab of pain, 
of the little sister he had so long ago promised ... but 
before this child's smile of contrition was perfect, he 
had successfully blocked all further memories of 
Mairead Rafferty. 
Tomas's bent sister appeared at the threshold to 
greet him. He offered the ache in his heart, "A terrible 
loss ... a terrible loss." 
In the fluttering candlelight his old friend wore the 
chilling guise of a waxen spectre as he lay 9uite uncon- 
cerned with this, his grand send- off. Besides the toes 
tied to ensure no ghostly return from the grave, a 
crucifix, and rosary beads entwining the fingers for safe 
passage through Purgatory, his squar~ hands u_n- 
characteristically clutched sweet-smelling fuchsia, 
heather and other wildflowers across his sheeted chest. 
How the more fitting a carved Celtic cross would be 
there he thought, for the hero the man was for his 
country. But even through this an element of relief 
filtered, for it had always been easier for him to bargain 
with anger than with fear. 
"Jaysus ... women!" he muttered. 
A voice separated from the din, "How goes the 
battle, Rafferty?" 
Suddenly he felt the need for serious liquid on his 
tongue. He hurriedly crossed himself, imploring, 
''Tomas ... I meant no ... " 
"It's me ... O'Leary. Don't you know me? ... Frank 
O'Leary." 
A warm hand cupped his elbow. 
"O'Leary ... Jaysus! It's you. You had me goin' there 
for a bit. I thought. .. will ye look at the damn posies?" 
"Well, the long trip and all ... you understand. Meet 
Seamus here, the man who brought MacCullaugh 
home." 
Rafferty strained in the dark of the room to focus the 
tinker's face at O'Leary's side. A burly man who, from 
the black smile he offered, suffered not a tooth in his 
head. It took a moment to realize the man had extended 
his hand. 
"Well, by the saints, Seamus, you're just the man I'd 
be wantin' to talk with. Tell me ... what's the latest on 
our "chief', Parnell? Our plans for rising ... what did 
Rafferty's scalp crawled. With his wee sharp-nailed 
fingers the elf was twirling, knotting and plaiting the 
hairs of his head as he spoke. 
"Oh nae, we elves never divulge our names. Why, 
When he came to the footbridge that crossed O' - 
MurraMor he clasped a hand to the railing and stepped 
out; but, too late and with horror, he realized he had 
mistaken it to be on the right side of the bridge instead 
of the left. The wet grassy slope assaulted and pounded 
him for his mistake, depositing him, a twisted lump, 
half in, half out of the stony brook. 
Water bubbling over his arm he was sure to be his 
. lifeblood.already cold, migrating outward. In his daze 
he heard those waves crashing against Cork's cliff- 
heads, sending their fans of foamy phantoms through 
the hollows of the rocks and over pebbly beach, white 
in the moonlight, to transport him down into a watery 
grave. Brigid. 
There was a vague sense of two little mallets pound- 
ing his shoulder. Suddenly a voice brought him back 
to O'Murra Mor. A trace scent of leather, quite out of 
place, played with his senses. · 
"Ragwort, ragwort!. .. well, here's a pretty job. Be 
gettin' yereself off of me, lout! It's pinnin' me down 
you've achieved and me a poor soul with a wooden 
leg. Have ye no sympathies, creature? Ragwort, rag- 
wort!" 
Not in his wildest dreams had he ever imagined the 
good angels to sound so rasping and callous. What 
must have been his own hoarse whisper sounded next, 
just as remote. 
"Is it dead that I am?" 
"Dead, he asks," came the disgusted rasp. "Bothera- 
tion! The man is incapable of identifyin' the paramount 
faerie of his country and he's advertisin' himself a 
patriot. Now, wouldn't it be the wise and merciful 
thing not to be crushin' him to bits and pieces, I ask, 
Rafferty?" 
The incredible possibility that came whip and spur 
to his mind caused a giddiness. 
"I'm dramin'! Is it a .. .liprechaun, then, I'd be 
conversin' with?" 
"Rafferty, me belt buckle is stickin' in me ribs some- 
thin' fierce. Would you bemovin',I pray,a wee to your 
left?" 
Clear-witted enough now, Rafferty countered, 
"Hahl It would be a simple mind I'd be havin' that 
would be agreeing to that, magician. Surely you know 
this man better than that. Why, you know my name; 
what might I be callin' you?" 
"I know the past; I know the future. It's the present 
that's a divil of a bother. Which way you'll be goin'; 
which way you'll be goin'. Ragwort! What a bother. 
That's why shoemakin's me benefaction. Tip tap, rip 
rap ... who can think with tip tap, rip rap, tick-a-tack- 
too?" 
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ful and moving then, had constricted to a minute dull 
fleck inside his brain- all too pityingly human now, 
just so much futile bobbery compared with this 
mystery- the stillness of the night woods. What was it 
all about? he wondered again. This life and death. 
Wearier than he could remember ever feeling; he could 
think no more on it; all he truly longed to know was the 
last patch of path before cottage and bed. 
He thought he heard samething then. A whisper. 
No. A moving thing had rustled in the vegetation 
beneath the stately sycamores with their flaked-off 
patches of bark he knew to be there along the sides of 
the path. He stopped, tightening his grip on the black- 
thorn, more as a holding on than a move to strike, and 
listened;all was still and gossamer. 
He picked up his stride once again, whistling an old 
air and pushing the pace, but he could not shake off the 
wild strain of there being a co-walker. Another with a 
disparate step to match his own. A second time he 
stopped and this time, turning half around, he 
whispered, ''Tomas ... ?" Silence. Not a cricket- not a 
peeper- not a breath of wind. Odd. 
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The elf snapped, 'What is a man's life to me, I ask? 
Methinks he thinks I hail from the Daoine Sidhe tribe 
with whathe'saskin' of me.Ragwort stew! So,it'syour 
sixth hour you'd be fiddlin' with, eh, Rafferty?" 
Rafferty squeezed his eyes shut to press the picture 
of a bodiless face in the crotch of a tree out of his mind. 
"Are you considerin' Brigid, then, to be left all 
alone?" · 
''You know yereself, liprechaun, she's better off 
without me. 'That one's clock is a twenty-four hour 
model; mine? ... ah well, mine's sprung half the time or 
plainskippin' here and there."He paused, a door open- 
ing in his mind. 
"Her months are strung out for her in a straight line; 
I travel 'round the circle of mirie. In the winter I'm on 
the top; in the summer I'm on the bottom. Things never 
ran smooth for us. Tis half a man I am, too. And that 
half given over to me first love." Could it all have been 
that simple? 
'Wait now ... on second thought, you could take that 
as the latter part of me wisht ... that Brigid be taken care 
of." 
Just then the faint stamp of donkey hooves and 
creak of cart along the high path intruded upon the 
ghostly wood. Tin things rattled and clattered. 
"Rafferty," the elf began in high pitch, "it's for not 
desirin' a crowd to be witnessin' my aura that I offer 
you this key to unlock impediments, impediments. 
Take it and release me. I promise Brigid will be seen to. 
Ragwort! I do; I do; I do!" 
As he reached for the key, Rafferty felt what had 
been a warm pillow beneath his chest come to life and 
wriggle out from under him. A cold and hollow sensa- 
tion gripped him. Somehow, the aftermath of pee odor 
hanging in the air did not surprise him. 
"What does it unlock?" he called out to the rolling 
vapor. "Iaysusl" 
The mute tinker dragged Rafferty, ranting, up the 
slope and lifted him gently into his van. 
"I'm not rantin', Seamus ... believe me ... I had a 
liprechaun beneath me ... here's his damn wooden leg 
to prove it ... and a gold key to unlock impediments, 
impediments ... good lord! It's talkin' like himself, I am 
now. Look! For Ireland's freedom, Seamus." 
Seamus turned the miniature blackthorn cone with 
its golden rivets and leather binds over and over in the 
lamplight. Then he did the same with the key. After 
what seemed an eternity to Rafferty, shivering on the 
man's rumpled berth, the mute finally turned to him 
and while his cheeks crinkled his eyes into little arcs, 
an upturned black crescent slowly spread across his 
face. 
The morning was still fairly dark when Brigid, with 
black shawl draped over her head and clutched 
together at her collarbone, was returning home from 
Mass. At her first glimpse of the van pulling up a~ the 
that would be tantamountto high treason in the middle 
world. Tantamount, tantamount." 
"You know the past ... you know the future, 
liprechaun?" · 
"Och! A test, a test. Sure and here it is then: twenty- 
three years ago, your time of course, Rafferty, after 
ye're fateful accident, Brigid Hurley nursed you back 
to the living. Can't ye still see her dome risin' up 
through the hole in the floor of her father's loft like a 
ghost? Bringing food and hot tea laced with that nectar 
of the mountains, poteen, for the pain. Like the Glaistig 
water faerie she looked to you, she did. Ragwort! Ah 
well," the little man continued after a yawn that let 
loose an odor of decayed mushrooms. 
Jaysus, his face is so close, a good spit 'ud splatter me own 
eye. 
" ... the winter drizzled on. You recuperated. Brigid 
ambulated you around the bed, then alas around the 
perimeters of the "best" room. April came. You padded 
right down to the little gate in the ivied wall but, 
ragwort, ye could go no further. As you two dearies sat 
facing the hearth that very evening, its firelight flicker- 
ing over yere dear profiles, you found yourself sayin', 
'Ye're a fine woman, Brigid Hurley.' And didn't you go 
and wed the dotey. Now, WHAT in the name of Bran 
will get you off me tortured body?" 
"Saints!" If nothing else were bleeding, Rafferty was 
sure his scalp was a mess by now. 'Tell me ... ahh!... of 
the future, Liprechaun ... will Parnell be successful in 
bringin' ... emancipation to Ireland?" 
"Ragwort, ragwort! This bloke's a torture. Here it is 
then: 1880, your "uncrowned king of Ireland", Charles 
Stewart Parnell, becomes leader of the Irish Home Rule 
Party-- falls in love with Katherine O'Shea, wife of 
party MP for Oare. Now then: 1881, will be imprisoned 
without trial for supposed connection to agrarian 
violence--1890, will be named corespondent in divorce 
case shattering leadership= 1891, will die from 
pneumonia. Unsuccessful! Unsuccessful! Will ye be 
slidin' over now, Rafferty?" 
Rafferty could now feel what must be the elf's friz- 
zled beard being methodically whorled into his ear. 
"Jaysus, Liprechaun! I pray, stop ... " 
"Rafferty, enough of this cheek by jowl jabber. I've 
got shoemakin' to attend to. If it be gold ye'd be settlin 
for, I've a pot hidden ... give your claim now." 
He could have sworn, from his best view of the 
creature, out the comer of his eye, that a golden tooth 
flashed. He was certain that he'd heard the clicks of 
mouth muscle that attend a wide grin. 
''Nae, little man. It's emancipation for the Emerald 
Isle I'd be wantin', not yellow metal. I'd be willin' to 
give the paltry time left to me for that outcome. Is this 
meself talldn'? Saints! We both know the true Irishman 
either leaves her or dies for her. Take it as a warrior's 
request. You're magic; make my life count, liprechaun! 
For Mairead." For ... Mairead. 
The cover is based on a scene from The Stone Flower, 
a ballet by Prokofiev. Danilo, master stone-carver, is 
obsessed with carving the perfect flower from 
malachite. Disappointed at his failures, Danilo goes to 
the mistress of the Copper Mountain, who promises to 
show him the secret of the malachite if he will come 
away with her to live forever in the Copper Mountain. 
Katya, his sweetheart, goes to win him back; the Fire- 
Spirit guides her to the Copper Mountain. 
-Tim Callahan 
The Fire Spirit Guides Katya to the Copper 
Mountain 
When Seamus found him, he was still face down in 
the pink-purple clusters of foxglove flowers, his arms 
outstretched and slightly crook't in their digitalic 
leaves ... embracing the land and all it held to his bosom. 
Something in the far distance was bobbing down 
the sunny hill through tall grasses towards him- com- 
ing closer- growing larger, until finally he saw that 
small copper-haired head, with its braids flying in fits 
and jerks, against the green. 
" ... Some died by the glenside, some died 'midst the 
stranger, 
And wise men have told us their cause was a failure; 
But they loved dear old Ireland and never feared danger, 
Glory-di, Glory-oh! to the bold Fenian men ... " 
She will see to it that you get a set of teeth, Seamus. 
Bridget smiled now, a tentative smile, the Fainne in 
her collar, looking to him every bit the Glaistig water 
faerie, even more so now than before, with her silvered 
hair. 
Somewhere in the span before what would be the 
historic 1916 Easter Rising, he could see that very gold 
key unlocking the records room of the British-run 
. police headquarters at Dublin Castle for informant in- 
telligence. 
Then the Rising, itself, in Dublin ... thwarted. For a 
desperate breadth, its leaders executed, its sym- 
pathizers jailed by the British. 
But now, mercifully, waves of utter change coursed 
through the ethereal years- the Irish peasantry's at- 
titude (more than two-thirds of Ireland's countrymen) 
shifted from disdain to support 0£ the Fenian move- 
ment. Extraordinary hours for the Republic of Ireland 
were beginning ... and then at last ... peace. The revolu- 
tion was over. 
Now a ballad, yet to be written by a man named 
Peadar Kearney, ushered into his passageway of peace- 
ful light in the sweetest of Irish tenors: 
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ivied wall, she began to wave her free arm, palm 
plumbed, in a scything motion as she hurried along the 
road. 
"I'll not take that ne'er-do-well back in to nurse him 
all over again for naught! And himself knows it," she 
called. 
She marched straight by the van into the thatched- 
roofed cottage and in a snap emerged, bareheaded and 
pan-faced, to hand the· mute, down from the bench and 
pretending to adjust his animal's harness, a tin of boiled 
eggs and cabbage- fine woman that she was- and a 
bundle, presumably of clothes, tied up neatly with a rag 
and then she went back in and shut her door. 
"Do ye believe it, Seamus?" From the van's interior, 
Rafferty's words came, pumped through spasms of 
laughter that racked him with pain. 'The One raisin' 
her dander ... done with me .. .and just.at me moment 
of ... potential. Jaysus!. .. Brigid Rafferty's clock is 
sprung!" 
The first shafts of sunlight that probed the forest by 
O'Murra Mor glen illuminated the curious sight of a 
mute and a cripple busy by the footbridge, laying a trap 
for a one-legged leprechaun. Rafferty reasoned that the 
mad elf would certainly reappear to retrieve his leg, not 
knowing·of course, that a tether would be attached 
from it to his wrist and that a brawnier man than 
himself would be prepared from above in the leafy 
branches (readily given over to him by chirping mer- 
rows) to pounce. The plan was then to wring out of the 
creature just what lock the golden key would unlatch 
with time to spare for making Tomas MacCullaugh's 
funeral. 
After what seemed an unbearably long while to 
Rafferty, he heard a tip tap. To his disappointment it 
turned out to be only the twigs and leaves of the forest 
floor yielding to the step of a red fox. The animal 
stopped to investigate the scent of the leather binds. 
'Whoossht!" 
Rafferty's hoarse petition only frightened the fox 
into speedy getaway with the binds clamped between 
its teeth, dragging the already bruised bones of the man 
along with him. 
He forgot about the fox, about the wooden leg, 
about the leprechaun, only conscious now of this 
strange new journey, face down, through the fragrant 
foxglove. Through a tunnel of rushing brilliance he 
sped, while clamorous white wings, like bedsheets in 
the wind, flapped about him. All weight slid away, 
effecting a strange primitive state. 
As though from another place in time- perhaps, 
from a level with no such fetters as time, he could not 
tell-a pinnaculum view enabled him to see the scene 
of Seamus advancing to receive a steaming cup from 
Brigid's hand. The hearth's firelight flickered over their 
profiles. The mute fingered a key in his pocket that he 
would in time be giving to the veteran Fenian, Robert 
Tully. Brigid babbled; he listened. 
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After gassing the car, Meyers brought out a bottle of 
brandy and handed it to Mark through the widow. 
'Now, Mark," said the old man, "you stay and visit with 
yer pa this time. He gets lonely and needs yer company. 
You stay awhile and don't be coming back through 
Quinlin until you've have a good visit." 
Mark handed Meyers a twenty dollar bill. "Sure, Mr. 
Meyers, I'll visit awhile." 
Meyers reached into a front pocket of" his soiled 
overalls and extracted a handful of crumpled bills and 
loose coins. He carefully counted out the proper change 
into Mark's hand. "Hurry," said Meyers. "The sun will 
be down before long." 
Nodding, Mark started the car and pulled out of the 
gas station and back onto the road. Of course he 
planned to stay for a proper visit, but each time he saw 
his father, they argued. Mark would insist that his 
father leave the Lake and come live in Tucson. His 
father would ignore the demand and lecture Mark on 
the duties of a son. For some strange reason, those 
duties included Mark moving into the little cabin with 
his father. After a few hours Mark would storm off, 
never even staying the night. He didn't plan it that way, 
it was just the way things were. 
The shadows of late afternoon spread onto the 
desert as Mark drove over the gravel cross ruts at the 
west end of the valley. He stopped at Brakeman's 
Cutoff for a look at the old homestead. The house was 
still there, the cottonwood windbreak· filtering light 
and warmth onto the weeds and wild grass surround- 
ing it. It was an ordinary two-story, wood frame struc- 
ture common to western cattle country. 
Suddenly Mark felt the old fear returning, the fear 
which he experienced every time he visited the valley. 
It was just an ordinary ranching community in central 
Arizona. Life for a young boy should have been 
pleasurable, even fulfilling. It hadn't been. When Mark 
thoughtofhischildhoodheremembered the sun draw- 
ing close to the horizon as he and Chuck raced in terror 
for the safety of their home. What was it, that some- 
thing in the night, just outside his consciousness which 
reached with shadowy fingers into his life. The whole 
valley had been infected with the dread which night 
held. 
Mark took one last look at his former home, now 
rundown and deserted. Putting the car in gear, he 
pulled back onto the road and headed toward the 
canyon and the Lake. He noticed the accumulated heat 
in the car and glanced at the fiddle case resting on. the 
seat next to him. To protect its contents, he picked up 
The fading cow-town of Quinlin was quiet but for 
the faint buzz of insects. Meyers Market and Gas Sta- 
tion was still going, but the rest of the town was aban- 
doned, the local ranchers preferring to drive forty- five 
miles south to Flagstaff to do their shopping. Mark 
braked his car and stopped beside the station's one gas 
pump. As the dust settled, he looked about for an 
attendant. 
Old Man Meyers slowly walked from the market 
and stopped next to Mark's window. 
"Mr. Meyers," said Mark. "I'm Mark Tucker. I need 
some gas." 
For a few seconds Meyers appeared not to hear, 
then stared at Mark through narrow suspicious eyes. 
"Lordy, son, I know who you are. Where ya been? Yer 
pa expected ya last spring -ya never showed up. He 
gets lonely up at Sundown Lake. A son should take care 
of ... " 
Mark held up his hand. "Excuse me, Mr. Meyers, but 
I just want some gas. Do you know if my father needs 
anything?" 
Meyers narrowed his eyes even more. "Ed didn't tell 
me he was in need of something." 
"You've seen my father? He came down from the 
Lake?" Mark was shocked to think of his father leaving 
the cabin. 
"Now, I didn't say that, did I? I said I didn't know 
he needed things. Yer pa ain't left that Lake in twenty- 
four years. Now, that's perseverance for ya, ain't it? 
You young fellows should take a lesson from ... " 
Mark felt anger well up inside as he remembered 
that the whole valley conspired to make a folk hero out 
of his father, and all because his father left the ranch the 
day Mark' solder brother drowned in the Lake. Chuck's 
body was never found, and Mark's father had lived in 
the Lake's old cabin ever since. What was so outstand- 
ing about becoming a hermit? "Mr. Meyers," inter- 
rupted Mark, "I do learn from my father, but right now 
I want to get going." · 
"You need something from the store?" asked 
Meyers. 
Mark tried to think of something for his father, but, 
with a touch of sadness, realized he had no idea what 
his father needed. Abruptly he remembered his father 
liked blackberry brandy. "Fill the car with gas and bring . 
me a bottle ofblackberry brandy. Do you have bran- 
dy?" 
"Brandy, oh yes, yer pa likes his brandy." Meyers 
moved to the back of the car and started filling the tank. 
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here? Seems like a funny place for cows to wander." 
His father was reluctant to continue the conversa- 
tion. "Some are found; others ain't." 
Back in the cabin, the of d man lit a lantern even 
though the sun still hung above the canyon rim. Mark 
walked about as his father fussed with frying pans and 
cooking utensils. '1 already et," said his Pa, "but I can 
fix up something. You came late this time. You never 
came this late before." 
The guilt came rushing back. "I'm sorry Pa. I meant 
to come last spring, but things just kept piling up. I had 
to take care of a problem at the firm and it was impos- 
sible to getaway." 
''That's not what I meant. I meant ya never came this 
late in the day. Ya always came and then went before 
dark. You never stayed all night." 
Relief flowed over Mark. "Yes, well, I got a late start 
and I thought we could talk. We never seem to talk. I 
brought my sleeping bag so I can sleep on the floor. I 
thought we could talk tomorrow." 
The old man shrugged. 'We never talk because you 
always argue." 
Mark walked about with his hands jammed into his 
back pockets. '1 know, ·Pa, but this time we'll talk, 
okay?" 
His father continued preparing Mark's supper. 
"How are the babies?" 
Mark laughed. "Pa, they're grown up. Hell, I never 
see them anymore. Lisa is in L.A. and Mark Jr. is at Fort 
Ord. They're grown and gone." 
"Mark Jr. still play the fiddle?" 
''No, pa." 
A scowl came to his father's face. '1 told ya, he 
should 'a come up here. I'd 'a taught him." 
"Jesus, he's got a mind of his own. He doesn't want 
to be buried in this old cabin. He's a young man." 
His father ignored Mark's comment. "How's Mira?" 
"I think she's leaving me." He hadn't meant to blurt 
it out like that. "I don't think there's another man; but 
she's bored and wants to spread her wings or some- 
thing. Christ, I don't understand women these days. 
She'll probably leave me when I get back to Tucson, if 
she hasn't already." 
"Sorry to hear that, son. But, ya know, ya should 'a 
married a girl from the valley, not someone from a city." 
Mark felt it starting all over again: the reproaching 
and criticism. He couldn't do anything right for his 
father. 
· The old rancher put a pan of beans and ham on the 
wood stove and walked to a cupboard. Mark knew 
what his father was after; he wanted Mark to play the 
fiddle with him. The old man carefully withdrew a 
highly polished fiddle from the cupboard and turned 
toward his son. 'While them beans heat up, let's play 
awhile. Ya did bring your instrument, didn't ya?" He 
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. Without hesitation, Scott walked to his truck, 
jumped in, and drove down the road, waving briefly 
out the window. 
Mark, glancing at the Lake, noticed the heifer still 
tied to the stake. Turning to his father, he gestured 
toward the cow. "If Scott was up to get his stray, he 
forgot it." 
"Yeh, I guess he did," Mark's father replied before 
turning and walking slowly back to the cabin. 
Mark followed. "Do you find many strays around 
now." 
.the case and placed it in the back seat in the shade. The 
fiddle was the one remnant of his youth which brought 
him happiness. As children, he and Chuck learned to 
play strange old melodies from their father, melodies 
which had stayed with him all these years. 
The road twisted, and the car pulled against the 
incline as Mark headed into the canyon's entrance. The 
road up the canyon ended at the Lake, six miles in. It 
was really not much more than a pond, about thirty 
acres, and no fish. 
Mark glanced at his watch: past seven. Soon the sun 
would dip below the western horizon and plunge the 
canyon into darkness. As he made the last bend in the 
road he saw a pickup and horse trailer parked before 
the cabin. Stopping beside the pickup, he noticed a 
heifer tied to a stake at the edge of the Lake. He realized 
it must have strayed and the rancher was here to fetch 
it He saw his father and a middle-aged.cattleman 
standing before the cabin door. They stopped their 
conversation and watched as Mark got out of the car 
and walked toward them. He studied the rancher's face 
which looked familiar. 
His father wa~ed and stepped off the small porch. 
"Mark, good to see ya, son." His father's voice was 
·warm and sincere. "You remember Scott Ebson don't 
you, Chuck's old friend. Ya went to school together." 
The cowboy grinned broadly and extended his 
hand to Mark. ''Hi, Mark. Remember me?" 
The stranger's voice and manner brought back the 
image of Chuck's old friend. "Scott!" he exclaimed, 
grasping Scott's hand. '1t's really you! God, I bet it's 
been over twenty-five years -a long time. How have 
you been?" 
Scott's face softened with a smile. "Fine, Mark, just 
fine. I came up to visit with yer pa." 
Mark pointed back to the car. 'Well, I've got some 
brandy if you're thirsty." · 
Scott glanced at the sun and then at the horizon. 
"I've been jawing long enough and it looks like I'm late 
for dinner. I'd best be gone. Mark, after you've finished 
yisiting with your pa, pass by the ranch and meet my 
wife, Betty. We can talk over old times." Scott gave 
Mark's father a playful punch. "And for you, you old 
badger, I'll see you in a couple of weeks. Old Man 
Storch said he'd be up on the weekend. Ya take care 
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eyes off the Lake. Mark stopped playing and stood up. 
The stench thickened, reminding him of the dead cow 
carcasses he and his brother had frequently found in 
the valley -yet, it was worse. His heart pounded in his 
chest 
As Mark watched in shock and fascination, the 
ripple on the water moved toward the cow. A armored 
reptilian spine broke the surface twenty yards from 
shore. The water churned and boiled as the spine came 
farther out of the Lake. The cauldron of splashing 
produced a popping, hissing noise. Soon the beast's 
head rose, revealing a thick mat of coarse black hair 
covering its body up to the giant green salamander 
head. Catching its footing, it pulled itself up on its back 
legs. The eyes shone milk white and black as it first 
looked down at the cow and then toward the sound of 
the fiddle. It opened its mouth and gave a hoarse 
watery roar, terrifying the heifer. 
"Play, damn it!" yelled his father. 
Mark, locked in an ancient fear, watched the beast 
come onto shore and stalk the cow. It swung its head 
back and forth spraying water in all directions. The cow 
went insane with terror, bellowing and pulling on the 
rope in its attempt to escape. The beast took several 
more steps forward, its clawed feet digging into the 
gravel and sand of the beach. With one swift motion it 
reached down and picked up the heifer by the neck, 
shaking once and ripping the head from the body. 
Something was hitting him Someone was striking 
him on his head with a fiddle bow. He looked at his 
father. 
"PLAY! PLAY WHAT I PLAY!" screamed his pa. 
The old man fiddled a fast lively tune which Mark 
vaguely remembered from his childhood, a tune his 
father had insisted that Mark learn. Mark turned back 
to look at the Lake. The beast mashed and swallowed 
the cow's head and took several steps toward the cabin. 
"FOR GODS SAKE-PLAY!" 
His mouth was dry and his hands shook, but he 
made a concentrated effort to pick up the tune. After 
two false starts he was playing, the old memory flow- 
ing back as he joined in with his father. 
The animal stopped and listened to the fiddling. It 
shook its head again, flinging heifer's blood from its 
jowls, and took two more steps toward the cabin. The 
sound of the violins was strong and fast, a white knife 
of music flowing out toward the Lake. Again it roared 
and, turning, tramped back to the cow which it picked 
it up in its mouth. Only seconds had passed, seconds 
stretched and haunted by the screams of the animals 
mixed with the fiddles. Gripping the cow, the beast 
looked again at the cabin, then suddenly turned toward 
the Lake and, without hesitation, plunged into the 
water and was gone. 
For several moments Mark didn't realize he was the 
only one playing. He dropped the fiddle from his chin 
and, with a great sigh, sank back into the rocker. 
walked past his son toward the cabin door. 'We'll play 
on the porch so's we can see the Lake." 
"You want to play now? Why don't we wait until 
morning?" 
His father turned and a hard look came to his eyes. 
'We best play now." 
Reluctantly, Mark followed his father out the door, 
retrieved his fiddle from the car and returned to the 
porch. "Pa, I haven't played all year,"he lied. "My cords 
are rusty; my fingers are all soft. Why don't you play 
and I'll listen. You're better than I am, anyway." 
The old man shook his head. "A boy should play for 
his father. Now you just sit in the rocker here next to 
me and we'll both bang out a tune." 
Mark withdrew his fiddle from the case and pulled 
one of the rockers next to where he knew his father 
would sit. The old man stood at the porch's rail, facing 
the Lake with his back to Mark. Suddenly, he glanced 
at the position of the sun which was just beginning to 
touch the far horizon. "It's time," he said as he sat down 
and put the fiddle to his chin. "Now I'll start and you 
join in when you're ready. I think you'll remember the 
tune." The old man put the bow to the strings and 
began. 
Mark recognized the melody at once: a simple tune 
with no name, something his father had taught him. He 
watched his father for a few moments and then turned 
to look at the Lake. He knew it wasn't going to work. 
Here he was again, sitting next to his father with a 
fiddle in his hand. He saw another argument coming 
and knew he'd get mad and leave the next morning. 
And what did he have to return to in Tucson? His wife 
was planning to leave him; his children were grown 
and gone. His business no longer gave him pleasure, 
just a way to make money. Abruptly, the utter empti- 
ness of his life welled up before him. The void was 
crushing; tears came to his eyes. 
Mark felt a tapping on his leg. Turning his head, he 
saw his father jabbing at him with his foot and motion- 
ing for Mark to join in. Mark put the bow to the strings 
and took a deep breath. Waiting for the right moment, 
he began. 
He had to concentrate to keep up with his father. 
The sound of the two fiddles filled the air. Before long 
another sound joined in --a wailing, a long, drawn out 
animal noise. Mark glanced at the Lake. The young 
heifer, trying to back away from its edge, pulled at the 
rope and bellowed in fright. 
Mark played faster as his father picked up the pace. 
Squinting out into the blackish stillness of Sundown 
Lake, he thought he saw a ripple on the water. The cow 
continued wailing and pulling on the rope. The old 
anxiety rushed through him, those terrible feelings . 
from his childhood when he and Chuck ran for the 
house. Mark became conscious of a foul smell as he 
watched a motion in the water. He glanced at his father, 
but the old man neither stopped playing nor took his 
"About twice a week. That's all it takes. Not a bad 
price to pay to protect their herds, not when it's spread 
out between all the ranchers." 
Mark watched his father stir the beans in the pan. 
"Pa, I think I can stay for at least a week this time. Is that 
okay?" 
The old man turned and smiled, and Mark saw the 
acceptance and affection in his eyes. "Sure, son .. You 
stay as long as you like. Glad to have the company. Bud 
Storch will be here on Saturday with an old cow. You 
know Bud, don't ya?" 
"And Pa, I can come back for at least two weeks at 
Christmas. And next spring, I can probably take a full 
month off." 
"How about some blackberry brandy, son? Calms 
the nerves after a good fiddling." 
He nodded to his father but was lost in his own 
thoughts. He could take time off for now, then later he 
would be living up here. He smiled as his pa hummed 
a tune, a very special tune, and poured two shots of 
brandy. · 
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His father chuckled. "We did it, boy; we chased it 
·right back into the Lake. We did it!" 
Mark saw his father grinning from ear to ear as 
sweat rolled down his face and fell from his chin. 
Shaking and trembling, Mark looked at himself and 
saw he was also covered in sweat. His heart pounded 
wildly. ''MyGod, whatwasthat?Whatwasthatthing?" 
His father gave another laugh. "Ain't that some- 
thing? Ain't that the most incredible sight ya ever seen? 
You done a good job, son. A bit rusty with the fiddle 
but good enough to do the job." With that his father got 
up from the rocker and walked into the cabin. Mark 
followed. 
"How about some of that dinner now?" asked his pa. 
Mark sat on the bunk and tried to control his shak- 
ing. All at once he felt a release, a euphoria. Smiling, he 
realized he felt better then he could remember feeling 
for a long time. "Pa, what is that thing? Why haven't 
you killed it?" 
'We tried -all the ranchers tried. Used everything: 
guns, dynamite, poison. Maybe we did kill it. Maybe 
there's more than one. But it's forced back by the fiddle 
and it's been kept from the valley for a lot of years." 
'How often do they bring up a cow?" 
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day-long drive back to her own place, assuming decent 
road conditions, and Carson Springs was another half- 
day past that. This was neither the time nor the place 
for a nervous hissy. Therefore, she would not have one. 
She would concentrate on nursing the Mechanics 
Revenge across the arroyos between here and there. 
It was noon of the next day before she pulled up 
outside her own adobe walls. Nudging a garter snake 
aside with her foot, she resolved again to spend some 
time mudding those walls soon, very soon now. Fust, 
though, she wanted a look at that film. Tired and 
grubby though she was, she developed the film and 
printed a contact sheet. 
There was certainly something strange there. The 
lastframewasanover-exposed blur, but the next to last 
demanded an explanation. 
Even the largest enlargement the grain of the film 
would allow didn't quite tell her enough. Taken head- 
on, with the creature's mane blown up and back by the 
wind of its running, the picture still didn't show 
whether that was really one horn, or two horns grown 
together. "You can do that to goats-drcuses make their 
'unicorns' like that- you're pretty big for a goat, 
though ... " 
Carefully, she hung up the photograph and dis- 
posed of her chemicals. Even more carefully,she stored 
the negatives away from dust. She'd tiled the closet 
before she turned it into a darkroom, but dust found its 
way in. There must be no damage to this roll of film. 
As she considered what to do next she swayed with 
fatigue. Oh all right, all right, she muttered to her body. 
You can have your shower and your food. I suppose 
you want a beer, too? 
Shower and dinner done, she sat at her kitchen table 
and stared at the photograph, running one hand 
through her short, light brown hair. How could he be 
real? How could any large animal remain unknown 
anywhere in the southwest? Grazing was too sparse to 
support many animals, and cover too scarce to conceal 
them. On the other hand, there was plenty of empty 
space to hide in. Perhaps it was a new subspecies of 
antelope? Well, that was easier to believe than 
unicorns. Too bad. Weren't unicorns supposed to 
purify water? Most of the local water could use it. 
She had to find him again. One photograph could 
be called trick photography. Besides, he was the most 
beautiful thing that she had seen in years of 
photographing the high desert, "I don't mean you any 
harm," she murmured to the photograph. ''But I've got 
to know what you are." 
He was not silver, but red gold as the sand; he was 
not large, but wiry as a goat; he was not gentle, but 
fierce as the rocks behind him. 
He stared at the intruder tensely, nostrils flared. The 
spiraled edge of his single horn glinted in the sun. 
Kelley stared back, fear and fascination chasing 
each other in circles. Was she losing her mind? Having 
heatstroke? Was he real? That horn looked real. She 
stood as still as he, not wishing to put theory to the test. 
He snorted, and stamped one hoof. It rang on the 
rock like metal. 
She flinched, raising one arm to protect herself and 
bumping her camera in the process. Good thing she'd 
been using the normal lens. That ought to be just right. 
She stepped back again slowly, cocking the shutter. 
His ears flicked forward at the sound, and he tossed 
his head. He advanced as much as she had retreated. 
This was about the right distance for a good shot, if 
he were indeed real. He was probably heatstroke. And 
if not? 
She clicked the shutter once, rapidly, racked the film 
forward and raised the camera to try for a better shot. 
No such luck. The unicorn shrieked and raced 
downhill, horn lowered. She fled backwards a few 
steps, until a yucca leaf stabbed her left calf. Then she 
turned and ran flat out, slipping where the sand had 
drifted and gaining speed on the rocky stretches. 
Finally, gasping for breath, she had to stop. She 
turned again, and saw no unicorn, nothing moving. 
The only sound was her own breath. 
She sat down where she was and shrugged out of 
her daypack. Slowly, her heartbeat returned to normal. 
She drank thirstily from her canteen, amazed to find it 
still attached to her belt. With a painful effort, she 
stopped before she'd drunk all the water. 
Why was it always farther back to the road than it 
had been walking away from it? Grimly, she trudged 
back to her battered Jeep Commando across the wiry 
high-desert grasses. 
Unicorns, for pity's sake. How long was it since 
she'd been unicorn bait, even assuming unicorns did 
exist? Oh well, she'd been alone long enough. Maybe it 
had grown back. 
In any case, whatever that beast was, it was not a 
unicorn. No. Mutant goat? Escaped mutant oryx from 
down in Phoenix, wandered several hundred miles 
from home? Desert-induced nervous breakdown? 
It had better not be the last alternative. She had a 
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The next morning, she woke to find frost covering 
her sleeping bag. It glimmered on the wide, flat ovals 
of the prickly pears and the edges of the rocks. It lay 
thickly near her sleeping bag where her breath had 
condensed. There, in the middle of the thickest frost, 
was one clear hoofprint. 
Kelley lay unmoving for several seconds, feeling 
cold in spite of the warmth of her down bag. What was 
this, a challenge? A threat? Should she be more careful 
"what she said? Damn, one thing she liked about the 
desert was that she hardly ever had to watch what she 
said. 
"Mustn't anthropomorphiie," she told herself firm- 
ly. Then, ignoring the purely physical chill that hit 
when she scrambled out of her bag, she photographed 
the print. 
Kelley dressed, struck camp and threw her belong- 
ings into the jeep. If only there had been more than one 
hoof print! It made it impossible to tell where the 
animal had been going. Still, she'd been away from 
water for several days. Unless this really was some 
fairy tale animal that could do without water, he must 
have gone looking for some source of it. 
Her topo map showed several intermittent ponds in 
the area. Their water would be highly alkaline now; 
there'd been no real rain in weeks. Some of the native 
animals could handle incredible levels of alkali, 
though. Kelley climbed into the jeep and drove off. 
Someone must have bladed off the road recently; 
she didn't have to give all her attention to avoiding 
potholes. That let the questions at the back of her mind 
work their way forward. 
Was that hoofprint left as a deliberate challenge? Or 
was the beast as curious about her as she was about it? 
It had been close enough to have run her through 
with that horn if it had cared to do so. That thought was 
both alarming and comforting. 
She had given up wondering why no one else had 
ever seen such a beast, or at least had never mentioned 
it if they had. It didn't matter. She knew now that he 
existed. 
She checked her supplies meticulously. There was 
enough to last another four days if she were careful. 
Water was the biggest problem; so much of the food on 
a long trip like this had to be dried. If the Commando's 
radiator held out, she would have just enough to search 
two of the lakes and get to Ft. Hinton for supplies 
enough to get her home again. 
The first of the lakes was no lake at all, but only a 
cracked mudflat surrounded by yucca and yellowing 
grasses. Kelley stopped long enough to eat an orange, 
letting the sweet juice trickle down her throat. Then it 
was on to the next lake. 
There was a little water there, but not much, and at 
first no sign of the unicorn. Kelley was about to leave 
when she realized that there was something strange 
about that water. It should have been cloudy, full of silt 
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She was short on money. Should she call Ed at the 
university? He'd bought her work for the area guides 
series several times before, and even persuaded ad- 
ministration to give her an advance on long projects. 
But getting money out of the U for your own project 
took time, and meant telling them all about what you 
were doing and how you were doing it, why you were 
doing it, and what noble aim it would achieve. Besides, 
it was such a pain in the ass convincing them that 
anyone without a doctorate knew anything. 
No, she'd go it alone for now. For.once, she had 
some money in the bank; not much, but enough to carry 
her for a week or so. Several of the other photographs 
looked salable. There might even be a check in her post 
office box. She'd have to look tomorrow afternoon 
when she mailed off the new photos. Might just send 
Ed a copy of this one and see what he thought." 
In fact, there were two checks in am6ng the bills and 
last-chance ads in her post office box. For a change, 
Kelley smiled as she walked into the bank. 
She was still smiling the next morning as she set off 
into the desert. The jeep rattled merrily along the rutted 
road, but she'd packed her stores of canned goods, 
oranges, and freeze-dried packets in too tightly for 
them to be much disturbed. Most carefully packed of 
all, her camera gear and film rested secure in their 
insulated box in front of the passenger's seat with a 
thick envelope of topographic maps giving additional 
protection. 
The morning gave little hint of the heat to come, and 
a shower had damped down the dust. Certain that no 
one could hear her, Kelley sang to herself as she drove. 
She laughed when she recognized the tune she was 
assaulting. To the greenwood, indeed! Not unless you 
counted some scrubby juniper. 
There was no sure sign of the beast at the rocks 
where she had seen him first, nor anywhere that first 
day. The grass in the space between the rocks was 
crushed down, but there was no telling which animal 
had done that. The faint trail leading back into the 
rocky outcrop disappeared on the other side. For lack 
of better clues, Kelley drove on up a jeep trail that went 
in roughly that direction. The next day she found a few 
hoofprints too large for wild goats, though much the 
same shape, well to the west of the road. That rated 
three photographs, taken with a ruler beside the prints. 
It also merited a change of direction. 
For about thirty seconds the next day, Kelley was 
sure she saw him on the ridge line parallel to the road. 
If she did, he was able to tread loose dirt and pine 
needles without leaving a mark. Even so, she spent two 
days camped there, hiking out during the day and 
returning to the Commando to sleep. 
"You tease," she muttered at the end of the fifth day, 
having seen nothing again. "You desert will-of-the- 
wisp. Well, I've got plenty of water and a good jeep, so 
don't try luring me off into some mystical trap." 
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She shrugged. "May as well be hanged for a sheep 
as a lamb." Quickly, she folded her map to show only 
the central section. Guessing by the tangle of contour 
lines, it was rough enough to hide almost anything. She 
started the jeep again, glanced at the gas gauge-yes, 
she could wait until the cool of the evening to wrestle 
the can of extra gas over to the fill tube-and drove 
away. 
The road got rougher, and disappeared entirely as 
she drove up into the hills. Kelley kept the jeep going 
for a short distance at a walking pace, lumbering over 
rocks and crawling past drop-offs, using a dry stream 
bed for her path. The familiar problems of getting a jeep 
over rough ground were a welcome change. 
Suddenly she stopped. Ahead of her, the rocks 
looked like stone mushrooms crowded closely together 
by the hills on either side. There was certainly no 
ques.tion of driving through that before nightfall, or of 
finding a way around it! Besides, it made some 
wonderful photographs. Even if she never found 
another unicorn, even if all she'd seen was a mutant 
goat, she'd get something out of this trip. 
Whistling happily, Kelley dug a couple of rolls of 
spare film out of the insulated box and set off on foot. 
The play of shapes and colors was fantastic. There 
could be an entire medieval bestiary here in the 
weathered rocks and slanting light. 
She worked for over two hours, using mostly her 
normal lens and occasionally a telephoto. Some people, 
she knew, did all sorts of special effects; for her, the 
desert itself provided all the weirdness she wanted. 
Fortu.nately, some publishers shared her opinion. 
and mineral salts; instead, it was so clear that Kelley 
scooped up a little and tasted it. 
It tasted sweet, with none of the alkali taint she'd 
expected. Still, she drank no more than the one sip; no 
alkali didn't mean no microorganisms. When she rose 
to go, she saw the hoofprints. 
There were four this time, facing the water. And a 
yucca leaf had snagged a long golden hair. 
· Kelley untangled it carefully. She'd have guessed at 
a wild palomino, except for those goatlike hoofprints. 
There were a number of smaller tracks beside the pool, 
but the cloven prints were the only ones large enough 
for the animal who'd lost that long hair. 
Wrapping the hair· absent-mindedly around one 
finger, she went back to the jeep. She'd meant to search 
only these two lakes, but she'd been able to eliminate 
~e first one so quickly that she might be able to do a 
little more before heading into Ft. Hinton. 
She'd been in that jeep enough today. Kelley found 
a flat rock shaded by some junipers and unfolded her 
map. 
Her few sightings led in a ragged spiral. She was 
almost even with the first one now, but considerably 
farther north. It was almost as if the unicorn was lead- 
i~g her away from someplace, leaving just enough 
signs to draw her on. 
If there could be such a beast at all, why couldn't it 
have intelligence enough to lead her away from its 
home? A mother bird would try similar tricks, on a 
smaller scale. '1 don't want to hurt you," Kelley mur- 
mured. "But damn, I want to see you again." 
Then, moving as quickly as she dared, she let go of the 
leg and scrambled away. 
The unicorn leaped free, turned inside its own 
length, and raced up the slope with hardly a stumble. 
Its hooves rang on the rocks with the same clear, bright 
sound that she had heard before. 
Kelley also recognized thesound thatfollowed. The 
colt had started a rockslide. She leaped for the over- 
. hanging shelf and clung kicking frantically, trying to 
clamber over the top before the rocks hit her. 
The first few bounded past beneath her. There was 
neither time nor need to look.and see how closely the 
rest followed. Kelley strained to get one leg far enough 
over the top of the shelf to give herself some leverage. 
Then the main slide hit. Much of it passed under- 
neath her, but small rocks, flung higher than the rest, 
struck her back and arms. Kelley felt a sharp pain at the 
back of her skull and lost consciousness. 
The sun was rising when she regained it. She lay 
quietly for a moment, rejoicing at being alive. Then she 
moved, tentatively at first, expecting to find broken 
bones somewhere. No, everything seemed to work 
more less as it should. Everything in her own body, at 
least; the camera was a lost cause. God knew what 
condition the film was in. 
Still, she had seen another unicorn. She'd even 
touched it With any luck, it had gotten back to its 
mother safely. 
Lord, she was thirsty. Her luck still held; not only 
was the canteen still attached to her belt, but there was 
a little water in it. She swallowed a little, and fought 
down the nausea that followed. 
Now to find her way back to the jeep. Oh, this was 
going to be a rough one. Shakily, limping a little, Kelley 
picked her way across the slide path. She wanted to 
leave that as soon as possible. 
She'd need to follow a more direct path back than 
she'd followed coming out, though the terrain 
wouldn't allow much straight-line travel. This would 
all be a lot easier if her head didn't ache so much. She'd 
strained a muscle in one leg, too. 
She went as long as she could manage between sips 
of water, but it still ran out before she had even sighted 
the Jeep. Somewhere around noon, she crouched diz- 
zily in the shade of a juniper and tried to figure out 
what to do. 
Searching for water was risky, but if she didn't get 
some liquid soon she was going to faint. "Why couldn't 
you have been a prickly pear?" she asked the juniper. 
You were supposed to be able to dig down near 
plants and let soil moisture trickle in -except that she 
had nothing to dig with and nowhere near enough time 
to sit and wait for what little water this soil might hold. 
Well, if there was any water, it was likely to be at the 
bottom of the valley. Too bad the stone mushrooms . 
were thickest there; it made it so hard to keep track of 
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Several times she almost thought she saw the 
unicorn again, or at least a glimpse of mane or tail, and 
once the bright glint of his horn. It was always some- 
thing else -the fine thin leaves of desert grass catching 
the light, a quartz line in the sandstone, a twisted 
branch of juniper. 
Ah well; Kelley thought Back to sanity. Maybe it 
was a mutant goat. Yet she continued following the 
illusory sightings until the moon began to rise. 
Oh lord, rock scrambling by moonlight, Kelley 
thought I haven't done anything quite'this dumb in a 
long time. She was picking her way over a tumble of 
scree when she heard a scrabbling sound. 
She froze for a moment, then moved forward a step. 
The noises recurred. She waited, listening. 
Something was trapped up there. Kelley shifted her 
camera strap around into a crosswise carry, tight 
against her body, and began to climb. · 
Flipped out completely, commented a part of her 
mind. Rock climbing in the dusk tohelpwhatmayvery 
well be a mountain lion or a coyote, neither of them 
wanting any help from you. Kelley went on climbing. 
The rocks were less weathered here, the slopes less 
steep. Soon she was able to look down into a narrow 
"v" in the rocks. 
It was no mountain lion or coyote caught there. It 
was a smaller version of the unicorn she'd seen before, 
and it had one hoof trapped in the scree. 
It crossed her mind that she could capture the beast, 
could possibly cart it back in the back of the Comman- 
do -it wasn't large. And it would bring a very large 
amount of money. 
Kelley swore softly, disgusted at herself. Put that in 
a cage somewhere? Hell, she didn't need the money 
that badly. She did want photographs, though. Surely 
there was no harm in that, if she worked quickly." 
When Kelley let herself down into the rocks, the 
beast backed and shrilled in panic. Finding that useless, 
it lowered its head and tried to threaten her with its 
small horn-bud. 
"Take it easy," she murmured. "Don't panic. I'm 
trying to help." 
The embryonic horn was no danger, but those 
hooves looked to be another matter. Still, it was too 
narrow through here to give the little beast much room 
to cause trouble. 
Kelley sidled closer. The foreleg was caught in loose 
rock, not wedged into a cleft; that was a blessing. If she 
could just get around and shift that outer rock ... 
Some delicate balancing on the scree, a long step 
across to firmer footing, a crouch and a stretch, and she 
was there. "Easy, easy," she murmured, taking hold of 
the unicorn's leg to keep it from cutting itself on the 
rocks in its struggles. Her hand circled the foreleg 
easily. One-handed, she tilted rocks and pulled them 
away until she had made a space around the hoof. 
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tion. We were investigating such subjects as the stormy 
relationship between the young Poe and his foster 
father John Allan; Poe's supposedly diabolic literary 
executor, Griswold; and Poe's marriage to his child 
wife, Virginia. 
Poe's birthday happened to fall on a seminar night, 
and we arrived in class in a festive mood. Our dinner 
reservation was for eight o'clock so that we would have 
a somewhat shorter session than usual. We began with 
research reports. Someone had just enumerated instan- 
ces of irrational behavior on Poe's part, and Professor 
Dixon was in the process of explaining that Poe's al- 
coholism was the allergic type-a chemical revolt of the 
body against the smallest intake of alcohol- when the 
stranger made his soft entrance into the room. We were 
all absorbed in the professor's remarks and hardly paid 
attention to the opening and closing of the door. Stu- 
dents sometimes enter the wrong classroom. But on 
glancing up I noticed that someone was still standing 
at the door. The professor's voice faltered, stopped, and 
by now we were staring mesmerized at the dark-clad 
Perhaps the idea was on the foolishly sentimental 
side, but it did not seem so when it was first brought 
up. We were members of a small seminar in Poe, and 
when at the end of one of our sessions someone said 
that we ought to celebrate Poe's coming birthday by 
having dinner in his honor, Professor Dixon's reaction 
was favorable, and which one of us could have failed 
to appreciate the great scholar's willingness to meet us 
socially? We promptly appointed Leon Jarvis, one of 
the first supporters of the idea, as a one-man committee 
to make the arrangements. When a week later he 
reported that he had reserved a banquet room at the 
Hotel Taylor we gave Jarvis --in reality, Professor 
Dixon- applause. · 
We were a congenial group. Possibly, we were ex- 
cessively interested in biography at the expense of 
criticism, but this seemed unavoidable in light of 
Professor Dixon' sown work. His recent Life of Poe was 
a great event in Poe scholarship, superseding Quinn's 
biography, which had reigned as the definitive work 
for nearly fifty years. Our topics reflected our inspira- 
by George Egon Hatvary 
THE SEMINAR 
The forehead above them was wide, tapering down to 
a muzzle more delicate than any Arabian's. The hooves 
shonelikeadiamond-dustmirror;theiredgesglearned 
like knives. And the spiraling horn gleamed and shim- 
mered all along its length. 
"Beautiful one," she said softly. "Can you purify 
water? Will you? I helped your baby." 
The unicorn advanced to the edge of the pool and 
dipped its horn into the water. It stayed there motion- 
less for several long moments. Suddenly it raised its 
head and wheeled, with a scream th.at sounded like 
laughter, to disappear among the rocks. 
The water tasted more pure than any Kelley had 
ever tasted in her life. She made herself drink slowly, 
feeling the water soaking in like life itself. 
Days later, after a white-knuckled drive into Ft. 
Hinton and a dull drive home, Kelley met Ed in Carson 
Springs. Over pizza at The Squared Pi, he returned her 
photograph. 
"It's very skillfully done," he said. ''I just don't have 
much use for this sort of thing. One of the fantasy 
calendar publishers might Did you ever manage to 
capture that illusion again?" 
Kelley smiled. "Now, Ed, how can I capture an 
illusion?" 
directions. She'd just have to be very careful to keep 
heading south once she reached the bottom. At least the 
overhangs would give some shade. 
Kelley was glad of that shade as the afternoon wore 
on. She did find a small clump of prickly pear growing 
by what had once been a pond; the leaves gave a little 
moisture. 
How could it be taking this long to get back? She 
knew she wasn't moving very fast, but surely she 
wasn't down to less than half of last night's speed. 
She'd taken time to take pictures then. 
Maybe it-was at least cool over there where several 
mushrooms were still joined at the top. There was even 
some greenery showingbetween the stone columns. 
And there was water. Kelley knelt beside it, scooped 
up a handful -and spat it out immediately. It was so 
alkaline that her tongue felt burned after even that brief 
contact. She lay down and wept, knowing she was 
losing water in those tears and not caring. 
Then she heard it again, a clear ringing sound, softer 
than before but very close. The unicorn looked gravely 
back at her when she raised her head. 
She stayed where she was, propped up on one 
elbow. Seeing it now when it was not enraged or 
frightened, she could tell that it was even more lovely 
than she'd known. The eyes were a clear blue-green. 
Poe seemed perplexed. "'Imitation'? I never wrote a 
poem called 'Imitation."' 
Professor Dixon let the contradiction go, evoking 
our admiration for his tact. He went on, "But then Mr. 
Poe would be the first to insist on a methodical way of 
writing a poem: I make reference to his 'Philo5?phy of 
Composition.' Except, sir-" his tone was now infused 
by an almost jocose familiarity- "in that essay you tell 
us everything about the composition of your 'Raven' 
except how long it took you to write it." 
Poe had sat with bowed head, in an attitude of 
modesty but now he looked up to meet the professor's 
eyes. H; gave a stroke to his moustache with a 
tremulous little finger. '1 don't remember," he said. 
"To be sure," Professor Dixon said patiently, "the 
question is relative; ideas, fragments may float in the 
mind sometimes for years before they are fixed in the 
conscious process of composition:" H~ .looked at .us 
almost as if apologizing for Poe's mability or unwill- 
ingness to answer. 
But we sat in a state of uneasiness. I wondered how 
long Professor Dixon would be able to keep up his 
courteous tone. A clash seemed to be inevitable, for 
Dixon was known for his relentless pursuit of truth. All 
eyes were on him as he continued: 'Then, =. with Mr. 
Poe's statements about his own works there is always 
the problem of-well- let me ask you, sir, bluntly, are 
you familiar with my recent book about you?" 
Dixon's book was considered a masterpiece of ob- 
jectivity, an astonishing piece of helmsmanship among 
the whirlpools of Poe scholarship. 
" 
he sat with heaving chest, as if the sedate recitation 
had cost him great anguish. The class was silent, reluc- 
tant to break the spell by applauding. But we did 
applaud, and then Professor Dixo~ said, "As yot;t ~ow, 
I hope, the poem you just heard is really a revision of 
'Imitation,' which Mr. Poe wrote twenty-two years 
earlier- but so thorough a revision that there is not one 
line that corresponds between the two versions. It cer- 
tainly shows the hard work Mr. Poe put into his poems- 
Is all that we see or seem 
But a dream within a dream? 
There were no histrionic intonations, no gestures, 
only the gentle rise and fall of his deep voice made 
especially enchanting by those Southern vowels. Yet 
after he concluded, 
Take this kiss upon the brow 
And, in parting from you now, 
Thus much let me avow- 
y ou are not wrong, who deem 
That my days have been a dream ... 
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figure. 
It took us some time to get over our first shock. But 
it seemed to be a friendly, rather than sinister, visit- 
appropriate to this day. There was a fain~ smile on ~e 
stranger's face, encouraging Professor Dixon, after his 
momentary perplexity, to say affably, 'What an unex- 
pected honor! Won't you please join us?" 
We stood up. Two students moved apart so as to 
provide a place, but it was of course taken by Professor 
Dixon, who had hospitably relinquished his own seat 
at the head of the table to our distinguished and most 
unusual visitor. 
As it happened, I was close enough to be able to 
observe him clearly. The shiny alpaca of his coat 
seemed gray rather than black, as if it were dusty or 
simply old. In places the material was wrinkled, and at 
the elbows almost threadbare. The collar under the 
black neckcloth was less than white, suggesting that it 
had lain for many years in some trunk; the edges were 
faintly yellow. But the hands were sensitive, with spar- 
sely grown hair and long, thin fingers and carefully 
kept oval nails. . 
. All this time a certain superstitious awe had 
prevented me from looking our visitor fully in the face. 
· The class had once again become tense; finally the 
silence was broken by the professor's hesitating words, 
"Perhaps, sir, you would honor us with one of your 
poems." Amidst the ensuing shuffling of feet and 
squeaking of chairs, I lifted my eyes to that remarkably 
intense face dominated by two focal points-the ~st 
black moustache and a pair of the most penetrating 
eyes I had ever seen. I took in the rest of the features- 
the high, curving forehead and delicate nose and under 
the thin, ever so slightly twisted mouth, the strong, 
cleanly shaven chin. But those twilight-gray eyes shin- 
ing out of the pallor of the face drew my glance back to 
themselves and held me in their spell. 
"What do you desire to hear?" our visitor asked in a 
deep, softly resonant Southern voice. 
Silence. We looked at each other with astonishment 
that he was real enough to speak to us. Loon Jarvis 
proved to be the bravest among us, saying, although a 
little hoarsely, 'Why, anything, sir -whatever you 
choose to recite would be received with the greatest 
enjoyment and deepest gratitude." 
"How handsomely put! Well, let us see--" His 
thoughtful expression, as he glanced at Stephanie 
Green, dissolved in a courtly smile that astonished us. 
Men no longer smile like that at women. "Why don't 
we let the beautiful lady decide?" 
Stephanie Green blushed. She was brilliant, aggres- 
sive, but not especially beautiful, and this was the ~t 
time I had ever seen her blush. There were smiles 
around the room, as if daring her to choose a love 
poem. 
"How about' A Dream Within a Dream'?" 
Poe recited, 
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perplexing is his use of drugs. We know he took opium 
in its various forms, but in what doses and how fre- 
quently and to what extent his creative life depended 
on drugs remain open questions. Were drugs -was 
alcohol, for that matter- a significant factor in his 
numerous quarrels?" He stopped abruptly because Poe 
had looked up as if about to speak. Poe cleared his 
throat and his lips began to move. His eyes burned with 
fierce intensity as he said, "I used no drugs whatever." 
A member of our seminar lost control. He jumped 
to his feet and shouted, "It's a lie! In another one of your 
published letters you refer to buying laudanum." Im- 
mediately he sat down- doubtless as embarrassed as 
we all were. The room relapsed into painful silence. 
We expected Poe to call that letter a forgery too, but 
his face was impassive- as if he didn't see us, as if we 
didn't exist. 
We refused to be disheartened. When Stephanie 
Green raised her hand we pinned our hopes on her. A 
long time seemed to have lapsed since Poe's recital of 
"A Dream Within a Dream" at her request, but perhaps 
she, being a woman, might be able to get through to 
him and convince him that we were not against him. 
We were not such scholars as he might have known in 
his own time, who could not distinguish between 
literary and moral judgments. We were modem. We 
were objective, but also understanding. We were inter- 
ested in the facts of his life but would never condemn 
him. He too seemed ready for some form of concilia- 
tion. As he turned his face to her there appeared a touch 
of that former courtly smile around his lips. 
But she was first a scholar, unwilling to com- 
promise. 'Virginia Poe brings us to another important 
biographical area," she said matter-of- factly, address- 
ing herself to Professor Dixon. "When one considers a 
young man of twenty-seven marrying his first cousin 
before her fourteenth year, one wonders-" 
''These are family matters, madam!" Poe said sharp- 
ly, cuttingly, grasping the edge of the table, his mouth 
a twisted line. 
Stephanie Green ignored his protest and kept her 
eyes on the professor. 'Virginia's mother, Mrs. Oemm, 
states that Mr. Poe 'did not love his cousin, except as a 
dear cousin, when he married her,' but she also states 
that 'while she lived he devoted himself to her with all 
the ardor of a lover.' Now there are still those who 
speak of Mr. Poe's impotence, and nothing short of an 
inquiry into the exact nature of his sexuality-" 
She was cut short by a crash, which was Poe's 
overturned chair. He was standing, his whole thin, 
nervous frame quivering. 'The agonizing indecency-" 
he cried, struggling for breath, his face twitching, his 
intense eyes shifting wildly. "Is this the hellish state into 
which woman has let her curiosity-?" He stopped 
abruptly. "How dare you speak of my wife, madam? 
How d~ ~?u peer at our love through your own gross 
sensuality? His hand ran across the pronounced ridge 
Poe shook his head. 
"As the class knows, I tried in that work to show that 
one of the difficulties in studying Mr. Poe is the mass 
of contradictory evidence, resulting very often from the 
pleasure Mr. Poe took, when interviewed by one of his 
contemporaries, in -well-actually altering some of the 
facts of his life." The professor took out his handker- 
chief and mopped his forehead and waited. 
. Wesatinabsolutesilence. The painful but necessary 
charge was made. It was up to Poe to make an explana- 
tion- something for which the world had waited for 
over a hundred and forty years. 
But Poe said nothing. 
The professor went· on, looking at the class, ''For 
example, did not Mr. Poe tell his literary executor, 
Griswold, that he had been born in 1811, whereas the 
correct date is 1809? Did not Mr. Poe state subsequently 
that he had been abroad to fight, as did Byron, for Greek 
independence, whereas he had been to Europe only as 
a child? Did not Mr. Poe, while taking Longfellow to 
task for supposedly plagiarizing, plagiarize himself, 
systematically, from a little-known contemporary who 
called himself Landor?" 
Poe sat in silence, his fine brow distorted by a frown, 
his long, thin fingers drumming on the polished table. 
Slowly he lifted his head and looked around the room. 
"Perhaps I should not have come," he said. He did not 
seem to understand that notwithstanding our admira- 
tion and sympathy for him, it was our duty as scholars 
to pursue the truth. 
"Such deviations from either truth or consistency," 
the professor went on, not unkindly, "may have been 
the product of those periods of irrationality we have 
spoken of. As I suggested, Mr. Poe's particular afflic- 
tion was an allergic type. There is evidence that on just 
one glass of wine he could lose complete control of 
himself. That is not an exaggeration- is it, Mr. Poe?" 
"My habits," Poe replied, "were rigorously 
abstemious. I rose early, ate moderately, drank nothing 
but water." 
We exchanged looks of astonishment at this 
barefaced lie. For the first time since our association 
with Professor Dixon we saw his gentle face invaded 
by anger. His small white hands were fingering the 
edges of a batch of index cards. 
"Mr. Poe, do you recognize the following words: 
'Sometimes I took a glass of wine, became excited, went 
among friends .. .'?" 
Poe shook his head. 
"They are your own words. They appear in one of 
your published letters." 
''That letter is a forgery." 
Whispers among us became a general murmur. 
Professor Dixon motioned us to silence. 
"Mr. Poe's alcoholism is sufficiently established," he 
went on sternly yet with superb restraint. "More 
shape gingerbread animals, stars and Santas. 
Chuckie sucked the dough off his finger. 'That's a 
stupid cat you and Dad brought home. I don't know 
why you ever picked him up." 
"It was sleeting that night, Charles, we've already 
told you. Pesker would have frozen if we had left him 
on that highway." 
"Stupid cat." Charles picked up the hose attachment 
by the sink, pointing it at Pesker. 
"Charles, I'm warning you," Margaret Dare said as 
sternly as she felt was possible. 
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"Charles Michael Dare put the cat down, and I mean 
do it now!" Pesker-cat watched the kitty-litter gray 
carpet rush toward his face. Chuckie Dare shrugged his 
shoulders. "Gee, Mom, I thought cats were always sup- 
pose to land on their feet." 
"Charles, can't you just be good for a little while? I 
know you're bored during your Christmas vacation, 
but Mommy has got a lot of work to do." 
Chuckie smirked and ran his index finger through 
the gingerbread cookie dough his mother had just 
mixed. "Nope." Pesker, recovering from his fall, 
groomed himself while he watched Chuckie's mother 
by ED. Schafer 
''Naughty or Nice" 
descended between us, or cataract had formed over our 
eyes. Only his voice came distinctly still, in a mel- 
lifluous almost chanting drawl. 
"Lie- truth- they all bec6me one in the dream. You 
do not understand the dream. You do not understand 
that you too are dreamed up. I took laudanum yet I 
never took laudanum. Oh but you will never under- 
stand. You think you can analyze the love I bore my 
. Virginia but you can only make paltry calculations. 
Those who read my works will know what I mean. You 
are not imaginative, you are not poets. You are 
dreamed up but you do not dream. You cling to your 
foolish consistency. You grovel in the dust, you blas- 
pheme in the dust." 
He was no longer in the room. I was thinking 
desperately of what Professor Dixon once said: "Per- 
haps we scholars lack the poet's divine fire, but ours is 
the equally grave, if humbler arid less rewarded, 
responsibility to know, to judge, to exile, or preserve." 
That speech now sounded shabby and pathetic in my 
mind. 
Jarvis spread out the bills on the table and we took 
back our contributions. It was as if Poe were returning 
our money, in spite of his dire poverty, to shame us. 
There seemed to be a single feeling reigning in the 
room: our consciousness of our intellectual pomposity 
and our presumption. We had nothing to celebrate. 
Finally Jarvis offered to call the Hotel Taylor and cancel 
our reservation. 
Poe's appearance had a blasting effect on our fur- 
ther efforts to study him. Soon after, Professor Dixon 
died; Stephanie Green got married and left academia; 
Jarvis went into banking. Those of us who clung to 
scholarship fled into other areas of specialization. 
of his brow and his voice wavered. "That winter eve- 
ning on Coates Street when she- " He stared blankly 
ahead, his eyelids hanging half over his eyes. "She was 
playing the harp and singing, then suddenly- she 
reached for her throat and coughed. Blood was running 
down her gown. I carried her upstairs. Then in a state 
of near-madness I ran out in search of Dr. Mitchel-" He 
stopped abruptly and clutched his heart. His face was 
white and he broke out in a sweat. 
The room was silent. That painful incident was well 
known to us all and we genuinely sympathized. At the 
same time we were confronted with a mind hopelessly 
behind the times; we were weary of Poe; the miracle of 
his presence among us now seemed a banal occurrence. 
We didn't want him at our dinner- this seemed 
understood. Yet we were uneasy about crudely ditch- 
ing him-wetending that we would be dispersing after 
class. I daresay we all felt a little guilty. 
It was time to go. Professor Dixon glanced at his 
watch and closed the notebook before him. 
"I'd like to make a suggestion," Leon Jarvis said 
suddenly, 'This is-Mr. Poe's birthday, I propose we 
take up a collection. We all know he is poor-" 
We applauded our clever classmate, now for the 
second time, and we reached for our wallets. I am sure 
I was not the only one thinking of those pathetic re- 
quests for loans, advances, money in whatever form, 
that Poe made of his friends, employers, and, sadly, 
even of his enemies, throughout his career. 
I saw some five, ten, even twenty-dollar bills as 
Jarvis counted the money. We were all absorbed in our 
generous donations- until a gasp from one of us made 
everyone look at Poe. He had begun to fade. The con- 
tours of his face were blurring, the expression around 
his eyes and mouth was uncertain. It was as if a fog had 
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Santa, 
Charles Michael Dare of 743 Hamilton Street has con- 
tinued to exhibit unsavory behavior in this his tenth year of 
life. I recommend his expulsion from your route this year and 
suggest his inclusion on Bastet's itinerary. Would it be 
Chuckie screeched hysterically. Frank and Margaret 
Dare unfolded paper and opened boxes, moving much 
too slowly in their son's opinion. The boxes bore silks, 
and furs, and power tools, and liqueurs: none of it was 
for Charles Michael Dare. 
Dejectedly he slumped against the fireplace. Pesker 
sat at his feet, digesting a fur ball. "Dumb cat." 
"Be nice to the cat, dear; it isn't his fault." 
Chuckle kicked Pesker hard, flinging him into the 
Christmas tree. Pesker sat up, his head entwined with 
tinsel. 
"Charles, I'm warning you," Margaret Dare ad- 
monished. She kneeled over Pesker and comforted 
him. "I'll go get you some kitty tuna, Pesker-kittyums." 
Pesker winked his amber eye and purred. Margaret 
smiled. 'What a precious Pesker-cat. Come on Frank, 
help me figure out how to use that new can opener." 
"I hate them," Chuckle muttered under his breath as 
soon as they left for the kitchen. 
"I don't know why. They are very good people." 
"Huh?" 
"I said that they are very good people. You are lucky 
to have such nice parents. A lot of kids are really 
unfortunate ... " 
"Now just wait a second, stupid cat. You can talk?" 
"All cats can talk if they want to." 
'Well why haven't you ever said anything to me 
before?" 
"My mother taught me that if you couldn't say 
anything nice, you shouldn't say anything at all." Pes- 
ker wrapped his tail around his body and yawned 
smugly. "Most people don't like to listen to advice or 
suggestions anyway ... " 
"Yeah, yeah, whatever," Chuckie interrupted. He 
leaned against the wall and pondered his discovery. 
"O.K. If you can talk, then tell me what happened to all 
my gifts." 
Pesker smiled. "Santa decided to leave you the best 
gift of all in your stocking." Before Pesker closed his 
mouth, Chuckie had reached his hand deep into the 
three-foot long stocking. · 
"Gross," he yelled, quickly withdrawing from the 
sock. His hand was covered with damp granules of 
gritty kitty litter. "What's the meaning of this, cat?" 
Pesker stretched his hind leg, cleaning between his 
toes. 'The note will explain." 
Charles grabbed the envelope. Inside was his letter 
to Santa. Beneath his scribblings, a strange handwriting 
appeared. 
At 4:23 on Christmas morning, Chuckie raced down 
the stairs toward the tree. Piles of presents surrounded 
the fir. Chuckie fell to his knees and embraced the 
packages. "Mine, mine, mine!" he shouted with glee. 
Pesker paced beside the boxes. Chuckie threw a box at 
him. "Oh, get away from here you stupid cat." 
Chuckie's parents stumbled into the room intoxi- 
cated by drowsiness and the Parker's eggnog from the 
night before. "Go ahead, Chuckster," Mr. Dare yawned, 
"rip your presents open." The Dares were used to this 
routine: Chuck grabbing package after package, shred- 
ding wrapping paper and brandishing new toys. But 
this year was different. 
"Hey, what's the matter?" Chuckie angrily 
screamed. ''None of these boxes have my name on 
them!" Chuckie's parental units leaned toward the 
boxes, inspecting the tags. · 
"Of course there are presents for you Chuckie. We ... 
I mean I'm sure there were some there when we came 
in last night." 
"Oh dear," Chuckie's mother whispered. '1 think 
Charles is right." She divided the boxes into two piles: 
those with tags that said Frank and those for Margaret. 
'The tags are wrong. That's it! Open them, now!" 
The doorbell chimed. Chuckle heard his Mom open 
the door and yell, "Chuckle, come down here. Sam's 
here to see you." He lobbed his pencil at the poster of 
Batman on the wall. Pesker cowered in the shadows, 
waiting until Chuckie left the room; he unsheathed his 
claws and began to work. ...... 
Dear Santa, 
I have been a very, very, very good little boy this 
year!!! I have been nice to my Mommy and Daddy and ·my 
teachers. I want lots of gifts for Christmas. I want a Ninten- 
do, a radio controlled tank and airplane, a CD player and lots 
of CD's,a TV, a VCR,a ... 
December TS 
743 Hamilton St. 
"You couldn't stop me if you tried," Chuckie 
boasted,drenchingPeskerwiththejetspray. Theraven 
black tom fled. 
Margaret pounded her fist into the dough. "Go to 
your room right now, Charles Michael. I mean it." 
''Yeah, yeah. Wimpy old fleabag. Should have left 
him to die and be road kill," Chuckie muttered as he 
stomped into his room and slammed the door. Pesker, 
realizing he had picked the wrong sanctuary, sank his 
claws into his perch, terrified. 
''.Get off my desk, cat. I've got serious work to do." 
Chuckie grabbed Pesker by his tail, slinging him 
toward the floor. "Serves you right anyway. You're just 
a dumb ol' cat." Chuckie picked up his notebook and 
began to write with his stubby pencil: 
Dear Editors 
I liked 'The Frog Prince" despite its predictability. 
(Sad princess plus happy frog- what else could happen 
and still have a happy ending?) The story was told 
simply and directly, which suited its fairy-tale theme. 
John Grey's poetrywas,as usual,quitesimply good. 
Although I usually do not like free verse, Grey does it 
Thanks for the clarification. There have been times when 
we have published poems or stories about whose themes or 
content we felt ambivalent, but whose skill or imagery 
prompted us to put them before the readership. By all means, 
debate and discussion are wel.come!-CISL. I/ This does not 
imply, however, that we have reseruaiions about the content 
of Ms. Hood's work, which shows both technical skill and 
thematic integrity-TC. 
Charles de Lint 
Ottawa, Canada 
Dear Editors 
Thanks for the latest Mythic Circle. I particularly 
enjoyed the imagery in Mary Choo's poetry this time 
out. 
I have to comment on your reply to my letter printed 
in the same issue. While Hood's celebration of Colum- 
bus irritated me, I don't believe I said, or even implied, 
that it shouldn't have been published. It woke a strong 
response in me and that's what good work should do, 
so that even while I disagreed with the content of the 
poem, her verse was still successful. 
There's nothing more repugnant to me than 
material being screened for its political correctness and 
I have to admit that the idea of being considered a part 
of the camp that espouses such a blinkered vision of art 
disturbs me greatly. Do keep in mind that disagreement 
with another's views does not equal a cry for censor- 
ship. 
Until again, cheers, 
LETTERS of COMMENT 
"Of course. He's a very handsome cat. He has a 
glossy coat for a stray cat. We were very lucky Mrs. 
Pratt found him for us." He smiled at Pesker, who 
returned a dignified nod. Ronald hugged his wife, 
rubbing his unshaved face against her cheek. "I'm glad 
we decided to put the tree in Amanda's nursery. This 
is really a family Christmas." 
They leaned over the crib and stroked the sleeping 
child's golden hair across her forehead. Her name was 
Amanda Jane McAnnally, and she loved cats. 
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Five miles away Pesker sat, somewhat humiliated, 
with a red satin ribbon around his neck. A Christmas 
tree, with a star identical to the Dare's, shimmered soft 
light across pastel pictures of balloons and baby 
animals painted on the walls. 
"Do you think Amanda will like him?" Barbara 
McAnnally whispered to her husband. 
Chuckietossed the note in thefireplaoe. "I hate you." 
''Now, now, dear Charles. All is not lost Look in 
your stocking again. I gave you a present." 
Charles' face brightened. Greedily he reached into 
the litter-stuffed stocking and searched until he found 
an oblong package about the size of a red pepper. When 
he wrapped his hand around it, it squished between his 
fingers. 
'1 see you've found it. It's all so sad," Pesker slyly 
grinned and wiped his paw across his brow. 
Twinkling a rainbow host of lights, the Christmas 
tree's star danced to life, gliding around the furry 
branches. Pesker could feel its warm glow of happiness 
and hope brush against his fur. He leaned toward the 
heat The star circled and circled, touching each branch, 
until it reached the shag carpet. It roomed between 
Pesker's paws, sweeping him off his feet and out the 
window. Chuclcie's jaw dropped in amazement. 
Frank and Margaret Dare stumbled into the room. 
'What was that noise, Chuckie?" They looked at the 
starless tree. 
"Charles, what happened to the tree?" Margaret 
nervously scanned the room. It felt empty and lifeless. 
She hesitated, rubbing her chin with her hand, but she 
knew that she had to ask the question. ''Where is Pes- 
ker?" 
Chuclcie pointed to the open window. Margaret 
rushed toward it, searching the snow for paw prints, 
but she found none. 
"Honest, Mom, he went out the window." Chuckie 
lowered his head and sniffled. '1 think he's gone for 
good." 
Frank and Margaret held each other, remembering 
the Christmas Eve when Chuckie was three that they 
had found Pesker by: the highway when they returned 
from the Sanderson's Christmas party. 
"If it's O.K. with you Mom, I think I'll go wash my 
hands." Chuckie trudged toward the bathroom. 
• • • 
Sincerely, 
"Pesker" Miminata 
Santa Surveillance Unit #1077-90876 
possible for me to apply for reassignment? Perhaps a girl 
would suffice my needs most. I regret haoing to delete young 
Charles from your annual celebration but fttl this dismissal 
will be in the best interest of all parties concerned. 
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It was nice to see my three poems in print. Tim 
Callahan's drawing illustrates 'The Art of High Fan- 
tasy" very nicely. A "sheer prowess with words," eh? I 
remember trying to avoid being too repetitious in word 
choice in "Romantic Iconography"- perhaps that's the 
result. 
One comment about my intention, if I may. I 
planned, a number of years ago, to write a series of 
poems to makeup a sketchy "Art of the Romance." 'The 
Art of High Fantasy" as a short introduction and 
"Romantic Iconography" as the Freudian treatment are 
all that ever got done. (Freudianism is easy to handle.) 
I started another verse essay, on the political aspect of 
the romance, but I never got beyond the opening. This 
does not mean, for a reader, that the project is worth 
doing ('Why discuss the Romance in heroic couplets?" 
I can imagine someone asking) or that I necessarily 
have done it well. But if my peers in The Mythic Circle 
do not condemn the two poems too strongly, perhaps 
in the summer of 1995 I will be able to add another 
installment or two ... 
I have read the first two stories in The Mythic Circle 
13. "Frog Prince" was nicely done in its reversals. I have 
tried to imagine a professional market for it, and failed. 
But it was fun and worth publishing; probably that's 
one of the reasons the semi-professional and the 
amateur press exists- to provide markets for such 
works. 
'The Healer and the Storyteller" is a more complex 
work, and my reactions are more complex also. I think 
Erl has too many abilities for a short story, probably for 
a novel (this is the problem with Superman in the comic 
books): he can heal, he can shape stone mentally, he 
seems to be able to give a cat extra intelligence, he 
composes music, he can sense when a person is lying 
and can use a type of empathy beyond that. Second, I 
found the allusions to Jesus distracting (re Erl's father: 
"H you know me, you know him;" also the Biblical echo 
in "the greatest kind oflove"). That said, I think the inset 
stories of the storyteller worked well, and I liked the 
idea of the attraction between the healer and the 
physician's daughter. By the way, I don't think I agree 
with the story about the type of love which was 
described as the greatest: within the story, this was a 
type of eros- an unrequited eros, but still eros. I suppose 
the statement that it is "always rewarded" was a state- 
ment about a spiritual reward, which Arik takes to be 
a statement about the returning of eros. At any rate, the 
story seems to be playing a type of eros as agape, and 
I'm dubious that the jump may be made. Ah well, an 
interesting story and, over all, nicely written. 
WhatareSnaz.oids? DifferentfromMegatrons,ofcourse. 
(In other words, an alien race!) And in "Puppet Ruler" I 
think the hint is very strong that the hapless Borgil becomes 
a zombie at the end. Great letter!-CISL. II Regarding 
"Puppet Ruler," my impression was just the opposite: I felt 
Borgil would bewillingtocooperateinhisown death (in fact, 
from the beginning of the story, death seemed a release which 
would be welcome to him), but would not accede to the 




"The Witch's Eyes." Isn't Co'llad afraid? He agrees 
too quickly to the witch's request. After all, he's not an 
adventurer, but a lazy dreamer kicked out of his 
father's house for sloth. 
I liked "Moon Dreams In Aliador" up until the last 
two lines. I was disappointed in the "and then I woke 
up" ending. 'The Green Man of the Wood" seemed fully 
realized and compressed in the way of good poetry. 
"Fairy Land in Aliador" seemed to me to need a little 
tinkering, in that some words appear chosen only to 
make a rhyme or fill out the meter rather than to add 
anything to the story and imagery of the poem. 
"Planet of the Headhunters" is funny. But what does 
"Snazoid" mean? I can't figure it out. 
"Lumen"- I like it. It certainly doesn't read like a 
child's work. 'Three Strangers"- some of the grammar 
is awkward. A suggestion: ''But never did find the 
youth that he yearned" might read better as: "But found 
not the youth for which he yearned." Some of the other 
lines seem to need work also. 
"A Fable"- funny. 
"Puppet Ruler"- good, but I didn't understand the 
ending. Do they just kill Borgil or do they kill him and 
turn him into a zombie, for revenge? 
Is "Gossamer" about a real person? I hope not! 
Choo's poetry- I like the piling of images one atop 
the other and the complete compression of these 
poems, and yet I must wonder why they were styled as 
poetry at all; my anti-free-verse bias is at work here, 
and I must say that, although I like them as poems, I'd 
like them better as prose. 
'The Cyclops Maid" is a truly lovely story. I would 
have been disappointed if Scylla had shrunk to human 
size instead of Gwenth growing to hers; after all, her 
size is her power and she shouldn't have to give that 
up in order to be married. I'm glad the story ended the 
way it did. 
"On the Edge"- perfect! I think you've tapped a 
common fear among the lovers of fantasy- that others 
perceive us as crazy. 
Keep up the good work, everybody! 
Thanks for the comments! We liked Gwenth and Scylla 
too. "The Cyclops Maid" offers a delightful combination of 
appealing characters and rip-roaring plot - Schabel does it 
again! As to "Puppet Ruler," I, personally, didn't find it 
confusing, but dearly confusion is possible and and if so the 
author needs to know this.-TC 
Lynn Maudlin 
Altadena, California 
requires both sets of legs, I'm not quite sure how they 
hopped ''hand in hand" or even "foot in foot." 
"The Witch's Eyes" is clearly, in its brevity, a "fairy 
tale" but I am disturbed by this lazy dreamer making 
good entirely on the (evil) prompting of the witch and 
(good) advice of the sparrow; there is no moral here, no 
lesson, and while I've been briefly entertained I'm left 
empty. We are not even given the substance of his 
. dreams. 
'The Planet of the Headhunters" is a complete 
delight (and gives me a warm wash of nostalgia, 
remembering how my son used to make up spon- 
taneous, epic songs about rockets and alligators and 
swamps-). The two poems by Allison Marshall are 
very good and remind me of that earnest superiority I 
felt throughout my teens and early twenties ("you're 
not wise 'til you've lived a life untamed"). Having 
survived it, I look back with a fond shudder and am 
grateful for the passage of time! 
I found it difficult in "Puppet Ruler'' to keep track of 
all the names; for instance, who was Jarek and why was 
his death so important? We only get the one passing 
reference, early on. Thus I found it an unsatisfactory 
resolution. 
"Gossamer" is beautiful and chilling. 
I like Gwenth and Scylla from 'The Cyclops Maid" 
and especially their mutual respect and high regard 
based on aspects of character (courage, intellect, good 
humor). In answer to Schabel's queries, I suspect the 
Beloscoffs ring could be used in a gradual manner, 
trading it back and forth, until both reach an acceptable 
size (new question: what, if any, repercussions would 
there be for maintaining an "unnatural" size?). As to 
children's eyes, that would be a matter of genetics and 
paired eyes are obviously dominant so 3 of 4 kids 
would appear ''human" while the 4th would appear 
"cyclops" and the children of that 2nd generation 
"cyclops" would appear "human" - thus the race, 
Cyclops, dies out. 
I want to like "A Visit From Mom" more than I 
actually do. I need a little more clarification as to how 
long has "Mom" been hanging around, as her presence 
seems to surprise Marshall, the roommate, but not the 
narrator. Are we to infer that ignoring her fluttering 
presence is "the guilt" to which he refers, or merely her 
presence? I guess I'd like just a little less ambiguity. 
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Dear Tina & Sizzle, 
I liked 'The Healer & The Storyteller'' quite a lot but 
I had difficulty finding its focus or perhaps it has a 
certain dreamlike quality that made it hard for me to 
focus, I don't know which. I thought "Sonnet For Star- 
Eyes" was lovely, although I want to add an "even" to 
the "And now I can remember our surprise" line but 
maybe I'm placing the emphasis incorrectly. 
The subject matter of Joe Christopher's poems echo 
discussions I've had with other writers, sitting about 
on a long evening, talking and pondering, but - amaz- 
ingly! - made me just a touch uneasy to read in the stark 
black and white of the printed page! Hmmm. Perhaps 
my ancestors from Iowa surface in me at long last ... 
'The Frog Prince" is delightful although, as hopping 
Thanks, Jane. Serendipitously, yau have a story appear- 
ing in this issue. Perhaps others will return your good offices 
and send in comments foryaul-TC 
Jane M. H. Bigelow 
Denver, Colorado 
Dear Editors 
''Frog Prince" was a wonderful twist on the old 
story. Well-done humor is rare in literature in general, 
and especially rare in fantasy. Alex McGilvery 
manages to deal with practical concerns (yes, of course, 
the newly human Albert would be naked, and the King 
and Queen would be scandalized) without breaking 
the fairy story mode. 
I have some quibbles about"Follow. "Why is the size 
of youth foolish? What would parents do if two-year- 
olds weresix feet tall? Also, does the narrator often 
wish to jUmp ~to other cars, as '1ike so many times 
before" implies? If so, then this episode is suddenly less 
enchanting. Although I sympathize with the feeling 
John Grey describes, I'm frustrated by the structure of 
tile poem. Are the line breaks supposed to imitate 
stop-and-go traffic? 
Much as I admire the long and insightful letters of 
comment that some readers write, I think I'd better 
close here. Thanks for all your good work! 
yaurpoetry-mureon 'TheArtofHighFantasy"isespecial- 
ly welcome here. Re professional markets, well, those can be 
as idiosyncratic, shall we say, as small press. I've seen stories 
by major authors that I wouldn't print- and some of our 
stories ought to be winning awards. (Of course, it is a matter 
of taste, or "chacun a son goulash" as they say.) But in The 
Mythic Circle we can take chances; frequently we publish a 
story that we sense might be flawed, but which ufe feel will 
be benefited by reader feedback. These letters can be immen- 
sely helpful to our writers, so please keep them coming!- 
CISL II And we really meant our praise in·describing your 
·sheer prowess with words. "-TC. 
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For some reason, Bridget drank five cups of tea that 
night and not even the festive sounds from the big fire 
irritated her any longer. She fell slowly into a peaceful 
dreamside world where the words of the rhymer's song 
held no meaning. 
Next morning she awoke with the sun, dressed, 
then stepped cautiously outside. Hints of winter were 
everywhere and as she gazed to the south, the 
landscape was dotted with squat canvas huts and 
wooden wagons. Leaves had already begin to forsake 
up the dark. And around it they began singing songs 
and telling stories. Bridget, meanwhile, could not help 
wondering what it must feel like to really be part of her 
tribe. Those fires, however, were no place for her.Years 
ago, when she first tried to attend, Gilking Rhymer got 
up and sang a mean spirited song he'd made up about 
her. · 
All of her pain, suffering and humiliation were 
chronicled and the words cut deep. The rhymer sang 
of a prophecy that went back over a hundred genera- 
tions among the tribes. At the precise moment of 
Bridget's birth, the moon covered the sun and an eerie 
green light engulfed the land. A flock of swans flew 
over her family's tent and circled three times before 
flying off again in the direction from which they'd 
come. 
From then on, Bridget became prophecy's victim. 
For the signs foretold that a son would be born to her 
and he would eventually unite all of the independent 
caravan families and make them a force to be reckoned 
with. The signs also told that Bridget would be the 
future king's mother. 
On the first new moon after her sixteenth birthday, 
all the tribes gathered deep in the Forlorn Forest for the 
sacred rites. She was penetrated by a young man near 
her age from one of the other tribes. Unlike herself, the 
father was chosen by tribal elders and his identity 
would never be revealed. 
Gil king Rhymer sang on, painting a picture with his 
words of a woman large with child and how on the final 
night of her carrying, a woman- child was birthed into 
the land, grotesque looking and lifeless. 
The more superstitious among the tribes saw the 
stillbirthasacursefromtheGoddessandovertheyears 
people had taken to laying all blame fur their own 
personal misfortunes right at Bridget's feet. Almost 
immediately, the young girl, just three months shy of 
her seventeenth birthday, found herself a near outcast 
among outcasts. .. .. .. .. 
Just as the sun began setting in a fire colored sky, 
Bridget Sida stooped over an old wool blanket and 
collected the herbs she'd been drying since sunrise. 
With trading at the traveling bazaar winding down, she 
could not keep from thinking about the grimness of life. 
With a disenchanted sigh, she arranged her herbs in a 
basket, threw the old blanket over her shoulders and 
headed back toward the caravan space she shared with 
her sister's family, consisting of a husband, wife and 
three children. Maybe business will be better tomorrow, 
she thought, while glancing at an orange and yellow 
sky. 
Shortly after sunset, Bridget sat alone in her tent 
blending the recent harvest into potions of healing and 
incense. And while working by flame of a single candle, 
she realized that there would always be things to do, 
but seldom would there be anyone to share them. At 
thirty-two, she felt a hole in her life as wide and as dark 
as the Great Forlorn Forest, far to the west. 
A wayfarer's life came hard to a woman without a 
man. The wives, with no lives of their own, resented 
Bridget's role among the small band of travelers and 
feared her charms. The husbands, meanwhile, knew 
better then to be seen talking with her for more than a 
few moments. And as she sat counting, cataloging and 
blending her plants the sounds of barking dogs and 
neighing horses drifted in from outside. She continued 
her work until smells of boiled cabbage and 
woodsmoke began tickling her nostrils. 
She felt grateful for the love of her sister's family 
and chose not to push her welcome. Only two or three 
times from one full moon to the next did she sit at their 
table. Most of her time she spent alone, and since 
regular meals held little importance for her, she 
finished off her nights with a steaming cup of her 
special blend of tea. Dreamworld Tea she called it and 
in the fourteen years since perfecting the elixir, she'd 
always have at least two or three cups a night. 
And that disturbed her. Having seen so many 
young men of her tribe become slaves to their endless 
craving for alcohol, she wondered if something similar 
was occurring with her and her Dreamworld Tea. It 
didn't help her sleep any better: she knew, but the 
dreams-they were all she had to live for. To her they 
were as real as the worldly life, and since dogged by 
the effects of a false prophecy, she spent as much time 
as she could on the dreamside. 
Bridget could not help her rage at the sounds of 
celebration from outside. The indwellers were coming 
together and building a huge central fire that lighted 
by Walter Lide 
BRIDGET SKLA'S DREAMWORLD TEA 
blue eyes and he looked as if he'd been chased by 
ghosts and had not a decent sleep in years. 
As he came closer, his pain made him look older 
than what must have been his years. Eight. Maybe ten 
years' difference between us, she thought. Not bad. Al- 
thoughshe'd long ago given up seeking a lover,shestill 
carried the torch of eternal hope. 
"I seek the woman called Bridget Skla," the official 
said from atop his tired animal, while pulling it to a 
stop directly in front of her. 
Turning red with rage she stood almost nose to nose 
with the intruder's mule. Oh, how I despise the nobility 
and their piddle lapping officials, she pondered. 
She stared intently into his eyes before speaking, 
and despite her confusion at what his eyes told her of 
him, her voice came sharp with defiance. "I am the 
woman called Bridget Skla," she said, her eyes still 
locked upon his. 'What of it?" 
Even as she held his gaze, her healer's mind had 
already began it's subtle and wordless probing. He's a 
different kind of bird, all right, she concluded. Unlike 
other servants of the aristocracy, the man and his tired 
beast were ordinary and he lacked the garish finery and 
arrogance of the others. 
"I beg that you forgive my intrusion, my lady," he 
rasped while swinging down from his mount and un- 
tying a crutch, all in a single motion. "I have need of 
your services. I haven't much, but I'll gladly give all 
that I have." 
Bridget nodded and heaved a loud sigh filled with 
compassion. "I understand," she said. ''You run from 
the ghosts." 
The outdweller nodded. "Follow me, then," she con- 
tinued. 'There is a cure and it will not cost much." 
Once inside her tent, she set about blending her 
customer a ve.ry fresh and special batch of Dreamworld 
Tea, and all the while, encouraging him to put voice to 
his dreams. The visions and voices of which he spoke 
were worse than nightmares. They were an attack on 
the spirit and she easily understood why he'd been 
afraid to shut his eyes most nights. At the end of his 
tale, he shrugged. "And I've been eating the petals of 
blue and yellow mountain flowers to stay awake." 
''That stuff will make you crazy," she advised while 
scooping the potion into a small clay jar. "Drink a cup 
of this and then try making love with your wife before 
going to sleep. Any one of those two suggestions will 
surely bring contentment to your dreams." 
"Wife?" The official seemed bewildered. After a 
slight pause, however, he sagged his shoulders. "That 
is another long and sad story," he said. 
Having obtained the information she was after, 
Bridget turned from her work table and gazed at her 
visitor. It's been his eyes all along, she suddenly real- 
ized. For whenever she looked into his sad blue orbs, 
his pain and his wisdom touched her heart. Even with 
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the branches that held them and her breath turned to 
mist in the light of a cold gray dawn. 
Although her people roamed the farthest reaches of 
the Land of Three Kings, it was outside of the town 
walls of Falston that Bridget felt most at home. For as 
far back as she could remember, her caravan along with 
a few other tribes that traveled the region, gathered at 
Falston for the winter and operated a profitable bazaar 
during the Season of Winds. 
Daybreak that morning ushered in a near festive 
mood of happy anticipation and even as her breath 
turned quickly to vapor, Bridget took delight in what 
she saw. Trees standing since before she was born were 
used for drying laundry and, like the stone wall that 
separated them from the town, were decorated with 
garments of many colors. Sounds of crying infants 
mingled with the early morning sounds of barking 
dogs and restless horses. Family cooking fires came 
slowly to life and, under the dull shine of first light, 
townspeople began making their way to the bazaar. 
Rather than attend her booth that morning, Bridget 
decided to make a last harvest of certain wildflowers 
and herbs she'd need during the Seasons of Winds. May 
as well enjey what's left of the fall weather, she thought, 
turning back to her tent. 
It happened in the space of a heart beat. The entire 
bazaar fell suddenly silent and neither horse neighed 
nor dog barked. Even the infants stopped their crying 
and the only sound was the slow and steady beat of 
hoofs tromping upon a cold morning's ground. She 
glanced toward the noise and saw a stranger driving 
his reluctant mule deep into the heart of the camp. He's 
got a lot of gumption, riding into the living area uninvited, 
she thought. And with the bazaar not even open yet. Al- 
though his mule was a small one, Bridget saw the 
emblem of Lord Shalia's service sewn prominently to 
the left side of his frayed cloak. That still don't give him 
the right. 
Bridget had traveled far, wide and throughout the 
land of the kings and despite her reputation as a first 
rate healer, she'd been treated little better than dirt. But 
such was life for a member of the wayfaring tribes, she 
knew. Merchant, artisan, farmer or cleric, everyone 
looked down their noses at her people. It was a fact of 
life and for the healer woman, there was little difference 
between those who worked for a living and the lords, 
ladies, kings and queens who ruled them. 
All eyes were upon the outdweller as he plodded 
further into their camp. Finally, Bridget realized that 
the stranger was headed straight for her. And as if in a 
dream, she momentarily found herself lost in the deep 
blue of his eyes. Worse yet, she could not help but 
notice the fine hard chest beneath his garments. 
I have been much too long without a man, she thought 
while stifling a sigh. Even when she saw that he missed 
his left leg, her blood continued growing hot with fever. 
An eerie sadness seemed to cloud his otherwise dear 
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A flood of words and tangled emotions poured 
from her lips. It had been so long a time since anyone 
had cared to ask. And had it not been for the sleep 
inducing effects of her Purple Rose incense, she might 
have talked for hours. 
"I don't even know your name, sir," she finally said. 
"And here I am talking your ears off." 
"It is good for me to hear of another's pain for a 
change. My name is Mamack One Leg, swordsman by 
training and stablemaster by chance." 
Bridget tried to smile but was overtaken by the urge 
to yawn. 
Briefly, the stranger dozed. A heartbeat later his 
eyes snapped open and he stared straight at Bridget. 
''Your incense is stronger than my mountain flowers," 
he said with astonishment. "And I fear that I can no 
longer stay awake." 
"I know," she said, taking him by the hand and 
leading the way. 
She felt him tense and try and pull away, but being 
quite used to the smoke-like drowsiness brought on by 
the Purple Rose, she easily settled him onto her pallet. 
Quickly edging as close to the tent wall as possible 
and with his back facing her, Mamack curled up like a 
frightened child. "My sleep is not peaceful," he said. 
"Yeti cannot make it back to the Royal Stables and have 
only one leg, she thought, attempting to lighten her 
mood, he's a pretty good catch. 
"If you don't have a wife, I'm quite sure you have 
more than enough women. Many would no doubt 
leave their mates for the likes of you." 
"And for what use? I lost more then my leg at Blood 
River. And because of that, I eventually lost my wife." 
His eyes suddenly showed a pain that went far beyond 
mere sadness. "She was a good woman and stayed 
faithful for almost five years. But when she took a 
young lover into her life, I knew that she would not be 
around much longer." 
"So the ghost you run from is the Battle of Blood 
River?" · 
"I can't fight sleep forever. And when sleep finally 
wins out again, I'll need your tea." 
Taking a good size pinch from a small heap of 
powdered Purple Rose, she discreetly filled a nearby 
incense burner and set the purple powder ablaze. It 
flared briefly, then settled into a slow fragrant burn. 
'What you need," she said, "is sleep. And you need it 
now. If ear for your health and sanity. People who fight 
sleep soon find that they cannot fight their dreams. 
They will come. And no matter how hard you fight 
sleep, your dreams will eventually have their way." 
"It is my burden to carry, my lady." 
"So itis. But it is my bur- 
den as a healer to ease pain 
and suffering wherever I 
may come across it." 
Without another word, she 
began brewing a pot of 
Dreamworld Tea. 
Finally, her task com- 
pleted, she poured two 
cups and handed one to her 
guest. "I have lighted a 
pinch of Purple Rose," she 
said. "It brings a peaceful 
sleep." 
"It'll take more than 
mere fragrance to put me 
under," he said with a 
chuckle. '1' ve eaten enough 
mountain flowers to keep 
an army awake." 
Bridget shrugged. "We 
shall see," she said, grin- 
ning a knowing smile. 
"Still, I would be 
honored to share a cup of 
tea with you. It isn't often 
that I have company of a 
lady. But enough of me. 
Tell me something of your- 
self?" 
On the night of her newborn' s birth, Bridget lay 
asleep in her tent while a silver band encircled the 
moon and a clear sky shook with explosions of thunder 
and lightning. And at the precise moment of her 
daughter's birth, a bolt of flashing light shot down from 
the sky and effortlessly split a huge boulder not far 
from where Bridget slept. 
As a midwife took the newborn into her arms and 
prepared to lay the child on its mother's breast, the 
midwife gulped. "It is a girl," she whispered in quiet 
puzzlement. 
"So it is," agreed a second midwife, assisting in the 
dreamside birth. ''But look at those eyes." 
"Mother of us all," exclaimed the first. "She is a child 
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strange unfoldment of her dreams. 
They were a little disquieting at first, but when she 
discovered that on the dreamside at least, she was with 
child, her joy knew no bofutds. Throughout the long 
dark winter her only regret was that Mamack One Leg 
did not share in her blessings. 
It had happened so discreetly that she failed to 
notice it at first, but her tribespeople were treating her 
differently. The indwellers began talking among them- 
selves about how a failed prophecy may yet come true 
and wondered what kind of powerful magic would 
cause so many of the caravan to share in the same 
dream some nights. And although no one professed to 
know anything, all agreed that whatever was taking 
place had the hand of the Goddess upon it. 
The first moon of summer was the most profitable 
she'd ever seen. And not too long after that, curiosity 
overcame even the best of her kinfolk and they began 
approaching her in small groups, hoping to under- 
stand the meaning of a shared dream. Bridget was 
spooked when she learned that by now, almost 
everyone in her tribe had shared in her dreams. 
The final moon phases of her dreamside pregnancy 
were unlike anything she could have ever imagined 
and the small groups turned into a steady stream of 
visitors and customers. Even in daylight, everyone 
wide awake and living their worldly lives, her people 
were awestruck in her presence and had even started 
competing among themselves for her attentions. 
Despite her new found acceptance, however, 
Bridget knew a powerful and heavy fear which hung 
like a rock in the pit of her stomach. Fear of living 
through another pregnancy, even if only on the dream- 
side, only to give birth to another stillborn, came close 
to costing her sanity. Worse yet, she felt split between 
two worlds and often found a blood chilling confusion 
in both. 
Somehow, the shared dreams had reached beyond 
her immediate tribe and managed to touch the sleep of 
all the tribes in the land. Visitors began arriving several 
times a day just to see for themselves and report back 
to their own caravans. 
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Daybreak came early and morning's chill was not 
as sharp as it had been only a half moon earlier. During 
the cold season, Bridget had taken to drinking four 
cups of tea each night. With each passing night her 
dreams became more and more real, yet she longed for 
the warm season when her caravan would once more 
start its huge circular trek through but a small portion 
of the Land of Three Kings. Besides, she needed a break 
from the intense silence of her winter's life and the 
They rose at dusk and Bridget immediately noticed 
how Mamack's eyes avoided her. She, on the other 
hand, could not take her eyes from him and moved 
about her chores with a certain lightness of step. Final- 
ly, she handed her guest his jar of tea and the 
stablemaster bowed, left her tent and headed for his 
lord's stables. 
She glowed from her core and not even Mamack' s 
earlier discomfort had snuffed out its sparkle. As eve- 
ning wore on, she basked in the luscious memories of 
her most recent dream. Somehow, she realized, 
Mamack's averted eyes and unsteady voice only con- 
firmed they had shared the same dream. And there had 
been no hesitation in the gentle and confident way he'd 
made love to her. On the dreamside, he was neither 
wounded nor wanting. 
L8ter that night, Bridget did not fall right off to 
sleep, but chose to lay awake remembering her dream. 
It'd be worth sleeping a little later in the morning, she 
thought. At most, I'll miss a few coppers and maybe a small 
silver. Early bi.rd clients were known for their unwill- 
ingness to part with wealth. 
By sunrise, however, her euphoria had turned to 
melancholy and she could not sleep in earnest Not 
even Purple Rose and valerian root tea brought sleep. 
Her dark despondency ran so deep she thought it 
would split her in half. Although unable to afford 
another's days loss of business, she decided for one last 
harvest and a quiet afternoon of bathing in a nearby 
stream. 
At high noon, she'd gathered neither flower nor 
herb, but had spent her entire morning irritated with 
regret. '1'11 probably never see him again," she said to 
herself. '1 should have told him how I too shared in his 
dream." 
Upon reaching her favorite spot in a private and 
isolated area along the stream, she slipped out of her 
clothes and into the water. The noon hours grow colder, 
she thought as a mind numbing misery resettled itself 
deeper into her bones. 
• • • • 
no choice but to impose on your hospitality, my lady." 
Bridget didn't think twice about crawling onto the 
pallet and snuggling up against his strong hard back. 
"I'll be right here with you," she said, wrapping her 
arms around him and laying her open palms upon his 
chest. "I promise." 
.. . . . 
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They dozed peacefully as the sound of flowing 
water drifted in and out of their awareness. Bridget's 
spine began tingling with anticipation as Mamack 
touched his lips to hers. An instant later, she found 
herself coasting into a dark warm space somewhere 
deep inside of her soul. Her lover's kiss, meanwhile, 
grew more and more passionate even as the way in 
which he lightly stroked her breasts grew in gentleness. 
They surrendered unto one another as she felt her- 
self melt to his touch. I'm going to do more than tell him, 
she thought, her hands seeking out the knotted rope 
which held up his pants. This time, I'm going to slww him 
how I feel. Her target found, her nimble fingers deftly 
undid the knot and she was surprised to hear the 
craving of her own thoughts take to words. "Make love 
to me, Mamack," she implored in a throaty whisper. 
"I've been much too long without you." 
But even as she settled into the slow soothing 
rhythmofherdreamsideencounter, a fleeting chill shot 
up her spine like frozen flame and for a very brief 
moment, Bridget knew that the birth of her dreamchild 
signaled a new kind of life in the Land of Three Kings 
and the possibilities were as frightening as they were 
tantalizing. 
Just as quickly as the crystal dear comprehension 
had came, however, it shattered like glass in her mind. 
There will be plenty of time to grow accustomed to the 
changes, she thought and was promptly confounded at 
the sudden sound of an impassioned sigh that seemed 
to come from some long forgotten and primeval place 
deep in her gut. 
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to travel slowly due to Mamack's war injury, they had 
ample opportunity to enjoy each other's company. 
Bridget was happy to learn that Mamack also thought 
that something wondrous was happening. 
"My lord does not allow his servants to worship any 
god but his own," he said. "But whenever I make my 
prayers in private, they are always to the Goddess. And 
I know that She has Her hand in this." 
"And her enchantment grows thick," Bridget said. 
"Thick like churning butter." 
For the remainder of their journey they walked in 
silence. Before long, Bridget began making an amazing 
discovery. While fulJy awake and alert, she found that 
by merely picturing her daughter in her mind's eye, she 
could drift and out of the dreamside at will. It was not 
unpleasant, but whenever she tried it, an eerie tingle 
lingered on her skin. Although she did not understand 
this new and marvelous discovery, neither did she 
doubt it. 
Arriving at the banks of the stream, Bridget turned 
and laid an open palm softly upon her companion's 
chest. "I have just learned to do something that is most 
amazing," she said. "And I'd like for you to learn it, too. 
First thing," she continued hoarsely, "is to close your 
eyes." 
For a moment, Mamack could not speak. ''You 
mean ... ?" 
"I enjoyed it as much as you," she answered with a 
smile. 
His eyes grew wide with disbelief and he hobbled 
along side as she turned west and headed for her 
favorite spot at a nearby stream. 
Later, they veered from the fields and moved 
toward an area thick with bushes and tall grass. The 
stream was still a good distance off and since they had 
since." 
of magic, that is sure." 
"And so a different kind of prophecy has come to 
pass." The voice belonged to the High Priestess who, 
having arrived from the Isle Greymist only moments 
before the birth, had watched in silence as the unbeliev- 
able event began to unfold. 'This is a new kind of 
prophetic unfoldment and no one back at Greymist, 
neither Priestess nor Seer, can comprehend its mean- 
ing. We often have the same dream many nights and 
have realized that all activity seems to emanate from 
this caravan. But for now, all we can do is be patient 
and see what the Goddess has in store for us." 
Bridget slept a dreamless sleep after that and did not 
awake until long after sunrise. The instant that her 
mind cleared itself of sleep, she began fuming with 
rage. So what if there is magic at work on the dreamside, she 
wondered. What about the here and now? After birthing 
a daughter that didn't exist, fathered in a dream by a 
castrated man who she barely knew, she itched with 
impatient frustration. 
It didn't take long for her to realize, however, that 
the dreamside was where she truly belonged. The 
womanchild, now named Epshada, grew bigger by the 
night and quickly became the joy of both worlds for 
Bridget. When the caravan returned to the holdings of 
Lord Shalia for the winter season, the healer woman 
allowed herself a brief twinge of hope. That very night, 
she lay awake on her pallet. "Goddess," she said, very 
softly. "If your hand be truly upon this ... " She could not 
finish and instead turned on her side, curled up like a 
wounded child and cried. "I am selfish, inpatient and 
ungrateful for all that I do have," she chastised herself. 
'What right do I have to ask for more?" 
Next morning, dawn broke clear and crisp. Bridget 
rose early and immediately left camp to check out the 
condition of the local plant life. She'd barely started her 
journey and was scrutinizing a clump of Alfron grow- 
ing strong in a field when she spotted Mamack riding 
toward her on his dilapidated looking mule. 
"When I first heard that your caravan had returned, 
I immediately sought you out, my lady," he said fran- 
tically, pulling to a stop and dismounting. "I must 
speak with you aboutthe strange tum my dreams have 
taken ... " 
"I know, Mamack," she said softly. 'The day we met 
we shared a dream and my life has not been the same 

